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Abstract 

 

Evaluative Thinking Amid Disaster 

By 

Phung Khanh Pham 

 

Claremont Graduate University: 2023 

 

Evaluation and emergency medicine have appreciable parallels and are likely to 

intertwine as they each evolve, especially in response to disasters or other pervasive problems 

that can worsen into the future.  Evaluative thinking—which largely involves critical thinking, 

valuing, and other dynamic processes—may be ubiquitously useful to practitioners, scholars, and 

others from both these fields of practice.  In this dissertation, I referenced the dual systems 

theory of the human mind to conceptualize evaluative thinking as paradoxically fast (automatic) 

and slow (deliberate), and I characterized the COVID-19 pandemic as a disaster laden with 

societal games.  Derived from game theory, societal games range from the formal ones played by 

disciplines and fields of practice to the informal and diffuse games of social movements and 

special interests.   

I sought to answer two research questions.  First, what are the manifestations of 

evaluative thinking within and between evaluation and emergency medicine amid disaster?  

Second, what linguistic patterns emerge from evaluative thinking amid disaster?  My research 

design was multimethod, involving Q-methodology and function word analysis.  I used 



 

purposive sampling to obtain two samples—one representing the context of evaluation (n = 32) 

and another representing the context of emergency medicine (n = 31).  All research participants 

were professionals working in settings related to health and disasters, emergencies, and/or crises.  

Amid disaster, I found six styles of evaluative thinking in the evaluation context (clarere, 

justificare, movere, verificare, informare, ponderare) and three styles in the emergency 

medicine context (cernere, librare, delineare).  Using intuition to render judgments is the most 

automatic process in the verificare, cernere, and delineare styles.  Considering the availability 

of resources is the most deliberate process in the ponderare and delineare styles, while 

challenging personal beliefs and opinions is the most deliberate process in the clarere and 

librare styles.  Whereas reflecting specifically on closing the gap between current and desired 

states is most deliberate in the cernere style, it is most automatic in the ponderare style.  Lastly, 

broad reflection is most deliberate in movere and informare, deliberate in justificare and 

librare, automatic in clarere and ponderare, and circumstantial in the remaining styles.   

Function words in the English language may be divided into eight categories.  On 

average across evaluative thinking styles, rates of personal pronouns, impersonal pronouns, 

conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, and non-referential adverbs were higher during the speaking mode 

than writing mode, while the rates of articles, prepositions, and negations were similar between 

modes.  There were significant mode x style interaction effects for prepositions and articles, 

though the mean rates of these function words were similar between modes for most styles.  

There were also significant interaction effects for conjunctions and auxiliary verbs, though the 

mean rates of these function words were higher during speaking than writing for most styles.  

Furthermore, the relatively higher rates of spoken (compared to written) pronouns, conjunctions, 

auxiliary verbs, and non-referential adverbs with the relatively similar rates of spoken and 



 

written articles, prepositions, and negations suggest that even with different styles of evaluative 

thinking and societal games at play, professionals working in disaster, emergency, or crisis 

settings gravitate toward talking with others in an accessible manner while maintaining a sense 

of authority that is inherent in their written work.    

In conclusion, this dissertation contributes to the empirical evaluative thinking literature 

by providing insights into the nature of evaluative thinking amid disaster, and it also comprises 

an initial foundation upon which to further probe linguistic signals that help evaluators and other 

professionals recognize and express different styles of evaluative thinking. 

 Keywords: COVID-19, disaster, emergency medicine, evaluation, evaluative thinking, 

LIWC, Q-methodology, societal games, system 1, system 2 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

Overview 

In the United States (US) during the 1960s, public demand and federal initiatives—more 

so than research advancements—fueled both the evolutions of evaluation (Shadish et al., 1991) 

and emergency medicine (Zink, 2018).  This societal backdrop has since inspired art as well as 

science within both of these fields of practice.  As the theoretical and empirical knowledge bases 

supporting evaluation and emergency medicine continue to grow and catch up to practical issues, 

the art and science of thinking about and judging the value of new information, technologies, and 

so forth may become all the more necessary to decide what works for whom, why, how, when, 

and under which conditions.  Practitioners, scholars, and others from evaluation and emergency 

medicine—and even elsewhere—may use evaluative thinking to optimize their work.   

Evaluative thinking largely involves critical thinking, but also valuing and other dynamic 

processes (Patton, 2018; Vo et al., 2018).  A longstanding definition of critical thinking states 

that it is the disciplined process of active and skillful conceptualization, application, analysis, 

synthesis, or evaluation of information that is obtained through reasoning, experience, 

observation, reflection, or communication in order to guide belief and action (Scriven & Paul, 

1987).  Valuing—which may be understood as the process of ascribing merit, worth, or 

significance to something and justifying that ascription—is the feature that fundamentally 

distinguishes evaluative thinking from critical thinking (Vo et al., 2018).  

Over the years, evaluative thinking in practice settings has been empirically examined to 

understand its various manifestations (Fierro et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019; Pham, 2018; Wharton, 
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2021).  These scholarly efforts allude to evaluative thinking as ontologically diverse, dynamic, 

and not easily detectable.  However, since even elusive phenomena are permeated by language 

(Bezzi, 2006; Schwandt, 1997), linguistic encapsulations of evaluative thinking within both 

evaluation and emergency medicine may be possible to discern.  After all, program evaluators 

often discuss observations, assumptions, and so on with program personnel and participants, and 

narrate the suite of activities, findings, and conclusions in technical reports.  Similarly, 

emergency physicians talk to patients about their diagnoses and chronicle the course of their 

diagnostic workup, therapeutic management, and dispositional status in medical records.  

If evaluative thinking is posited as a dynamic phenomenon permeated by language, then 

Q-methodology (Stephenson, 1935a, 1935b, 1952) and function word analysis (Pennebaker, 

2011) may be used to elucidate the ways people in practice settings naturally engage in 

evaluative thinking.  As a system of empirical procedures, Q-methodology is capable of 

characterizing a phenomenon of interest—even one that is elusive—by uncovering its coexisting 

manifestations among different people (Brown, 1993).  Function word analysis is a 

psycholinguistic approach to natural language inquiry that involves tracking pronouns, 

conjunctions, articles, and more to reveal patterns in both intrapersonal and interpersonal 

processes (Chung & Pennebaker, 2007, 2018; Pennebaker & Chung, 2012; Pennebaker, 2011).  

Furthermore, during times of disaster, function words may be more telling than the actual content 

words about people’s thinking (Ashokkumar & Pennebaker, 2021; Pennebaker, 2011; 

Pennebaker & Gonzales, 2009). 

This dissertation proposed to answer two research questions in tandem.  First, what are 

the manifestations of evaluative thinking within and between evaluation and emergency 

medicine amid disaster?  Second, what linguistic patterns emerge from evaluative thinking amid 
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disaster?  Previously, my thesis unveiled distinctive styles of evaluative thinking among a sample 

of people representing the context of evaluation and another sample of people representing the 

context of emergency medicine (Pham, 2018).  An inference from my prior work is that multiple 

styles of evaluative thinking may coexist.  That being said, the purpose of this dissertation is to 

initiate the development of an empirical knowledge base of possible evaluative thinking styles 

and their linguistic patterns.  After all, “if we understand better what we’re doing, we might be 

able to do it better” (Enserink, 2018, p. 1179).  

Positionality 

Positionality spotlights a person’s identities and worldviews to increase transparency of 

their assumptions in relation to a project (Becho, 2021).  With this concept in mind, I position 

myself professionally as a researcher and an evaluator who strives to move as fluidly as possible 

between the two roles.  Sometimes the research and evaluation that I conduct are separate 

entities, sometimes they are the same entity, and sometimes one is a smaller part of the other 

(Wanzer, 2021).  I am part of the evaluation transdiscipline (Scriven, 2016) and the pediatric 

emergency medicine community.  In terms of personal background, I am American by 

nationality and Vietnamese-Chinese by ethno-cultural heritage, and I grew up with the influences 

of both Western and non-Western knowledge systems.   

Furthermore, I am fluent in English and proficient enough with the Vietnamese language 

to notice how pronouns and other function words in this language and others can be used to 

create psychological closeness or distance in different situations.  And although I regularly work 

with numbers, I habitually pay attention to lexicons.  I am particularly fascinated by Latin 

because each word seems to hold multiple meanings, and I appreciate the argument that “Latin’s 

unique status as a dead language frees it from nationalistic ties” (DeLone, 2015, para. 9). 
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Dualities are everywhere in my professional and personal worlds, and it is perhaps no 

surprise that I am drawn to the dual systems theory of the human mind (Kahneman, 2011), which 

undergirds this dissertation.  My proclivity for dualities is explainable through two reasons.  One 

is that I am curious about the values, valuing, and value in art and science, in theory and practice, 

in numbers and words, and so on.  The other reason is that a both ways philosophy (Schwandt, 

2018) naturally permeates my professional and personal relationships.  I usually find that there is 

no single “right” answer to the questions that I or others ponder, and as such, I am interested in 

finding coherence from synthesizing two or more realities.   

Moreover, my quest to understand the ontological diversity of evaluative thinking has 

evolved with the COVID-19 pandemic.  The paradox of fast and slow thinking and the 

multiplicity of epistemologies have long been intriguing to me—even more with the emergence 

of the novel coronavirus.  Archibald (2021a, 2021b) has posited that evaluative thinking taps into 

practical wisdom and welcomes a plurality of ways of knowing.  Schwandt and colleagues 

(2016) have asserted that “systematic and disciplined evaluation is what evaluators do.  

However, all of us—evaluators, policymakers, parliamentarians, implementers, and the general 

public—must also think evaluatively” (p. 2, italics in original).  I agree with their stances, and 

ever since the early days of the pandemic, I have felt compelled to explore evaluative thinking 

specifically among professionals who are accustomed to working in disaster, emergency, and/or 

crisis settings.   I hope this dissertation offers insights that all of us can learn from.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Art and Science 

The practices of evaluation and emergency medicine are often permeated by conditions 

of complexity and chaos, time constraints and distractions, variety and novelty, and fluctuations 

between information scarcity and data deluge (Croskerry, 2009; Patton, 2010).  There are other 

appreciable similarities between evaluation and emergency medicine.  This section provides a 

historical comparison of these two fields of practice to highlight past, present, and possible future 

parallels that illustrate the salience of evaluative thinking in both fields.  

Respice – “Look Back” 

 After World War II, an economic boom transpired in the US, yet the gap between the rich 

and poor only widened (Zink, 2018).  The Great Society, which unfurled during the 1960s, 

included a series of federal initiatives, legislation, and programs initiated under President 

Kennedy and expanded under Presidents Johnson and Nixon to help the American public fight 

poverty and other societal ills (Shadish et al., 1991).  Many social programs were launched in 

various contexts, such as education, housing, criminal justice, and health care (Shadish et al., 

1991; Miller et al., 2012).  As federal funds surged into these programs, Congress demanded 

accountability on behalf of the public amid media reports of financial mismanagement and fraud 

(Shadish et al., 1991).  However, there was a dearth of personnel with appropriate expertise to 

evaluate programs, which generated opportunities for professionals across the social sciences to 

work as evaluators (Shadish et al., 1991).  

Political and social factors fueled not only the growth of evaluation in the US, but also 
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the development of emergency medicine.  The Great Society gave rise to Medicare and 

Medicaid, which have since provided public health insurance to older adults and to low income 

persons of all ages, respectively (Zink, 2018).  By the mid-1960s, millions of Americans could 

finally afford health care through Medicare or Medicaid coverage (Sklar et al., 2010; Zink, 

2018).  However, many were unable to access primary care and ended up flocking to hospital 

emergency rooms, despite their subpar quality at the time (Sklar et al., 2010).   

After World War II, emergency rooms in civilian hospitals across the US were known as 

accident and casualty rooms that housed patients suffering from serious injury or disease with a 

low chance of survival (National Academy of Sciences [NAS] & National Research Council 

[NRS], 1966).  These rooms were often poorly equipped and staffed by unsupervised interns and 

reluctant residents from other areas of the hospital (Zink, 2018).  Providing emergency care was, 

unfortunately at the time, “not something that any self-respecting physician would do for a 

living” (Zink, 2018, p. 14).  By the mid-1960s, the American public realized that “if seriously 

wounded, their chances of survival would be better in a zone of combat than on the average city 

street” (NAS & NRC, 1966, p. 12).  With that realization, demands were made for emergency 

medical advancements from the Korean and Vietnam Wars to be used on the home front to 

benefit civilians (Zink, 2018).  A group of physicians—who for years dedicated themselves to 

providing emergency care, despite lack of prestige in their line of work—banded together in 

1968 and founded the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) to propel the 

evolution of emergency care into emergency medicine (ACEP, 2018).  

Although the societal backdrop of evaluation and emergency medicine catalyzed 

important practical work in both fields, the necessary educational underpinnings were noticeably 

lacking (Christie & Alkin, 2012; Rosen, 1979).  Thus, during the 1970s, formal academic 
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programs as well as professional societies sprung up across the US (Shadish et al., 1991; Zink, 

2018).  Among the earliest institutions to offer evaluation-specific doctoral training were 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Northwestern University (Shadish et al., 1991).  

In parallel, the first American emergency medicine residency commenced with a lone resident in 

1970 at University of Cincinnati, and soon thereafter, the nation’s first academic emergency 

department (ED) was established in 1971 at Los Angeles County + University of Southern 

California Medical Center (stylized as LAC+USC Medical Center) (Zink, 2018).  

Synergies of professional and academic endeavors eventually followed.  The Evaluation 

Network and Evaluation Research Society, both founded in 1976, merged in 1985 to become the 

American Evaluation Association (Shadish et al., 1991).  Similarly, the University Association of 

Emergency Medical Service and Society of Teachers in Emergency Medicine, both founded in 

1970, merged in 1989 to become the Society for Academic Emergency Medicine (Zink, 2018).  

Also in 1989, the American Board of Medical Specialties finally granted official recognition to 

emergency medicine as an independent primary specialty so that it no longer needed to be under 

the command of other medical specialties (ACEP, 2018).  

Adspice et Prospice – “Look Now and Look Ahead” 

According to Scriven (2016), evaluation is the “systematic study of merit, worth, and 

significance” (p. 28).  It is contemporarily practiced in the service of national governments, 

international non-governmental organizations, philanthropic foundations, and more (Barnett & 

Eager, 2019).  Despite the far reaches of evaluation, however, not all evaluators are explicit 

about their value judgments (Hurteau et al., 2009; Ozeki, 2016).  Given Scriven’s (1986) 

argument that “bad is bad and good is good, and it is the job of evaluators to decide which is 

which” (p. 19), every evaluand (i.e., that which is evaluated; Scriven, 1991) should ultimately 
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receive an evaluative conclusion embodying a justifiable claim about its merit, worth, or 

significance (e.g., A’s merit is bad because X, B’s worth is better than C’s worth because Y, and 

D’s significance is good because Z).  If evaluators do not draw evaluative conclusions, then they 

are “no more than relabeled social scientists” (Scriven, 1995, p. 55). 

Moreover, evaluation is not merely the application of the social sciences (Scriven, 2016), 

especially with valuing as central to the field (Alkin et al., 2012).  The art of evaluation is rich 

with a wide repertoire of practical approaches (Christie & Alkin, 2012), and its science is 

likewise thriving with numerous theoretical contributions and empirical research studies 

published in evaluation-specific journals (Coryn et al., 2017).  However, the topic of valuing 

within the scholarly evaluation literature is relatively sparse compared to other topics (e.g., use 

of evaluation findings; Coryn et al., 2017).  This irony needs to be rectified in accordance with 

the argument that valuing is a fundamental part of evaluative thinking (Vo et al., 2018), and 

evaluative thinking is at the heart of what evaluators do and hope to promote in others (Fierro et 

al., 2018). 

As for emergency medicine in the present, it is officially recognized in more than 80 

countries around the world (International Emergency Medicine Education Project, 2019).  Its 

contemporary scope is expansive—according to the International Federation for Emergency 

Medicine (2020): 

Emergency medicine is a field of practice based on the knowledge and skills required for 

the prevention, diagnosis and management of acute and urgent aspects of illness and 

injury affecting patients of all age groups with a full spectrum of episodic 

undifferentiated physical and behavioural disorders; it further encompasses an 

understanding of the development of prehospital and inhospital emergency medical 
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systems and the skills necessary for this development.  (para. 1)  

In the US, the modern practice of emergency medicine spans hospital-based and freestanding 

EDs, urgent care clinics, medical observation units, emergency medical service vehicles, disaster 

zones, and telehealth (ACEP, 2021).  In any of these locales, what is important to remember—

according to Rosen (1979), an American pioneer of emergency medicine—is that patients may 

be seriously sicker than they first appear, and at the same time, not every patient is imminently or 

actually life-threatened.    

 Quality, appropriateness, timeliness, and more are strived for in emergency medicine 

(Hansen et al., 2019; Rosen, 1979).  The art of emergency medicine is flourishing, including in 

the US, where there are nine officially recognized subspecialties (e.g., pediatric emergency 

medicine, emergency medical services [EMS]; ACEP, 2018).  The science is also thriving, as 

evinced by volumes of emergency medicine research journals (Fernandez-Cano & Fernandez-

Guerrero, 2017; Kokulu et al., 2019).  Despite these huge professional strides in emergency 

medicine, however, life-and-death questions linger that demand evaluative answers.  For 

example, what therapeutic interventions (e.g., cardiopulmonary resuscitation) should be initiated 

or terminated for whom, why, and how under dire conditions (e.g., dwindling resources, patient 

volume surges)?  Answering this question and more warrants evaluative thinking, especially if 

quality, appropriateness, and timeliness are endorsed as clinical translations of merit, worth, and 

significance. 

Looking ahead, the arts and sciences of evaluation and emergency medicine will likely 

intertwine as they each evolve, especially in response to disasters or other pervasive problems 

that can worsen into the future.  Thinking about and judging the value of new information, 

technologies, and so forth may become all the more necessary to decide what works for whom, 
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why, how, when, and under which conditions.  There is a Latin phrase that is well recognized 

across medicine and also tacit in evaluation: Primum non nocere, meaning “first do no harm.”  

With that in mind, evaluative thinking may be ubiquitously useful to practitioners, scholars, and 

others from evaluation and emergency medicine—and possibly even elsewhere—by optimizing 

their collaborations and respective endeavors now and into the future.    

Evaluative Thinking 

This section is an integration of various theoretical contributions and empirical research 

studies on the phenomenon of evaluative thinking.  Substantive literature is organized into six 

subsections that convey important takeaways about this phenomenon.   

Critical Thinking as the Prominent Feature 

According to Scriven (1991), critical thinking “might equally well be called ‘evaluative 

thinking’” (p. 115).  This argument is understandable when reviewing the definition of critical 

thinking that Scriven and Paul (1987) presented in a statement on behalf of the National Council 

for Excellence in Critical Thinking: “Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of 

actively and skillfully conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating 

information gathered from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or 

communication, as a guide to belief and action” (para. 1).  However, critical thinking and 

evaluative thinking are not necessarily equivalent phenomena.   

As argued by Patton (2018), “evaluative thinking involves more than critical thinking, 

and is not just a specific manifestation or application of critical thinking” (p. 12), though he 

recognizes that “critical thinking is a good place to start” (p. 12).  Indeed, critical thinking is 

prominently featured in two systematically derived working definitions of evaluative thinking.  
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Vo’s (2013) working definition states that evaluative thinking is “a particular kind of critical 

thinking and problem-solving approach…by which one marshals evaluative data and evidence to 

construct arguments that allow one to arrive at contextualized value judgments in a transparent 

fashion” (p. 107).  This working definition was a product of an empirical study, which involved 

collecting data from 28 leading evaluation experts who independently rated statements about 

evaluative thinking over the course of three rounds of the Delphi Technique (i.e., iterative survey 

methodology developed by the RAND Corporation during the 1950s and 1960s to systematically 

obtain consensus data).  The other working definition, from Buckley et al. (2015) states that: 

Evaluative thinking is critical thinking applied in the context of evaluation, motivated by 

an attitude of inquisitiveness and a belief in the value of evidence, that involves 

identifying assumptions, posing thoughtful questions, pursuing deeper understanding 

through reflection and perspective taking, and informing decisions in preparation for 

action.  (p. 378)   

Buckley and colleagues’ (2015) definition was derived from comprehensive reviews of multiple 

scholarly literatures and with reflections on practical experiences in evaluation capacity building.   

Valuing as the Key Feature 

If evaluative thinking is more than critical thinking (Patton, 2018), then what comprises 

“more”?  Perhaps “more” consists of valuing, which may be understood as the process of 

ascribing merit, worth, or significance to something and justifying that ascription (Vo et al., 

2018).  Specifically, the argument in which valuing is the feature that fundamentally 

distinguishes evaluative thinking from critical thinking is informed by a conceptual model from 

Vo and colleagues (2018). 

To further understand evaluative thinking within evaluation and also to examine how it  
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appears within other fields of practice, Vo and colleagues (2018) conducted a research study that 

applied systematic literature review principles and content analysis.  The study found 220 unique 

publications from 16 disciplines (e.g., medicine, linguistics, mathematics) that yielded 256 

excerpts pertaining to evaluative thinking.  All excerpts were coded, which informed the 

development of a conceptual model consisting of four domains: valuing, values, cognition, and 

application.  In general, this conceptual model is visually symbolized by a sphere in which 

valuing and values are on either side of the sphere as reciprocal processes, and cognition and 

application are inside the sphere’s hollow core as processes that affect and are affected by 

valuing and values.  A takeaway from this conceptual model is that “making a reasoned choice 

about value and being able to defend it is what distinguishes evaluative thinking from critical 

thinking” (p. 40).  Importantly, valuing is situated as the key feature of evaluative thinking.   

 More on valuing, with attention to related terms and adjacent topics, will be discussed in 

the fourth section of this chapter. 

Other Notable Features 

Several dynamic processes, aside from critical thinking and valuing, have been 

articulated as notable features of evaluative thinking.  One is reflection, which may be 

understood as the willingness to apply a critical lens and/or the deliberate critical attention to 

various aspects of the thing being evaluated and its context (Fierro et al., 2018).  This dynamic 

process appears in Buckley and colleagues’ (2015) working definition of evaluative thinking.  

Additionally, it is conveyed in multiple descriptions of evaluative thinking as a:  

• reflective state of mind to close the gap between current and desired outcomes (Bennett & 

Jessani, 2011; Davidson et al., 2004; Pasanen, 2019) 

• mindset or framework that emphasizes reflecting, questioning, learning, adapting, and  
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collaborating (Archibald, Sharrock, Buckley, & Young, 2018; Dunet et al., 2012; Schwandt 

et al., 2016; van Brabant, 2016) to support policymaking (Dunet et al., 2012) and 

development work (Archibald, Sharrock, Buckley, & Young, 2018; Lu et al., 2019) 

• framework that overlaps with critically reflective practice to promote social justice 

(Archibald, Neubauer, & Brookfield, 2018) as well as evaluation capacity building in formal 

and non-formal contexts (Archibald, 2021b) 

• reflective, results-oriented, systematic way of doing business for integration into 

organizational culture to inform organizational decisions (Baker, 2011; Patton, 2014, 2017).  

Problem-solving is also a notable feature of evaluative thinking.  In addition to being 

mentioned in Vo’s (2013) working definition, it is implied in two conceptual descriptions that 

represent the perspective of internal evaluators (i.e., professionals employed by the same 

organizational entities that house their evaluation practice; Schweigert, 2011; Volkov, 2011).  In 

one description, evaluative thinking is regarded as a mindset for a person or an organization to be 

able, willing, and ready to look inward and make critical observations and use the results of those 

observations to solve organizational problems (Volkov, 2011).  Similarly in the other 

description, evaluative thinking is considered as a way of enabling a person to strategically step 

back from the fray of practice in order to examine the accuracy of accumulated information, 

ground findings on accurate evidence, and render judgments based on careful analysis of data 

that inform organizational performance, impact, image, and so on (Schweigert, 2011).   

Orientation to evidence is another notable evaluative thinking feature.  It is mentioned in 

Vo’s (2013) working definition and a few other published descriptions.  As previously noted, 

evaluative thinking may be results-oriented as well as reflective and systematic (Baker, 2011; 

Patton, 2014, 2017).  In a separate description, evaluative thinking is conceptualized as an 
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analytical and results-oriented approach for infusion with organizational culture to promote use 

of evidence (Carden & Earl, 2007).   

Orientation to assumptions is yet another notable feature of evaluative thinking that is 

mentioned in Buckley and colleagues’ (2015) working definition.  This dynamic process 

involves investigating our own and others’ motivations, biases, and epistemological positions 

(Vo et al., 2018).  According to Archibald (2020a), attending to one’s own and others’ 

assumptions and unpacking them are necessary in problematization (i.e., problem definition).  He 

notes that solving problems within a specific context depends on accurately identifying those 

problems from the outset. 

Orientation to multiple perspectives is touched upon in Buckley and colleagues’ (2015) 

working definition, which may be understood as the coalescence of priorities from varied points 

of view (Fierro et al., 2018).  This dynamic process is apparent in a description of evaluative 

thinking as “walking a mile in the shoes of [individuals] in order to understand and respond to 

their needs, perceptions, and experiences” (Stein et al., 2007, p. 1).  

Intrapersonal and Interpersonal Dimensions  

Evaluative thinking is recognized as a phenomenon that is both intrapersonal and 

interpersonal (Fierro et al., 2018; Levine, 2014; Schwandt, 2018; Wyatt, 2017).  According to 

Schwandt (2018), evaluative thinking is a social and collective undertaking on the basis that 

“while deliberation of claims about fact and value can certainly be considered an individual-

cognitive reflective process, it often unfolds as an interactive process among a group of 

individuals with different stakes” (p. 130).  This theoretical argument has received some 

empirical substantiation from a team of evaluation practitioners and scholars who conducted a 

research study on evaluative thinking in the context of the National Asthma Control Program of 
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the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (Fierro et al., 2018).  During the focus 

group portion of their study, Fierro and colleagues (2018) repeatedly heard from managers and 

evaluators of the Program that evaluative thinking was a shared undertaking as well as an 

individualized experience.   

Entwinement with Cultural Knowledge  

According to Wehipeihana and McKegg (2018), the current scholarship on evaluative 

thinking is predominantly entwined with western knowledge.  Emanating from western cultures, 

western knowledge entails Cartesian split of mind, body, and spirit, along with partiality to 

techne (i.e., Greek term meaning mastery of technical methods) over phronesis (i.e., Greek term 

meaning practical wisdom) and other ways of knowing (Wehipeihana & McKegg, 2018).  In 

contrast, systems of indigenous knowledge encourage holistic engagement with the world, such 

that multiple ways of knowing are integrated and the human experience is intellectual, relational, 

spiritual, and aesthetic all at once (Schwandt, 2018; Wehipeihana & McKegg, 2018).  Although 

clashes may occur when western and nonwestern knowledge systems meet (Wehipeihana & 

McKegg, 2018), a both ways philosophy could potentially create the space for new 

understandings (Schwandt, 2018) that enrich the scholarship and praxis of evaluative thinking. 

Contemporary Understanding 

Evaluative thinking is ubiquitous, permeating evaluation and other fields of practice, at 

times tacitly (Rickards et al., 2021; Vo & Archibald, 2018; Vo et al., 2018).  Even so, a single 

sweeping definition of evaluative thinking is arguably unnecessary (Schwandt, 2018) because it 

would blur important nuances between various interpretations of this phenomenon (Codd, 2017) 

and also unintentionally conceal its ontological diversity.  What remains necessary is to keenly 

understand the nature of evaluative thinking and its function in various contexts (Vo & 
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Archibald, 2018).  The substantive literature thus far has identified various dynamic processes 

(e.g., critical thinking, valuing, reflection) that altogether allude to evaluative thinking as a 

phenomenon that is versatile, interpersonal as well as intrapersonal, and synergistic with 

indigenous and other nonwestern knowledge systems.  Furthermore, evaluative thinking is 

paradoxical by nature (House, 2015, 2016), which may be understood via the dual systems 

theory of the human mind (Kahneman, 2011). 

Dual Systems Theory 

  In 2011, Nobel Laureate Daniel Kahneman published a book, entitled Thinking, Fast 

and Slow, wherein he theorized that the human mind has two systems that are jointly necessary 

for making judgments and decisions: one that is fast, automatic, intuitive, and requires little or no 

effort (System 1), and another that is slow, deliberate, analytical, and effortful (System 2).  

Kahneman (2011) drew from decades of research in psychology, cognitive sciences, behavioral 

economics, and more to make the argument that human thinking essentially originates in System 

1 and is accepted by System 2 most of the time.  System 1 generates impressions, impulses, and 

intentions as informational tidbits, which are constructed as coherently as possible into stories or 

messages.  System 1 is usually sensible and accurate in what it delivers to System 2 for 

screening, enabling System 2 to normally be “in a comfortable low-effort mode, in which only a 

fraction of its capacity is engaged” (Kahneman, 2011, p. 24).  However, System 2 may override 

System 1 if it detects something amiss (e.g., bias) in System 1 that requires scrutinized stories or 

messages to be rejected or modified. 

Of note, Kahneman (2011) has been mindful of the way he has described Systems 1 and 

2.  In his own words: “Systems 1 and 2 are not systems in the standard sense of entities with 

interacting aspects or parts [and] there is no one part of the brain that either of the systems would 
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call home” (p. 29).  Also, this clarification reinforces the importance of viewing Systems 1 and 2 

as duals, not duels.   

House (2015) has argued that both System 1 and System 2 are fundamentally evaluative 

because “the two systems work together for a specific purpose, not to process information idly, 

but to evaluate and react to the environment” (p. 22).  Given the ubiquity of the dual systems 

theory in accounting for human thinking in virtually any context, a takeaway from this argument 

is that evaluative thinking from the lens of this theory is itself ubiquitous.  Furthermore, House 

(2015, 2016) has observed that some evaluators tend to render value judgments based on 

intuition, while others are inclined to do so based on reasoning.  Related to this observation, the 

following should be heeded: 

It must be stressed that the contrast of intuition and reasoning is not the contrast of 

emotion and cognition.  Intuition, reasoning, and the appraisals contained in 

emotions…are all forms of cognition.  Rather, the words intuition and reasoning are 

intended to capture the contrast made by dozens of philosophers and psychologists 

between two kinds of cognition.  The most important distinctions…are that intuition 

occurs quickly, effortlessly, and automatically…whereas reasoning occurs more slowly…  

(Haidt, 2008, p. 1029, italics in original) 

Since intuition and reasoning are both cognitive processes, proclivities to either one are 

equivalently valid ways of going about the practice of evaluation (House, 2015, 2016), insofar as 

intuition is supported by evidence (Hurteau, 2018; Hurteau et al., 2020) and reasoning does not 

inhibit moving forward (House, 2015; Kahneman, 2011).  Similar observations and cautions 

have been examined in the practice of emergency medicine: “Whereas in some circumstances a 

high degree of System 1 processing may work well or be even lifesaving, such as in imminent 
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life-threatening conditions, in others a high degree of reflection (System 2) may be required” 

(Croskerry et al., 2013, p. ii61).  A blend of different processes from the dual systems is arguably 

conducive to optimal practice in emergency medicine (Croskerry, 2009; Croskerry et al., 2013). 

Importantly, the dual systems theory (Kahneman, 2011) provides the lens through which 

to understand how evaluative thinking may be paradoxically fast and slow, automatic and 

deliberate, intuitive and analytical, and effortless and effortful (House, 2015, 2016; Pham, 2018).  

Most, if not all, of the evaluative thinking features described earlier may be regarded as 

processes from System 2 that could become part of intuitive expertise and shift over into the 

purview of System 1.  As a special case of System 1, intuitive expertise (Kahneman, 2011; 

Kahneman & Klein, 2009) is the collection of skills originally honed in System 2 and then 

relegated to System 1 after considerable repetition within an environment of predictable cues and 

regular feedback (Kahneman, 2011; Kahneman & Klein, 2009).  An example of such an 

environment is the ED, which includes complex daily operations that appear chaotic, but are 

actually systematic and facilitate frequent information exchanges (Croskerry, 2009).   

In the realm of evaluation, House (2015) has argued that there is considerable regularity 

among the situations faced by evaluators, which suggests that even without a recurrent 

environment, evaluators may still be able to develop intuitive expertise while practicing 

analytical and effortful skills.  Moreover, intuitive expertise is a plausible reason why people 

may differently exercise the same cognitive processes.  Indeed, my empirical thesis study in the 

contexts of evaluation and emergency medicine found various evaluative thinking processes 

(e.g., reflecting broadly, considering inconsistencies in explanations) that were fast and 

automatic for some people, yet slow and deliberate for others (Pham, 2018).   
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Valuing 

Valuing is the feature that fundamentally distinguishes evaluative thinking from critical 

thinking (Vo et al., 2018).  Although valuing is considered central to evaluation (Alkin et al., 

2012), it has received far less attention in the scholarly evaluation literature compared to other 

matters (e.g., evaluation use; Coryn et al., 2017).  Current understanding of valuing is therefore 

vague.  To address the vagueness, this section describes available literature on valuing (Alkin et 

al., 2012; Julnes, 1996, 2012) with attention to related terms—such as value judgments, values, 

and value (Mathison, 2005; Scriven, 1991)—and adjacent topics—including the logic of 

evaluation (Scriven, 1980, 1991) and probative logic (Scriven, 1987, 1991, 2012).   

Possible Modes 

Originating from the scholarly evaluation literature is a typology that offers a heuristic 

understanding of how valuing occurs (Alkin et al., 2012).  This typology includes three possible 

modes for valuing within the practice of evaluation.  In one mode (hereby labeled authoritative 

mode for ease of reference), valuing is done solely or principally by the evaluator, generally on 

the basis of professional expertise.  In another mode (hereby labeled partner mode), valuing is 

done exclusively or primarily by partners in the evaluation (e.g., program managers, program 

staff, program participants), generally on the basis of having criteria and standards of merit, 

worth, or significance clearly specified from the outset by these partners.  In a third mode 

(hereby labeled conjoint mode), the evaluator and partners are jointly involved in valuing.  It 

should be noted that I use the term partner instead of stakeholder because the latter has violent 

connotations (MacDonald & McLees, 2021).  

The typology described above offers a heuristic understanding of how valuing occurs in 

evaluation (Alkin et al., 2012), and this understanding may be extended if the typology is 
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integrated with a 2x2 model of low and high conditions of evaluator comprehension and partner 

capability (Julnes, 1996).  Specifically, if the evaluator is quite knowledgeable about the 

evaluand (e.g., a social welfare program) and its context, but the evaluation partners have 

difficulty interpreting data, then the authoritative mode may be helpful.  Conversely, if the 

evaluator does not have a good understanding of the evaluand and its context, but the partners 

are savvy with interpreting data, the partner mode may be justified.  The conjoint mode may be 

conducive to valuing when evaluator comprehension and partner capability are both high.  Under 

mutually low conditions, however, neither the evaluator nor the partners are ready for valuing.   

Moreover, the 2x2 model does not imply either-or decisions (Julnes, 1996, 2012).  Since 

“evaluators could legitimately provide conclusions about program value while at the same time 

supporting [evaluation partners] to do likewise” (Julnes, 2012, p. 12), the authoritative mode and 

partner mode could be simultaneously orchestrated so that separate evaluative conclusions from 

both parties can ultimately be triangulated.  Most important, valuing should occur systematically, 

but not rigidly (Julnes, 2012)—this applies to the practice of emergency medicine as well as 

evaluation.  As a point of illustration, the emergency physician may need to act autonomously 

when a patient is imminently life-threatened, their decisional capacity is impaired, and there is no 

one available to legally consent on their behalf (ACEP, 2017); otherwise, the valuing of 

diagnostic and therapeutic options may conceivably be a shared process between the emergency 

physician and the patient with their family (Newton, 2017).       

Related Terms 

This subsection principally “unpacks” the meaning of value judgments, values, and value.  

Other terms are unpacked as well to clarify what they mean.  Using the typical lingo of logic 

modeling (CDC, 2018), a “repackaging” of the contents below is presented in Appendix A,  
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which invites attention to values as inputs, valuing as an activity, and value as an output.      

Value judgment has been defined as a judgment about the merit, worth, or significance of 

something (Mathison, 2005).  Merit is about quality, worth is about costs versus benefits, and 

significance is about importance (Scriven, 1998).  Value judgments are deemed credible when 

they are “based on strong argumentation that is properly developed and aesthetically presented” 

(Hurteau & Williams, 2014, p. 49).  Furthermore, since any given judgment is “not mere 

personal preference or arbitrary, but rather is considered and thoughtful” (Mathison, 2005, p. 

214), judgment may be regarded as occupying the space between facts and values.    

Facts are pieces of knowledge about the world, humanity, anything—and similar to 

radioactivity, each fact has a half-life (Arbesman, 2013).  Values can originate from various 

sources, such as human needs and duties, cultural and legal standards, ethical codes, moral 

virtues, and so forth (Mitcham, 2005; Scriven, 1991, 2015).  Accordingly, values may be 

regarded as sensemaking abstractions that can change over time, as facts do.  Such malleability 

supports the argument that facts and values exist on a continuum, with brute facts at one end and 

bare values at the other end (House, 2006; House & Howe, 1999).   

As previously stated, valuing may be understood as the process of ascribing merit, worth, 

or significance to something and justifying that ascription (Vo et al., 2018).  Value is hereby 

defined as that very ascription.  Intriguingly, “working on values has a centrifugal force—it 

drives people further apart—while convening around value is centripetal: it draws us towards the 

centre” (Darnton, 2019, para. 11, italics added).  

Also as previously stated, an evaluative conclusion is essentially a justifiable claim about 

merit, worth, or significance.  A claim is an assertion, and in the practice of evaluation, claims 

usually refer to evaluative criteria and standards (Hurteau et al., 2009).  The term evaluative is 
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distinguishable from the term valuative (based on Merriam-Webster Dictionary).  To be 

evaluative is to be systematic with valu/e/s/ing.  Valuative is specifically related to the market 

economy, which is why valuation is not the same as evaluation.   

Returning to evaluative conclusion, an example is: Program P’s timeliness is better than 

Program Q’s timeliness because of R, S, and T.  This syntactical structure overlaps with the 

following set of characteristics that a judgment should have in order to be considered as 

legitimate: evaluative goal(s) or question(s) is/are mentioned; criterion/criteria of merit, worth, or 

significance is/are stated; and standards (i.e., levels of the criterion/criteria, such as good, better, 

bad) are referenced (Hurteau et al., 2009).  From the example provided: “Programs P and Q” are 

referenced as evaluative goals; “timeliness” is a criterion of significance; “better” is a justifiable 

claim with reference to a standard; and “R, S, and T” are reasons based on valid evidence to 

justify the claim.  It should be noted that an evaluative conclusion is not the same as a decision.  

Any decision may be understood as a commitment to action based on one or more choices 

selected among alternatives (Kundin, 2010; Tang, 2006).  As such, an evaluative conclusion may 

inform a decision about what works for whom, why, how, when, and under which conditions.   

Furthermore, the term evaluative conclusion is preferred over the term value judgment, 

although the two are technically equivalent (Scriven, 1991).  The value-free doctrine, which is a 

fallacy of valuing as incongruous with reasoning, pervades many professional and academic 

milieus, and this doctrine has unfortunately framed value judgments as arbitrary, subjective, and 

unscientific (Scriven, 1991, 2012, 2016).  Therefore, “it may be best to abandon the term ‘value 

judgment’ in order to avoid the penumbra of relativism that is now attached to it” (Scriven, 1991, 

p. 375).  Lastly, since inference is a conclusion drawn from a body of information (Blair, 1995), 

evaluative conclusion may be regarded as synonymous with (evaluative) inference.  
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Logic of Evaluation and Probative Logic 

Developed by Scriven (1980, 1991), the logic of evaluation is a metatheory that 

undergirds the entire practice of evaluation (Shadish et al., 1991).  A metatheory may be 

understood as an assemblage of general rules and claims to describe the nature and structure of a 

field or a theory in it (Scriven, 1991; Shadish et al., 1991).  The logic of evaluation includes four 

steps: (1) determine the criteria of merit, worth, or significance for whatever is to be evaluated; 

(2) set standards for the criteria; (3) collect data that are relevant to the criteria and that can be 

compared to the standards; (4) synthesize findings into an overall evaluative conclusion (Scriven, 

1991).  The neutrality of this metatheory with respect to any ethic and moral (Shadish et al., 

1991) suggests that it has universal utility in any evaluative work (i.e., work that requires 

valu/e/s/ing to be systematically handled), both within and beyond formal evaluation practice.  

Importantly, the logic of evaluation counteracts the value-free doctrine (Scriven 1991, 

2012, 2016) and legitimizes valuing as a rational process (Julnes, 2012; Shadish et al., 1991, 

Scriven, 2012) by way of probative logic (Scriven, 1987, 1991, 2012).  With a nod to 

jurisprudence (i.e., theory of law), probative logic may be understood as commonsense reasoning 

with the best available evidence at the moment to draw inferences that, although not free from 

error, go beyond reasonable doubt (Schwandt, 2018; Scriven, 1987, 1991, 2012; Smith, 1995).  

This kind of informal logic is like a “promissory note for justified confidence, meaning that 

further defenses are available if challenged” (Scriven, 2012, p. 23).  Along with facilitating 

inferences—including evaluative conclusions—in the absence or delay of stronger evidence 

(Smith, 1995), probative logic also enables an all-things-considered approach to synthesis (i.e., 

last step in the logic of evaluation), such that when mixed findings arise, they may be coherently 

reconciled most of the time (House, 1995).   
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Societal Games and the COVID-19 Pandemic 

This section describes societal games (Smith, 1995) and the COVID-19 pandemic to 

contextualize this dissertation.  Specifically, the pandemic may be understood as a disaster laden 

with societal games at odds with one another, and as an important backdrop for research on 

evaluative thinking.  

Societal Games 

Game theory may be understood as the collection of theories about human behavior in 

non-cooperative and cooperative games (i.e., situations of social interdependence conducive to 

conflict or cooperation; Hermans et al., 2014).  Drawing from game theory, Smith (1995) posited 

that many societal games exist, ranging from “the more formal games played by disciplines and 

areas of practice, such as science, religion, journalism, law, governance, business, education, and 

medicine, to the more diffuse, informal games of social movements and special interests, such as 

empowerment and social reform” (p. 10).  Each societal game has, usually implicitly, a hierarchy 

of values because no single game can actualize all of its values simultaneously (Smith, 1995).   

Different games warrant different strategies, which are known in game theory as devices 

for maximizing gains and minimizing losses (Hermans et al., 2014; Smith, 1995).  Evaluation 

offers numerous practical approaches (Christie & Alkin, 2012) that may be regarded as strategies 

in the service of societal games (Smith, 1995).  Some examples that Smith (1995) noted are: 

tailored-comprehensive and theory-driven evaluations (Rossi & Freeman, 1993) as a pair of 

strategies serving the social science game; connoisseurship-criticism evaluation (Eisner, 1991) 

as a strategy serving the education game; and empowerment evaluation (Fetterman, 1994) as a 

strategy serving the social empowerment game.  Furthermore, Smith (1995) argued that 

“although social science may have been the initial game in which evaluation started, it is clearly 
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no longer the only game in town” (p. 12).  As such, evaluators as players of one societal game 

may find themselves obliged or inclined to participate in additional games.   

In the medicine game, which subsumes emergency medicine, external players with vested 

interests may attempt to alter the rules of engagement.  For example, health insurers from the 

performance measurement game (defined here as the enterprise of collecting performance data to 

inform the management of programs, organizations, and so forth; McDavid et al., 2019) could 

demand “good” performance from ED workers by imposing what they believe are relevant 

criteria and standards of “effective” costs versus benefits for patient outcomes (Gonzalez 

Morganti et al., 2013).  Moreover, players of the medicine game need to be aware of who (else) 

is playing and why, in addition to being savvy with the rules of engagement (Ferguson, 2018). 

Such awareness may inform strategies to compete against or cooperate with external players.       

COVID-19 Pandemic 

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a 

pandemic.  COVID-19 is the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2, a coronavirus (i.e., CoV) referred 

to as novel because it had not existed prior to December 2019 (WHO, 2021a).  SARS-CoV-2 is 

so named for its genetic similarity to SARS-CoV, which caused the Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome (SARS) epidemic that infected 8,437 people, of whom 813 died, in more than 30 

countries and regions between November 2002 and July 2003 (WHO, 2021b).  Given that an 

epidemic is an unexpected spike in cases of a disease within specific geographic locations, and a 

pandemic is a widespread epidemic impacting multiple countries or continents (CDC, 2012), 

word choices matter.  Indeed, as WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus stated 

on the day of the COVID-19 pandemic declaration (WHO, 2020):  
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Pandemic is not a word to use lightly or carelessly.  It is a word that, if misused, can 

cause unreasonable fear, or unjustified acceptance that the fight is over, leading to 

unnecessary suffering and death.  …  We have never before seen a pandemic sparked by 

a coronavirus.  This is the first pandemic caused by a coronavirus.  …  All countries must 

strike a fine balance between protecting health, minimizing economic and social 

disruption, and respecting human rights. 

By March 11, 2021, the COVID-19 pandemic killed more than 2.6 million of 118.2 

million people infected in nearly every country and region on earth (Dong et al., 2020; Johns 

Hopkins University, 2021).  This pandemic has also brought about massive disruptions to entire 

sectors and industries (e.g., transportation sector, tourism industry; Richter, 2021), triggered 

sweeping public health countermeasures (e.g., stay-at-home orders; Hale et al., 2021), altered the 

modes of youth education and activism (e.g., distance learning in lieu of physical classroom 

learning, social media campaigns and online movements in addition to marches and protests; 

United Nations, 2020; Voices of Youth, 2020), exposed and exacerbated problems of structural 

racism and social injustice (e.g., adverse health outcomes and poor access to education, 

employment, and health care among Black Americans; Egede & Walker, 2020), and instigated 

many other dire ramifications.  Even the vaccine has been politicized to the detriment of national 

health security, at least within the US (Editors of New England Journal of Medicine, 2020).   

In this pandemic, multiple societal games are at play and some seem to be clashing.  For 

example, the public health game comes with protective countermeasures—such as distancing and 

masking, isolation and quarantine, community-wide containment by way of lockdowns and 

shutdowns, and mass vaccination (Wilder-Smith & Freedman, 2020).  These countermeasures, 

especially lockdowns, have been protested for reportedly infringing on the economic game and  
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the civil liberties game (Carothers & Press, 2020).   

Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic may be understood as a disaster (Shroff, 2021).  

Despite the many extant definitions of disaster—ranging from the journalistic to the social 

scientific—and although these definitions are continually evolving, there are some common and 

enduring features (Perry, 2018).  As articulated by Quarantelli (2000):  

Disasters are relatively sudden occasions when, because of perceived threats, the routines 

of collective social units are seriously disrupted and when unplanned courses of action 

have to be undertaken to cope with the crisis.  The notion of ‘relatively sudden occasions’ 

indicates that disasters have unexpected life histories that can be designated in social 

space and time.  Disasters involve the perceptions of dangers and risks to valued social 

objects, especially people and property.  (p. 682) 

This articulation subsumes both crisis (i.e., actual or possible disruption to an entire social 

collective, such as a community or country; Pauchant & Mitroff, 1990) and emergency (i.e., 

imminent or actual threat to life; Rosen, 1979).  Importantly, this articulation enables 

characterization of the COVID-19 pandemic as a disaster that is laden with societal games at 

odds with one another (e.g., public health game versus economic game), and as an important 

backdrop for research on evaluative thinking. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH STRATEGY 

 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

As stated in the introductory chapter, this dissertation proposed to answer two research 

questions in tandem.  First, what are the manifestations of evaluative thinking within and 

between evaluation and emergency medicine amid disaster?  Second, what linguistic patterns 

emerge from evaluative thinking amid disaster?  Despite the exploratory nature of these 

questions, from the outset I was able to formulate several hypotheses based on my thesis (Pham, 

2018), the substantive literatures reviewed in the preceding chapter, and the methodological 

literatures reviewed later in this chapter.   

For the first research question, I hypothesized that amid disaster, evaluative thinking 

within evaluation is manifested as styles that feature the processes involving assumptions and 

evidence as predominantly deliberate, and problem-solving as predominantly automatic.  I also 

hypothesized that amid disaster, evaluative thinking within emergency medicine is manifested as 

styles that feature intuition as a predominantly automatic process and reasoning as a 

predominantly deliberate process.  Furthermore, and especially since my thesis revealed certain 

processes that manifested as automatic in one style and simultaneously manifested as deliberate 

in another, I expected to once again find processes that have opposite manifestations within 

and/or between evaluation and emergency medicine.    

For the second research question, I hypothesized that amid disaster, each evaluative 

thinking style has its own signature linguistic patterns.  However, to address the possibility of 

this hypothesis turning out to be unsupported (i.e., patterns of function words between styles are 
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more similar than different), my contingency plan was to focus on linguistic synchrony, which 

can be examined with or without signature patterns.  Toward that end, I hypothesized that amid 

disaster, linguistic synchrony at relatively high levels can be found within and between styles to 

strongly signal the potential for cohesion and cooperation.  

Research Purpose 

Previously, my thesis unveiled distinctive styles of evaluative thinking among a sample 

of people representing the context of evaluation and another sample of people representing the 

context of emergency medicine (Pham, 2018).  An inference from this prior work is that multiple 

styles of evaluative thinking can and do coexist.  That being said, the purpose of this dissertation 

is to initiate the development of an empirical knowledge base of possible evaluative thinking 

styles and their linguistic patterns, which may help inform future efforts within and between 

contexts.  Specifically, this knowledge base could be translated into a taxonomy of heuristics that 

practitioners, scholars, and others from evaluation, emergency medicine, and elsewhere may 

access to gain insights into the way they work alone and with others, particularly during times of 

disaster.  This knowledge base could also contribute to what may become evaluative thinking 

theory-building.  Given the reciprocally informative relationship between theory and practice, a 

repertoire of evaluative thinking theories—prescriptive, descriptive, meta, and so on—may serve 

evaluators especially well by providing logic and language to handle work that involves 

valu/e/s/ing.  After all, evaluative thinking is at the heart of what evaluators do and hope to 

promote in others (Fierro et al., 2018).  

Research Sampling 

Context spans the milieu, environment, location, or site (Greene, 2005) in which people 

are situated.  With this broad and flexible definition in mind, and with respect to the vastness and 
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heterogeneity of both evaluation and emergency medicine, my population of interest included, 

but was not limited to: evaluation practitioners; evaluation scholars; evaluation scholar-

practitioners; professionals who conduct evaluative work (e.g., emergency managers who 

conduct after action reviews); emergency physicians; emergency physician-scientists; and 

professionals whose work intersects with emergency medicine (e.g., emergency nurses).  This 

dissertation encompassed two samples (one per context) by way of purposive sampling.  The 

minimum number of participants per sample was 25 and the explanation for this number is 

provided later in this chapter. 

Purposive sampling—also known as purposeful sampling—is a non-probabilistic 

technique that depends on the criteria intentionally determined by the investigator to obtain a 

sample of individuals with high information potential (Oliver, 2006).  Experience (i.e., 

knowledge and skills) and timing (i.e., preceding and during the COVID-19 pandemic) were my 

eligibility criteria for research participation because I was—and still am—particularly interested 

in evaluative thinking among people whose professional experiences from before and ever since 

the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 are considered enmeshed in disaster, emergency, and/or crisis 

(as defined in the previous chapter).  Specifically, to be eligible for the sample representing the 

evaluation context, evaluators and other professionals must have knowledge and skills in 

disasters, emergencies, or crises related to health (broadly conceptualized) both before and 

during the pandemic.  For example, these individuals have evaluated the preparedness for, 

response to, recovery from, or mitigation of disease outbreaks aside from COVID-19 (e.g., 

SARS, Ebola, Zika), climate health hazards (e.g., wildfires, floods), medical-humanitarian 

emergencies (e.g., water, sanitation, and hygiene—also known as WASH), and so on.  To be 

eligible for the sample representing the emergency medicine context, physicians and other 
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professionals must have knowledge and skills in emergency medicine or in an intersecting field 

(e.g., emergency nursing) before and during the pandemic.  These individuals have worked, and 

are still active, in one or more patient locales, such as hospitals, alternate care sites (e.g., medical 

tents), and emergency medical services (EMS) vehicles (e.g., ground ambulance, air ambulance).  

In recognizing that health may be broadly conceptualized (Fisher, 2018), I informed research-

eligible individuals that health is not limited to physiology and that it may encompass mental 

health, public health, community health promotion, health policy, health security, and so on.            

Moreover, I anticipated that both of my purposive samples would be heterogeneous based 

on occupational characteristics (e.g., professional work responsibilities) and demographics (e.g., 

national and ethno-cultural backgrounds).  My research recruitment plan involved leveraging my 

professional networks comprised of colleagues and peers who are mostly first and second degree 

connections from hospitals and health care systems, universities and colleges, government 

agencies, and independent consulting.    

Research Design and Rationale 

The design of my research strategy was multimethod rather than mixed methods.  Broadly 

defined, multimethod research is “the practice of employing two or more different methods or 

styles of research within the same study or research program” (Hunter & Brewer, 2015, p. 187).  

In contrast to mixed methods research, multimethod research is “not restricted to combining 

qualitative and quantitative methods but rather is open to the full variety of possible 

methodological combinations” (Hunter & Brewer, 2015, p. 187).  Of note, my thesis was 

“monomethod” in that only Q-methodology was used to investigate evaluative thinking.  To 

build this dissertation upon my own previous work, I used Q-methodology to explore possible 

evaluative thinking styles—amid disaster, this time around—and I also used function word 
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analysis to discern the linguistic patterns of each style.  

Research exemption status was obtained from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at 

Claremont Graduate University (see Appendix B for the IRB letter).  I used Qualtrics to obtain 

informed consent (Appendix C) from each person who agreed to participate in the research.  

Heeding the COVID-19 pandemic countermeasures for public health, research participation was 

entirely online using a combination of available technologies (e.g., Zoom, WebEx, Microsoft 

Teams, Google Drawings).   

Methods 

This section explains Q-methodology (Stephenson, 1935a, 1935b) and function word 

analysis (Pennebaker, 2011).  For the Q-methodology subsection, I describe the historical origins 

in brief and key features, steps and procedures, data analysis and considerations, software, and 

reporting structure.  Similarly for function word analysis, I describe its origins and key features, 

specialized software, procedures, data preprocessing, and analytical and reporting plan. 

Q-methodology 

As previously stated, the first research question of this dissertation is: What are the 

manifestations of evaluative thinking within and between evaluation and emergency medicine 

amid disaster?  To answer this question, I proposed to use Q-methodology.   

Founded by physicist-psychologist William Stephenson (1935a, 1935b), Q-methodology 

is a system of empirical procedures for investigating a phenomenon that may encompass 

multiple coexisting manifestations among different people.  Stephenson was a graduate student 

of Charles E. Spearman, who was a psychologist and statistical pioneer of factor analysis 

(Brown, 1980).  However, Spearman’s work correlated and factor analyzed items as variables, 
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whereas Stephenson’s work correlated and factor analyzed people as variables (Cronbach, 1953; 

Stephenson, 1935a, 1935b).  Q-methodology is thus able to identify who thinks like whom with 

respect to a phenomenon of interest and even reveal opposite manifestations of that phenomenon 

(Pham, 2018).  As a versatile tool of inquiry, Q-methodology has been used in physics, 

psychology, political science, evaluation, medicine, geography, and many more fields (Harris et 

al., 2021).    

Of note, the letter Q was chosen to help distinguish the correlation matrix of people (by 

way of Q technique) from the correlation matrix of items (by way of R technique) (Stephenson, 

1952).  Although seemingly alike, Q technique inherent to Q-methodology is distinct from R 

technique, wherein the letter R reflects the traditions of statistics pioneers, such as Spearman and 

Karl Pearson.  R technique prioritizes the averages of items to understand populations or samples 

of people, and is the typical mode of statistical analysis in research (Gorsuch, 1983).  The lesser-

known Q technique focuses attention directly on the person (Stephenson, 1952).  Q technique 

thus enables Q-methodology to honor each person’s idiosyncrasies while simultaneously 

uncovering the various manifestations of a target phenomenon among a social collective.  

Moreover, Q-methodology is squarely relevant to the first part of my research purpose, which 

involves examining coexisting styles of evaluative thinking. 

Steps and Procedures 

Q-methodology involves a series of steps and procedures (Stephenson, 1993). 

Concourse and Q-set.  Q-methodology commences with the development of a 

concourse, which is a comprehensive compilation of possible postulations and salient 

representations about the phenomenon of interest (Stephenson, 1993; Watts & Stenner, 2012).  A 

variety of ways to develop the concourse are acceptable, such as content extraction from relevant 
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literatures and direct communication with members of the population(s) of interest (Brown, 

1993; Watts & Stenner, 2012).  Then the next step is to create the Q-set (also called Q-sample), 

which is a selection of items derived from the concourse (Brown, 1980; Dziopa & Ahern, 2011; 

Watts & Stenner, 2012).  Items are usually self-referent or self-referable statements (Stephenson, 

1952), but may also take the form of pictures and even musical snippets (Brown, 1993).   

I proposed to use the same Q-set from my thesis, which contains 25 items (labeled S1, 

S2, S3, and so on) that take the form of first person singular statements (see Appendix D).  I 

created this Q-set based largely on feedback from Anne T. Vo, since her dissertation (Vo, 2013) 

generated the bulk of my concourse.  We jointly reviewed her pool of 53 statements about 

processes of evaluative thinking and identified 18 that could be generalized beyond formal 

evaluation practice, either word-for-word (e.g., “I consider inconsistencies and contradictions in 

explanations,” “I offer evidence for claims that I make”) or after minor edits (e.g., from “I 

consider the availability of resources when setting out to conduct an evaluation” to “I consider 

the availability of resources when setting out to conduct a project”).  We determined that the 

remaining 35 statements were excludable from the Q-set because they were specific to formal 

evaluation practice (e.g., “I work with stakeholders to articulate a shared theory of action and 

logic for the program,” “I consider stakeholders’ explicit and implicit reasons for 

commissioning the evaluation”) and could not be easily edited without changing their meaning.  

After consulting with Vo, I solicited feedback from the medical director of the ED where I 

recruited a sample of participants for my thesis.  The medical director independently concurred 

with Vo on the excludable statements, and also suggested minor edits to some of the includable 

ones (e.g., from “I operationalize concepts and goals before examining them systematically” to 

“I define concepts and goals before examining them systematically”). 
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Condition of Instruction and Q-sort.  Data collection may begin after the Q-set is 

finalized (Watts & Stenner, 2012).  Participants should receive the same condition of instruction, 

which functions like a prompt, for the completion of their own Q-sort (Figure 1), which is the 

grid upon which the Q-set items are assembled (Stephenson, 1993; Watts & Stenner, 2012).  For 

this dissertation, I proposed to administer the condition of instruction from my thesis, but with 

the addition of a temporal parameter: “As you read each item, consider how automatically or 

deliberately you have typically addressed each stated process in your professional work since 

the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.” 

 

Figure 1 

Q-sort for a Q-set of 25 Items 
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The Q-sort usually looks like an inverted pyramid and abstractly resembles an upside-

down standard normal distribution (Brown, 1980; Pham, 2018).  This is important since the 

normal curve represents the average of a population or sample, which is the view from R 

technique.  When flipped upside-down, the normal curve becomes a symbol of the individual and 

their idiosyncrasies, which is the view from Q technique.  Appendix E provides details about the 

configuration of the Q-sort for this dissertation. 
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Consistent with the procedures of my thesis, I proctored each participant as they 

completed the Q-sort online (see Appendix F for a few screen captures).  The participant initially 

sorted each of the 25 Q-set items into one of three piles: “automatic;” “deliberate;” automaticity 

or deliberateness “depends” on the circumstances.  This free sorting was intended to facilitate 

freedom in initial musings about the Q-set in accordance with the condition of instruction (ten 

Klooster et al., 2008).  Subsequently, the participant moved around the items such that there 

were 10 in the “automatic” pile, 10 in the “deliberate” pile, and 5 in the “depends” pile, and then 

rank order the items within each pile.  Specifically, items in the “automatic” pile were ranked as 

first most automatic, second most, third most, and so on; items in the “deliberate” pile were 

ranked as first most deliberate, second most, third most, and so on.  Based on Watts and 

Stenner’s (2012) guidelines for the “depends” pile, the item ranked first means that it leans more 

toward automaticity and the item ranked last means that it leans more toward deliberateness.  

Ultimately, all 25 Q-set items were assembled onto the Q-sort.  Appendix G shows an example 

of a completed Q-sort. 

It should be noted that during my thesis data collection, most participants took between 

15 and 20 minutes to complete the Q-sort using hardcopy paper materials.  For this dissertation, 

the online versions of the Q-set and Q-sort were piloted to ascertain their feasibility.  It should 

also be noted that a few thesis participants specifically mentioned the awkwardness of sorting 

one of the Q-set items (“I use deliberation to render judgments in my work”) while bearing in 

mind the anchor of “most deliberate.”  Thus, for this dissertation, deliberation was replaced by 

reasoning in that item, which retains alignment with the literature (e.g., Kahneman, 2011).  No 

comment was raised about any other Q-set item.  
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Data Analysis and Considerations  

Q-sort data were analyzed using centroid factor analysis with manual rotation, as 

described in detail by Brown (1980).  Centroid factor analysis can identify people who “load” 

together based on having similar Q-sorts; these groups of like-minded individuals (“loadings”) 

are referred to technically as centroid factors (Brown, 1980, 1993).  Since Q-methodology 

correlates and factor analyzes people rather than items (Cronbach, 1953; Stephenson, 1935a, 

1935b), the correlation matrix that gives rise to centroid factor analysis is comprised of 

correlations between people based on their Q-sort data (Brown, 1980; Stephenson, 1935a, 1935b, 

1952).  Appendix H provides a walkthrough of the correlation between two individuals.   

Previously, my thesis generated 300 unique correlations from 25 people representing the 

context of evaluation, and 325 unique correlations from 26 people representing the context of 

emergency medicine (Pham, 2018).  These numbers are consistent with what would be calcu-

lated using Stephenson’s (1935a) formula to check the size of the correlation matrix: m(m – 1)/2 

where m is the number of individuals.  Also, these numbers show that both matrices were large 

enough for factor analysis (Gorsuch, 1983).  Moreover, since a large correlation matrix can 

emerge from a small sample, recruiting a high number of participants for Q-methodology is 

unnecessary (Stephenson, 1935b, 1952).  Even a low number is acceptable as long as the 1:1 

ratio of participants to Q-set items is met.  This ratio is a recommendation from Dziopa and 

Ahern’s (2011) review of the Q-methodology literature. 

It should be noted that indeterminacy is inherent to centroid factor analysis, which means 

“there is no correct solution out of the infinite number of solutions available, so the investigator 

is free to pursue [their] own inclinations, guided by [their] theory” (Brown, 1980, p. 33).  In 

other words, there is no right or wrong number of factors for a phenomenon of interest.  
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Furthermore, and given the indeterminacy of centroid factor analysis, manual rotation is 

recommended for fine-tuning and verifying extracted factors (Brown, 1980).  Manual rotation is 

conducted by literally rotating by hand the orthogonal axes that form the factor space, and these 

axes are necessarily orthogonal to distinguish between groups of loadings (Brown, 1980, 1993; 

Schmolck, 2015).  A notable consideration about manual rotation is the following: 

The number of ways of rotating through factor space is infinite, and the centroid factor, 

by virtue of its permissiveness, is the sole method whereby any and all factor solutions 

can be examined without violating any assumptions, no one centroid solution being more 

sacred than any other.  (Brown, 1980, p. 56) 

Importantly, what indeterminacy means for the phenomenon of evaluative thinking is that the 

number of styles discerned for a context is not necessarily omnibus (i.e., Latin for “everything”) 

or even static.  Rather, there is a universe of possibilities that may change with time.    

Usually factors that have the highest Eigenvalues are rotated (Watts & Stenner, 2005, 

2012).  The Eigenvalue of a factor is calculated by summing its squared loadings, and 

Eigenvalues tend to be higher for centroid factors that have many people who clearly load 

together (“high loadings”) than for the ones that have few people who vaguely load together 

(“low loadings”) (Brown, 1980).  A “high loading” is a value that exceeds 1.96(SE) or 2.58(SE), 

where SE is the standard error of the loading; 1.96 is the z-score (i.e., score on the standard 

normal distribution) corresponding to a p-value of .05, while 2.58 is the z-score corresponding to 

a p-value of .01 (Brown, 1980).  SE itself is calculated from 1/√N, where N is the number of Q-

set items (Brown, 1980, 1993).  A centroid factor that has only a single person as a high loading 

could generate an Eigenvalue of at least 1, which is the conventional minimum needed to justify 

its selection for manual rotation; however, it is not as reliable as a centroid factor that has at least 
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a couple of high loadings that should help generate an Eigenvalue ≥ 2 (Brown, 1980; Watts & 

Stenner, 2012).   

In cases where a person is cross loaded at initial extraction and remains so even after 

manual rotation, their final designation to a single centroid factor may be based on their highest 

loading value (Brown, 1980; Schmolck, 2015).  Additionally, in cases where a person does not 

clearly load onto any factor, their communality is typically lower compared to the communalities 

of other people in the same sample (Brown, 1980).  A person’s communality is calculated by 

summing their squared loadings across factors, and it serves as “a measure of the extent to which 

a person’s response has something in common with the other subjects” (Brown, 1980, p. 233).  

Software and Reporting 

Q-sort data were entered and analyzed in Schmolck’s (2014) PQMethod Version 2.35 for 

DOS, with the accompanying PQROT Version 2.0 program used to conduct manual rotation.  

This software package is free, on point with statistical considerations for Q-methodology 

(Brown, 1980), and recognized by the International Society for the Scientific Study of 

Subjectivity (ISSSS; https://qmethod.org/issss), a notable community of Q-methodologists.  

Another free software package recognized by the ISSSS is qmethod (Zabala et al., 2021), which 

runs in R (R Core Team, 2022) and can extract centroid factors, but manual rotation needs to be 

conducted using PQROT by importing the qmethod output into PQMethod.  Appendix I shows 

the R syntax that I ran on a matrix of Spearman’s correlations between the Q-sorts of the 

evaluation context sample.  

It should be noted that within PQMethod is the QANALYZE module, which is 

responsible for outputting the array of Q-set items characterizing each rotated factor and 

identifying every distinguishing item that helps differentiate between rotated factors (Schmolck, 
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2014, 2015).  All distinguishing items are statistically significant at p < .05 (Schmolck, 2015), 

but may not necessarily have the highest and lowest Q-sort values.  In my thesis, for example, 

taking on a problem-solving approach (Q-set item S3) was identified as the most automatic 

process (Q-sort numerical value of +4) in the “rationally inquisitive” style of evaluative thinking, 

but it was not distinguishing because it also manifested as most automatic in another evaluative 

thinking style (Pham, 2018).   

For each rotated factor identified in the next chapter, I report the number of individuals 

who loaded together and the distinguishing items, with attention to the most automatic and 

deliberate processes.        

Function Word Analysis 

As previously stated, the second research question of this dissertation is: What linguistic 

patterns emerge from evaluative thinking amid disaster?  To answer this question, I used 

function word analysis. 

In 2011, social psychologist James W. Pennebaker published a book, entitled The Secret 

Life of Pronouns: What Our Words Say About Us.  As described in that book, Pennebaker has 

been counting words since the 1990s as a strategy to unobtrusively probe psychological and 

social phenomena.  Originally focused on the content of people’s writings about traumatic 

experiences, Pennebaker and one of his (then) graduate students, Martha E. Francis, developed a 

software program called Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; pronounced “Luke”) to 

discern for whom, why, how, when, and under which conditions expressive writing works as a 

low cost intervention to improve mental and physical health (Pennebaker, 2011, 2017).  

Eventually, he and another one of his (then) graduate students, R. Sherlock Campbell, used 

LIWC to focus on linguistic style rather than linguistic content, which led to the discovery of the 
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“secret life” of pronouns and other function words that indicated flexible perspective-switching 

as a determinant in expressive writing interventions (Campbell & Pennebaker, 2003).  Their 

research has since given rise to the argument that function words may be more telling than 

content words about people’s thinking (Pennebaker, 2011), including during times of disaster 

(Ashokkumar & Pennebaker, 2021; Pennebaker & Gonzales, 2009).  

Languages are dynamic and can change just as facts and values do (Arbesman, 2013).  

Even so, old and new words may be classified along a continuum, with content on one end and 

function at the other end (van Gelderen, 2005).  Content words include nouns, adjectives, verbs, 

and most adverbs—all of which are necessary to understand the substance of communication 

(Pennebaker, 2017).  Function words—also known as style words, stealth words, junk words, 

closed-class words, and particles—serve the function of connecting, shaping, and organizing 

content words (Pennebaker, 2011).  In the English language, function words may be divided into 

the following categories (Boyd et al., 2020; Pennebaker, 2011):  

• personal pronouns, which include: 

• first person singular (e.g., I, me, my) 

• first person plural (e.g., we, us, our) 

• second person (e.g., you, your, yourselves) 

• third person singular (e.g., she, her, him) 

• third person plural (e.g., they, their, themselves) 

• impersonal pronouns (e.g., it, those, others) 

• articles (i.e., a, an, the) 

• prepositions (e.g., to, for, with) 

• conjunctions (e.g., and, or, but) 
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• negations (e.g., no, not, never) 

• auxiliary verbs (e.g., am, is, have) 

• non-referential adverbs (e.g., just, very, instead). 

Contemporarily, the English language has approximately 250,000 words, of which half 

are nouns and a quarter are adjectives (based on Merriam-Webster Dictionary and Oxford 

English Dictionary).  There are approximately 500 function words in English (Pennebaker, 2017; 

Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010), and this quantity is rather unchanging because languages do not 

absorb new function words as easily as new content words (van Gelderen, 2005).  Although 

function words are far outnumbered by content words, they account for half or more of everyday 

spoken and written communication (i.e., natural language) in English, most of the time (Tausczik 

& Pennebaker, 2010; see Appendix J for demonstration cases as proofs-of-concept).  This pattern 

has been observed in other languages as well, such as Arabic, German, Korean, Spanish, and 

Turkish (Pennebaker, 2011).   

Since the 1990s, the analysis of function words (i.e., function word analysis) has been 

regarded as an unobtrusive strategy for probing implicit intrapersonal and interpersonal 

processes from natural language (Chung & Pennebaker, 2007, 2018).  The reason for the 

unobtrusiveness is that function words are generally so short and subtle that “we have virtually 

no control or memory over how and when they are used either by the speaker [or writer] or by 

ourselves” (Chung & Pennebaker, 2007, p. 347).  As a versatile tool of inquiry, function word 

analysis has been used in various fields aside from psychology (Pennebaker, 2011, 2017), such 

as military medicine (e.g., Konopasky et al., 2020), political science (e.g., Jordan et al., 2019), 

and forensic science (e.g., Skillicorn & Lamb, 2013).   

Function word analysis in past research has often been conducted as part of a specific 
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technique called language style matching (LSM; Gonzales et al., 2010; Niederhoffer & 

Pennebaker, 2002).  LSM can reveal the extent of people’s cohesion with one another based on 

their level of linguistic synchrony, independent of topic (Gonzales et al., 2010).  To calculate the 

LSM scores for one dyad at a time, the following formulas are used in sequence (Gonzales et al., 

2010; Ireland & Pennebaker, 2010):  

• LSMfunction = 1 – [|(A – B)| / (A + B + .0001)], where function is short for function word 

category, A is one person, B is the other person, and .0001 is included to avoid dividing the 

numerator by zero in rare cases where the function word category is empty for both persons 

• LSMAB = (LSMppron + LSMipron + LSMarticles + LSMprepositions + LSMconjunctions + LSMnegations + 

LSMauxv + LSMadv) / 8, where AB is the same pair of people from the formula above, ppron 

stands for personal pronouns, ipron stands for impersonal pronouns, auxv stands for 

auxiliary verbs, adv stands for non-referential adverbs, and 8 is the total number of function 

word categories represented. 

Of note, quantifiers (e.g., few, much, all) and numerical determiners (e.g., one, twice, third) are 

considered function words as well, but they tend to infrequently appear in natural language and 

are often dropped from calculations of LSM (J. W. Pennebaker, personal email communication, 

November 2, 2021).   

A within-group LSM score can be calculated by taking the average of all unique LSM 

pairs in a group (https://www.liwc.app/help/lsm).  For example, if a group consists of person A, 

person B, and person C, then there are three unique pairs (AB, AC, BC) and the average is: 

(LSMAB + LSMAC + LSMBC ) / 3.  Furthermore, and since there is room for customization in 

LSM (Pennebaker & Chung, 2012), between-groups LSM scores may be calculated by pooling 

the words of all members in each group of interest and analyzing function word categories for 
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two groups at a time using the following formulas in sequence:  

• LSMfunction = 1 – [|(G1 – G2)| / (G1 + G2 + .0001)], where G1 and G2 are two different groups 

• LSMG1G2 = (LSMppron + LSMipron + LSMarticles + LSMprepositions + LSMconjunctions + LSMnegations + 

LSMauxv + LSMadv) / 8, where G1 and G2 are the same two groups from the formula above.  

Higher LSM scores indicate greater social cohesion (Gonzales et al., 2010; Pennebaker, 

2011), and may also signal greater potential for cooperation during dynamic situations, such as 

international diplomatic negotiations (Bayram & Ta, 2018) whereby societal games (Smith, 

1995) might clash.  LSM has been used to analyze various sources of natural languages, from the 

direct and reciprocal (e.g., face-to-face conversations, emails, text messages) to the indirect and 

passive (e.g., Tweets in reaction to something, poetry as expressive writing) (Pennebaker, 2011, 

2017).  Moreover, function word analysis generally and LSM specifically are both relevant to the 

second part of my research purpose, which involves discerning linguistic patterns (or lack 

thereof) in evaluative thinking styles.   

Software 

LIWC-22 Version 1.2 (Pennebaker et al., 2022) is the latest version of the LIWC 

software program—released in February 2022—and is obtainable by purchasing a license.  In the 

jargon of text analysis and text analytics, a “dictionary” is generally a list of words, word stems, 

and items (e.g., punctuations) to be retrieved from a “corpus” or “corpora” (i.e., a body or bodies 

of text data from writings or transcripts) (Campion & Campion, 2019).  As described in the 

LIWC-22 manual (Boyd et al., 2022), the dictionary built into the software contains thousands of 

words, word stems, and items to probe various categories, of which function words comprise one 

category.  In LIWC-22 (and previous versions), every word in a corpus is counted, then searched 

in the dictionary and tabulated accordingly.  For example, the sentence “I think Professors 
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Azzam, Fierro, Berry, and Archibald are awesome” is counted as 10 words, of which three are 

recognized as function words (and the rest are content words): 

• “I” under personal pronouns, first person singular 

• “and” under conjunctions  

• “are” under auxiliary verbs. 

The numerical value output for each of these function words is 10, calculated as the proportion 

of total words multiplied by 100 (i.e., the output is a percentage without the % symbol).      

The LIWC-22 dictionary is an updated version of the preceding LIWC2015 dictionary, 

which was developed over the span of several years through an iterative 7-step process that 

subsumed interrater agreement, internal consistency, external validity, and more (Boyd et al., 

2022).  LIWC-22 has been tested and validated using a “test kitchen” corpus of more than 31 

million words pooled from 15,000 random samples of natural language data that came from 

various means of communication (e.g., everyday conversations [recorded and transcribed], 

online forum posts, social media posts, personal blog entries) (Boyd et al., 2022).  Of note is that 

translations completed or underway for the LIWC2015 dictionary or past versions, through years 

of global collaborations, include Arabic, Brazilian Portuguese, Chinese, Dutch, French, German, 

Italian, Korean, Japanese, Norwegian, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Turkish, and 

Ukrainian (Boyd et al., 2022; Chung & Pennebaker, 2018).  Importantly, these collaborations 

underscore the recognition that “LIWC is based on a substantive theory…that the words people 

use provide linguistic markers of cognitive processes” (Sadler-Smith et al., 2021, p. 6).       

Procedures and Data Preprocessing 

Research participants communicated their thoughts about the COVID-19 pandemic after 

they completed the Q-sort.  Based on existing methods designed to elicit written words (Boyd et 
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al., 2015; Pennebaker & King, 1999) and spoken words (Battista et al., 2018) as natural language 

data, I presented the following to each participant: “You will communicate your thoughts about 

the COVID-19 pandemic, through writing and speaking.  You will see 7 single-word prompts and 

have at least a minute per writing and speaking to communicate about each word as you 

consider its relevance or irrelevance to the pandemic.  You may choose the order of the prompts, 

and you may choose the order of the communication activities (writing/speaking or 

speaking/writing) for each prompt.”  Since the automaticity and deliberateness of writing and 

speaking varies between people (Berger et al., 2021), and since I intended for the collection of 

natural language data to be flexible like the collection of Q-sort data, research participants were 

free to determine for themselves the order of the single-word prompts and the order of the 

communication activities. 

The seven single-word prompts to elicit participants’ thoughts about the COVID-19 

pandemic were health, social, technological, economic, political, educational, and 

environmental.  These words were intended to preempt undue influence of my personal linguistic 

style on participants’ own linguistic styles as they communicated their thoughts (Ireland & 

Pennebaker, 2010).  Except for health as a noun, the other words are adjectives.  Importantly, 

these words were selected as content words that can be displayed, without the accompaniment of 

function words, to elicit the substance of thoughts about the pandemic.  These words are based 

on the ETPS and STEPE taxonomies, in which the common letters stand for economic, 

technological, political, and social, and the second E in STEPE stands for ecological and serves 

as a hodgepodge of ideas (Aguilar, 1967; Richardson, Jr., 2017).  Of note is that social may 

encompass issues of race, ethnicity, nationality, and so forth if those issues are top-of-mind, 

while political may extend to legal and ethical concerns.  Of further note is that I used the 
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ecological hodgepodge from STEPE to elicit thoughts pertaining to health, education, and the 

environment, all of which have been rising in salience around the world (GlobeScan & Ethical 

Markets, 2020).  Both ETPS and STEPE were originally meant for environmental scanning (i.e., 

process of examining tangible and intangible aspects of an environment) in business, but 

acquired broad appeal and application over time (Richardson, Jr., 2017).  For this dissertation, 

the two taxonomies together gave rise to an organized way of representing multiple societal 

games at play (Smith, 1995). 

All seven single-word prompts were piloted along with a warm-up exercise to ascertain 

that participants can comprehend the procedures and instructions and generate at least 100 words 

per communication activity per prompt.  A warm-up exercise featuring a relatively neutral topic 

unrelated to the research at hand serves to facilitate participants’ familiarization with the 

instructions for natural language data collection (Battista et al., 2018).  The minimum of 100 

words is necessary for function word analysis to yield informative results—the more words there 

are, the higher the information potential (Chung & Pennebaker, 2019; Jordan et al., 2019).   

During the dissertation proposal stage, I had proposed that candidates for the pilot would 

be colleagues and peers from evaluation and emergency medicine who would not be required to 

meet the purposive sampling criteria because providing feasibility feedback did not need to 

depend on having knowledge or skills in disasters, emergencies, or crises.  Pilot data enabled me 

to determine the sufficiency of a minute per communication activity per prompt and rule out a 

maximum time limit as unnecessary, among other helpful information regarding feasibility.  

Ultimately, all pilot and formal participants were given the communication instructions for both 

the warm-up exercise and real data collection, as bulleted below.  Appendix K shows the full 

natural language data collection protocol, including the Qualtrics layout. 
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• Writing instructions: Write your thoughts as they come to your mind.  Form complete 

sentences, but don’t worry about spelling or grammar.  Try to write continuously for at least 

a minute.  There are no “right” or “wrong” thoughts.  I will proctor this activity, but refrain 

from communicating with you.   

• Speaking instructions: Say your thoughts as they come to your mind.  Form complete 

sentences, but don’t worry about sounding informal or formal.  Try to speak continuously for 

at least a minute.  There are no “right” or “wrong” thoughts.  I will proctor this activity, but 

refrain from communicating with you.   

It should be noted that the diction of the above communication instructions is based on existing 

methods for eliciting natural language about a topic (Battista et al., 2018; Boyd et al., 2015; 

Pennebaker & King, 1999). 

Regarding time commitment, I considered that a minute per speaking and writing per 

prompt would amount to 14 minutes as the shortest span for natural language, that the preceding 

Q-sort would take around 20 minutes, and that both the warm-up exercise and exit questionnaire 

would each take a few minutes.  I accordingly planned for a one-time commitment of 

approximately one hour from pilot and formal participants alike.  This plan was devised to 

respect incredibly busy schedules and limited availabilities amid the COVID-19 pandemic and 

other disasters, emergencies, and crises.   

I used a combination of commonly available technologies to collect both pilot and formal 

data: Zoom, WebEx, Microsoft Teams, Google Meet, Google Drawings, and Qualtrics.  I also 

used Trint (https://www.trint.com) to transcribe all audio-recordings of participants’ spoken 

segments.  Of note, Trint is a secure online software powered by artificial intelligence that can 

quickly output transcripts of audio or video files.  It is used around the world by journalists, 
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marketers, researchers, and more.  I checked the accuracy of each Trint transcript by comparing 

it to the audio-recording.  Then using the preprocessing (i.e. cleaning) guidelines published for 

LIWC2015 (Pennebaker et al., 2015), which remain relevant to LIWC-22, I preprocessed (i.e., 

cleaned) all the Trint transcripts and all the written responses downloaded from Qualtrics.  For 

example, fillers such as “I mean,” “you know,” “like,” and “well” respectively became imean, 

youknow, rrlike, and rrwell. 

Data Analyses and Reporting 

The LIWC-22 output file (.xlsx) was imported to IBM SPSS Version 26, which I used to 

run linear mixed effects modeling, through which each function word category was analyzed as a 

continuous outcome variable.  Appendix L shows my SPSS syntax.  The modeling specifications 

(identified subsequently) were informed by various statistical readings (Beaumont, 2012; 

Garson, 2013, 2020; Grace-Martin, 2019, 2021; Heck & Thomas, 2020; Hoffman, 2017; Luo & 

Kwok, 2009).  Fixed effects were mode (speaking and writing), evaluative thinking style (or style 

for shorthand; based on the Q-methodology results), the interaction between mode and style, and 

the intercept (equals the grand mean in a null model, but is a different value in a conditional 

model containing predictors; to be added when calculating the estimated marginal mean of a 

certain style in a certain mode).  Random effects were the between-subjects intercept variance 

(modeled using variance components) and the within-subjects residual variance (which assumed 

speaking and writing to have different variabilities; modeled using diagonal covariance 

structure).  Restricted maximum likelihood was the estimation method of each model, instead of 

maximum likelihood, since it can produce more accurate parameter estimates when the sample 

size is relatively small, though both usually yield very similar results.  Estimated marginal means 

with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were outputted to allow for comparisons of model-adjusted 
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averages (e.g., average percentage of prepositions via writing in a specific evaluative thinking 

style, average percentage of conjunctions via speaking in another style).   

LSM scores are reported for within and between styles of evaluative thinking.  As 

previously described, LSM can reveal the extent of people’s cohesion with one another based on 

their level of linguistic synchrony (Gonzales et al., 2010).  Higher LSM scores indicate greater 

cohesion (Gonzales et al., 2010; Pennebaker, 2011) and may also signal greater potential for 

cooperation during dynamic, high stakes situations (Bayram & Ta, 2018).  

Data visualizations were created using Tableau Version 2022.2 and Google Sheets, 

unless otherwise noted in the figure note.     

Exit Questionnaire 

The exit questionnaire, which I also piloted, was administered last for every participant.  

It asked about their demographics (i.e., language[s] spoken and written professionally and 

casually, national/ethno-cultural background[s], gender, age) and about their (current or most 

recent) sectors/industries, professional work, occupation and years of experience, and geographic 

location(s).  Appendix M shows the Qualtrics layout of the exit questionnaire.  I used IBM SPSS 

Version 26 to examine the data, and Tableau Version 2022.2 to create the visualizations.   
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 

 

Research Participants 

This section describes my research participants, starting with the pilot sample and what I 

learned from their feasibility feedback before focusing on the formal sample.  Appendix N shows 

the timeline of this dissertation.           

Pilot Participants and Feasibility Feedback 

 In September 2021, I invited six colleagues and peers (three from the context of 

evaluation and three from the context of emergency medicine) to participate in this dissertation 

as pilot participants and all of them accepted my invitation.  Each person provided their informed 

consent to partake in the data collection procedures and provide feasibility feedback.  As stated 

in Chapter 3 (p. 47), meeting the purposive sampling criteria was not required for pilot 

participation, since providing feasibility feedback did not need to depend on having knowledge 

or skills in disasters, emergencies, or crises. 

Everyone in the pilot sample felt that the exit questionnaire was straightforward and 

quick to answer.  I have used their responses to this questionnaire to describe their demographic 

characteristics, as follow.  The pilot participants’ current or most recent sectors and industries 

included health care, education, government, public health, and social services.  Their current or 

most recent occupations were evaluator, independent consultant, health scientist, physician, 

emergency department technician, and clinical research coordinator.  The key terms reflecting 

the nature of their professional work (e.g., evaluation capacity building, research) are included in 

Figure 2.  All three pilot participants from the emergency medicine context reported being 
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professionally based in California.  The locations of the pilot participants from the evaluation 

context were California, Georgia, and Oregon.    

 

Figure 2 

Modified Dot Plot of Frequencies of Professional Work Key Terms by Participant Samples 

 

Note.  Key terms were manually coded from open-ended professional work descriptions.  
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Everyone in the pilot sample reported speaking and writing in English in both 

professional and casual settings.  Also in casual settings, one participant additionally speaks and 

writes in Spanish, while another participant additionally speaks and writes in Japanese.  The 

national and ethno-cultural backgrounds of the pilot sample are included in Figure 3.  Regarding 

gender identity, both the evaluation and emergency medicine contexts had the same distribution: 

2 female and 1 male.  Lastly, mean age of the pilot sample was 41.2 years (SD = 16.1, Mdn = 

34.5, range: 27–65).  

 

Figure 3 

Word Cloud of Participants’ Self-Described National and Ethno-Cultural Backgrounds 

 

Note.  Terms were organized from open-ended descriptions.  The larger the font size of a term, 

the more participants (min = 1; max = 5) who used that term in their description.  Spatial 

arrangement of terms is entirely random.    
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Four pilot participants (two from the context of evaluation and two from the context of 

emergency medicine) were already familiar with Q-methodology because they were previously 

enrolled in my thesis.  They felt that my online version of Q-methodology using Google 

Drawings was as seamless as the in-person tabletop version.  The two pilot participants without 

prior experience of Q-methodology did not have any technical difficulties with the online format.  

Regarding the procedures for natural language data collection, no one had any problems with 

either the speaking or writing instructions.  There were also no problems with any of the single-

word prompts, and at least one minute per speaking and writing to respond to each prompt was 

enough of a time minimum.  Each participant understood that they could move in any order with 

the prompts so long as they spoke then wrote, or wrote then spoke, for each prompt before 

moving onto the next.  At the end of the pilot participation, which took an average of 1.6 hours 

(SD = 0.7) including feedback time, each participant said that if I needed to choose one 

communication mode in the event of truncated time during a formal enrollment (e.g., a 

physician’s attention is requested and they must end their participation early), then I should 

choose speaking because it would go faster and generate more words than writing.   

I preprocessed and examined the pilot sample’s natural language data during October 

2021.  For every pilot participant, I pooled their responses to the seven single-word prompts 

about the COVID-19 pandemic such that they each had a spoken corpus and a written corpus.   

The lowest corpus word count was 337, which still exceeded the 100-word minimum for 

function word analysis to output dependable results.  Altogether, the pilot sample generated a 

grand corpus size of 11,172 words (7805 spoken and 3367 written).  Specifically, the evaluation 

context generated a total of 5735 words (4018 spoken and 1735 written) and the emergency 

medicine context generated a total of 5419 words (3787 spoken and 1632 written).     
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Formal Participants 

 Between December 2021 and April 2022, I enrolled 63 of 86 individuals (73%) as formal 

research participants (Figure 4).  They e-signed their informed consent before our meeting.  

 

Figure 4 

Flow Diagram of Research Enrollments 
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Evaluation Context 

The sample representing the evaluation context consisted of 32 professionals who varied 

in their levels of involvement in evaluation practice or evaluative work.  As stated in Chapter 2, 

evaluative work requires valu/e/s/ing to be systematically handled.  An example of evaluative 

work is the after action review, which is a flexible approach to debriefing, reflection, and 

documentation of lessons learned about what did and did not work during a response to an event 

and how the response can be improved for future events (WHO, 2022).   

The current or most recent occupations of the participants from the evaluation context are 

presented in Table 1 (e.g., evaluator, consultant, emergency manager; on p. 58), and the key 

terms reflecting the varied nature of their professional work (e.g., emergency management, 

humanitarian, teaching) are displayed in Figure 2 (on p. 52).  Sectors and industries are shown in 

Figure 5 (on p. 59).  Although most of the participants were located in the US (Figures 6 and 7 

on pp. 60–61), 18 (56%) described their professional work as both domestic and international.  

Everyone reported speaking and writing in English in both professional and casual settings; 

additional languages are shown in Figure 8 (on p. 62).  National and ethno-cultural backgrounds 

in the participants’ own words are displayed in Figure 3 (on p. 53).  Mean age was 45.1 years 

(SD = 11.2, Mdn = 44, range: 29–65).  Lastly, 18 (56%) participants identified as male, while 14 

(44%) identified as female.   

Emergency Medicine Context 

The sample representing the emergency medicine context consisted of 25 physicians 

board certified in general emergency medicine, pediatric emergency medicine, and/or EMS.  I 

also enrolled an adjacent sample of 6 professionals whose work intersects with emergency 

medicine.  Specifically, I enrolled an epidemiologist-biostatistician working in pediatric 
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emergency medicine, a physician assistant working in urgent care, an EMS researcher, a 

pediatric emergency nurse practitioner, a critical care transport nurse, and a former critical care 

transport nurse who had recently started working as an acute care nurse practitioner at the time of 

research participation.     

The current or most recent sectors and industries of all physician and adjacent sample 

participants from the emergency medicine context are shown in Figure 5 (p. 59), and the key 

terms reflecting the varied nature of their professional work (e.g., disaster preparedness, 

research, teaching) are displayed in Figure 2 (on p. 52).  All participants were located in the US 

(see Figure 6 on p. 60).  Everyone reported speaking and writing in English in professional 

settings (see Figure 8 on p. 62).  National and ethno-cultural backgrounds in the participants’ 

own words are displayed in Figure 3 (on p. 53).  Regarding gender identity, 12 physician 

participants identified as female, while 12 identified as male and 1 preferred not to answer; 5 

adjacent sample participants identified as female and 1 identified as male.  Lastly, mean age of 

the physician sample was 46.3 years (SD = 10.7, Mdn = 43.5, range: 33–64), while mean age of 

the adjacent sample was 41.7 years (SD = 8.5, Mdn = 43, range: 32–51).   
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Table 1 

Current or Most Recent Occupations of the Evaluation Context  

Occupation Frequency 

Evaluator 4 
Evaluation Advisor 3 
Consultant 3 
Health Scientist 2 
Researcher 2 
Unit Head 2 
Emergency Manager 2 
Emergency Manager & Educator 1 
Emergency Manager, Educator, Consultant, & Activist 1 
Senior Manager 1 
Evaluation Manager 1 
Evaluator & Health Scientist 1 
Behavioral Scientist 1 
Emergency Health Advisor & Consultant 1 
Environmental Health and Safety Coordinator 1 
Epidemiologist 1 
Nurse & Consultant 1 
Physician & Laboratory Director 1 
Paramedic & Hospital Emergency Management Coordinator 1 
Researcher & Educator 1 
Researcher & Non-profit Director 1 

Notes.  Terms were organized from open-ended descriptions.  N = 32.   
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Figure 5 

Current or Most Recent Sectors and Industries by Participant Samples 

 

 

Note.  Participants could select multiple sectors and industries.  
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Figure 6 

Geographic Distribution and Frequencies of Participants Across the United States 

 

Note.  The darker the color of the states, the higher the frequency of participants. 
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Figure 7 

Geographic Distribution of Evaluation Context Participants in Australia, Belgium, Senegal, Spain, Switzerland, and United Kingdom 

 

Note.  There were 9 evaluation context participants based in Australia (n = 1), Belgium (n = 2), Senegal (n = 1), Spain (n = 1), 

Switzerland (n = 1), and United Kingdom (n = 3). 
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Figure 8 

Participants’ Languages Spoken and Written in Professional and Casual Settings 

 

Notes.  Participants could list multiple languages.  The emergency medicine context includes both physicians and adjacent sample 

participants.  
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Q-methodology Results 

This section is organized into five subsections to provide a chronological walkthrough of 

the Q-methodology results. 

Intercorrelations 

A completed Q-sort usually—not always—resembles an upside-down bell curve (Harris 

et al., 2021).  Although Brown’s (1993) stance calls for “encouraging the person to adhere to 

whatever distribution shape is adopted for the study” (p. 102), Q-methodology allows for 

flexibility and the shape of the Q-sort grid “can therefore be altered for the convenience of the Q 

sorter” (Brown, 1993, p. 102).  Q-sort data from both symmetrical and asymmetrical grids can be 

analyzed together by way of Spearman’s correlation.  In the evaluation context sample, there 

were three participants who preferred not to adhere to the symmetrical Q-sort grid (Appendix F) 

because they felt that it constrained their responses.  To analyze their data with the rest of the 

sample, I used Spearman’s correlation to generate the intercorrelation matrix necessary for 

centroid factor analysis (Table 2).  Brown (1980) has demonstrated that “r [Pearson] and rs 

[Spearman] produce virtually identical results” (p. 279), which I found to hold true for this 

dissertation.  

In the emergency medicine context sample, all participants—including adjacent 

participants—adhere to the symmetrical Q-sort grid.  As such, I used Pearson’s correlation to 

generate the requisite intercorrelation matrix (Table 3).  Of note is the higher number of 

significant correlations in this context compared to the evaluation context.  This is perhaps 

explainable by the greater heterogeneity in the evaluation context in terms of occupation and 

professional work (as seen in Table 1 and Figure 2).  The “core” participants of the emergency 

medicine sample were all physicians, and half of the adjacent sample had a nursing background.      
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Table 2 

Spearman’s Correlations Between Participants of the Evaluation Context 

P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 —                    
2 .01 —                   
3 .02 -.16 —                  
4 -.10 -.50* -.07 —                 
5 -.03 .01 .28 -.16 —                
6 .24 -.01 .10 .06 .06 —               
7 -.08 .08 .22 .19 .08 .08 —              
8 -.09 .08 -.11 .05 -.03 .16 .29 —             
9 -.24 .02 .05 -.06 .00 -.11 -.08 -.24 —            

10 -.11 .42* .13 -.31 .38 .30 .29 .17 -.07 —           
11 .13 .20 -.01 .20 -.05 .40* -.18 -.18 -.05 .05 —          
12 .21 .08 .18 .04 .06 .61** .06 -.18 .42* .29 .41* —         
13 -.29 .26 .33 .15 .02 -.20 .41* -.11 -.10 .13 .01 -.25 —        
14 .24 .02 -.05 .19 .26 -.02 -.36 -.20 -.14 -.09 .21 -.03 .21 —       
15 -.19 .18 -.18 -.03 .39* .04 -.35 -.07 .04 .23 .43* .08 -.23 .25 —      
16 .34 -.20 .11 .10 .11 .29 .07 -.01 -.12 .09 -.07 .21 -.18 -.17 -.30 —     
17 .29 -.14 .26 .30 .28 .30 .15 -.07 -.25 -.18 .25 .33 .05 .14 -.02 .32 —    
18 .52** .23 -.03 .02 -.14 .51** .08 .03 .06 -.02 .37 .37 -.09 -.15 -.27 .27 .15 —   
19 -.31 .04 -.09 .18 .04 -.20 -.13 -.15 .76** -.13 -.02 .33 -.07 .02 .12 -.08 -.06 .00 —  
20 -.17 .05 .00 .29 .06 .07 .02 -.22 .10 .16 .23 .22 .10 -.14 .22 -.04 .18 .10 .36 — 
21 -.58** -.11 .18 -.03 .19 .03 -.03 -.08 .57** .18 -.08 .28 .17 -.08 .06 -.16 -.17 -.24 .40* .09 
22 .12 .03 .10 -.09 .14 .25 .24 .29 -.50* .17 -.07 -.13 .25 .21 -.18 -.01 .06 .18 -.33 -.23 
23 -.22 .20 -.10 .11 -.19 -.31 -.03 -.28 .32 -.04 -.04 -.05 .37 .17 -.07 -.43* -.34 -.07 .40* .31 
24 .37 -.10 .15 -.13 .27 .43* -.07 .13 -.16 .27 .13 .31 -.23 .00 -.06 .55** .38 .23 -.20 .06 
25 .03 -.03 -.11 -.17 .28 .30 .06 .30 -.20 .28 -.13 -.06 -.13 .10 .16 .41* .04 -.10 -.32 -.59** 
26 .27 .38 -.24 -.09 -.18 -.14 .01 -.23 -.17 .09 .01 -.10 .29 .13 -.23 -.02 -.18 .45* .03 .04 
27 -.17 -.19 .01 .22 .45* .06 .13 .34 -.19 -.10 .04 -.31 .08 -.08 .28 .07 .33 .06 -.04 .22 
28 .19 .04 .09 -.23 -.35 -.26 -.24 -.16 -.11 -.11 -.26 -.11 -.17 -.12 -.28 .13 -.33 -.13 -.20 .01 
29 .07 .06 -.20 -.20 .33 .17 -.43* -.13 -.14 -.17 .37 -.14 -.25 .28 .52** -.19 .09 .07 -.28 .00 
30 .01 -.07 .07 .11 -.48* -.29 .12 .09 .23 -.43* -.20 -.01 .20 .09 -.59** -.20 -.07 -.12 .21 -.24 
31 .19 -.11 -.04 .03 -.10 .27 .21 -.12 .26 -.20 -.07 .29 -.19 -.40* -.38 .23 .36 .35 .18 .35 
32 -.22 .02 -.23 .09 -.15 -.28 -.14 -.10 .00 .08 -.05 -.10 .10 -.12 .11 -.23 -.16 -.14 .09 .46* 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 

P 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
1             
2             
3             
4             
5             
6             
7             
8             
9             
10             
11             
12             
13             
14             
15             
16             
17             
18             
19             
20             
21 —            
22 -.18 —           
23 .13 -.21 —          
24 -.17 .17 -.61** —         
25 -.07 .30 -.46* .27 —        
26 -.23 .40* .34 -.16 -.14 —       
27 -.08 .24 -.37 .26 .20 -.22 —      
28 -.22 -.23 .19 -.09 -.34 .02 -.56** —     
29 -.15 .01 -.30 .26 .13 -.20 .40* -.14 —    
30 .09 -.13 .24 -.14 -.38 -.05 -.44* .27 -.37 —   
31 -.01 -.37 .10 .12 -.24 -.19 .02 -.04 -.08 .13 —  
32 .13 -.31 .58** -.37 -.34 .17 -.13 .28 -.15 -.05 .10 — 

Notes.  P denotes a formal participant.  *p ≤ .05.  **p ≤ .01. 
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Table 3 

Pearson’s Correlations Between Participants of the Emergency Medicine Context 

P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
1 —                    
2 .02 —                   
3 .17 -.11 —                  
4 .23 -.31 .40* —                 
5 -.36 -.02 .13 .06 —                
6 .10 .30 .16 .30 .03 —               
7 .11 -.01 .00 -.01 -.17 .10 —              
8 .24 .33 .20 .26 .28 .10 -.26 —             
9 .23 .45* .03 .27 .01 .25 .08 .69** —            
10 .13 .24 .18 .35 .01 .35 -.24 .50* .59** —           
11 -.14 -.34 -.21 .04 -.16 -.13 -.07 -.34 -.14 -.16 —          
12 .16 .22 .37 .35 -.18 .57** -.07 .48* .46* .58** -.14 —         
13 .14 -.05 .15 .18 -.14 .22 .16 -.07 .20 .23 .57** .25 —        
14 .34 .07 .18 .25 -.05 -.12 -.17 .29 .21 .14 -.34 .17 -.06 —       
15 .25 -.28 .33 .28 .26 -.05 -.05 .36 .21 .17 -.47* .19 -.13 .46* —      
16 -.03 -.05 .08 .09 .01 -.27 -.14 -.05 -.24 -.21 -.13 -.23 -.27 -.06 -.09 —     
17 .31 -.23 .15 .56** -.20 -.15 .13 -.06 .05 -.10 -.02 -.15 .04 .41* .15 .17 —    
18 .19 .06 -.11 .47* -.12 .09 -.28 .59** .52** .48* .22 .44* .29 .18 .02 -.10 .12 —   
19 .02 .59** .14 .02 .02 .29 -.31 .27 .13 .19 -.19 .11 -.04 .00 -.21 .14 -.02 .04 —  
20 .61** -.19 .17 .35 -.38 .36 .22 -.04 .10 .14 -.06 .34 .34 .00 .26 .00 .23 .11 -.07 — 
21 -.15 .40* .09 .09 -.22 .26 -.10 .31 .32 .54** .04 .41* .29 .02 -.26 -.03 -.25 .35 .44* .01 
22 .00 .26 -.01 -.14 .12 .33 -.12 .22 .33 .47* -.16 .25 .11 -.11 .15 -.11 -.60** .09 .22 .01 
23 .37 -.05 .06 .24 -.04 .13 .01 .06 .05 .29 -.21 .13 .33 .47* .38 -.24 .34 .01 .19 .40* 
24 .55** .09 .02 .27 -.05 .04 .18 .30 .54** .27 .05 .12 .31 .14 .21 -.27 .16 .32 .08 .44* 
25 .50* .24 .18 .28 -.39* .42* .02 .21 .18 .38 -.04 .41* .24 -.03 -.09 -.08 .21 .20 .30 .44* 
26§ -.28 .21 -.26 .20 .38 .41* -.37 .30 .37 .40* -.02 .14 -.09 .03 .15 -.27 -.19 .31 .22 -.19 
27§ -.01 .05 -.19 .14 .42* .11 -.31 .32 .18 .43* .04 .00 .08 -.09 .25 -.16 -.15 .16 .30 -.13 
28§ .27 .06 -.16 .35 .01 .23 .17 .39* .52** .29 .16 .19 .20 .00 -.07 -.03 -.10 .51** .17 .22 
29§ .57** .06 .27 .09 .17 -.17 -.02 .46* .24 .12 -.33 .08 -.05 .45* .65** -.09 .06 .12 .05 .25 
30§ .31 -.02 .25 .16 .10 .04 -.06 .29 -.03 -.06 -.11 .02 .02 .06 .26 .23 .40* .05 .14 .05 
31§ .33 .04 .15 .64** -.07 .42* -.12 .61** .62** .63** .00 .57** .31 .21 .24 -.35 .22 .66** .25 .41* 

 
                (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 

P 21 22 23 24 25 26§ 27§ 28§ 29§ 30§ 31§ 
1            
2            
3            
4            
5            
6            
7            
8            
9            

10            
11            
12            
13            
14            
15            
16            
17            
18            
19            
20            
21 —           
22 .21 —          
23 .04 .12 —         
24 -.07 .36 .42* —        
25 .33 -.05 .38 .20 —       
26§ .19 .28 -.02 -.02 -.03 —      
27§ .13 .31 .38 .17 .22 .54** —     
28§ .28 .41* .08 .62** .07 .27 .20 —    
29§ -.09 .07 .36 .47* .18 .03 .28 .19 —   
30§ -.16 -.28 .12 -.14 .40* -.11 .26 -.27 .26 —  
31§ .39* .21 .44* .57** .51** .39* .35 .57* .24 .08 — 

Notes.  P denotes a formal participant.  §adjacent sample participant.  *p ≤ .05.  **p ≤ .01. 
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Initial Extraction 

For the evaluation context, six centroid factors with Eigenvalues 1.50 were initially 

extracted from the matrix of Spearman’s correlations (Table 4).  I chose the cutoff of 1.50 

because Eigenvalues do change and may increase after manual rotation (Brown, 1980).   

For the emergency medicine context, which included the adjacent sample, six centroids 

with Eigenvalues ≥ 1.50 were initially extracted from the matrix of Pearson’s correlations (Table 

5).  To be thorough, I also analyzed the emergency medicine context without the adjacent 

sample, which generated four initial centroid factors with Eigenvalues ≥ 1.50.  Inspection of the 

fourth centroid revealed that it contained only one significant loading (value of .48), which 

belonged to a participant who had already loaded (value of .51) onto the first centroid factor.  

The fourth centroid factor could therefore be dropped.  Ultimately, with or without the adjacent 

sample in the emergency medicine context, the initial rotation results suggested the existence of 

three main factors.   

Manual Rotation 

 Manual rotation was applied as follows.  For the evaluation context, centroid factors 1 

and 3 were first rotated 4 degrees counterclockwise to increase the loading of Participant 16 in 

the first factor to .39 (the minimum statistically significant loading value; calculation described 

in the previous chapter on pp. 38–39).  Next, centroid factors 3 and 2 were rotated 4 degrees 

clockwise to bring the loading of Participant 9 in the second factor to .39.  Then centroid factors 

3 and 6 were rotated 9 degrees clockwise to move Participant 7 from the third factor to the sixth 

because this person was positively correlated with Participant 13, who had significantly loaded 

onto the sixth factor in the initial extraction.  Of note, there were a total of eight participants who 

did not significantly load onto any factor, signaling the potential uniqueness of their evaluative 
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thinking styles—there may or may not be people outside of this research who think like they do.  

The final factor pattern matrix of the evaluation context is presented in Table 6, reflecting the 

predominance of six evaluative thinking styles. 

For the emergency medicine context including the adjacent sample, centroid factors 1 and 

2 were rotated 7 degrees clockwise to bring the loading of Participant 14 in the first factor to .39.  

Next, centroid factors 2 and 4 were rotated 2 degrees clockwise to both increase the loading of 

Participant 2 in the second factor to .39 and attempt to clarify the loading of Participant 5 in the 

fourth factor.  Rotation did not improve the loading of Participant 5, thereby suggesting that this 

person has a unique style of evaluative thinking style.  The Eigenvalues of centroid factors 4, 5, 

and 6 were < 2 after rotation, which made sense because neither the fourth nor sixth factors 

generated significant loadings, and the fifth factor had only one significant loading (Participant 

17).  It should be noted that besides Participants 5 and 17 as “standalones,” there were five other 

participants who did not significantly load onto any factor.  The final factor pattern matrix of the 

emergency medicine context is presented in Table 7, reflecting the predominance of three 

evaluative thinking styles. 

Appendix O presents screen captures of the manual rotation performed in Schmolck’s 

(2014) PQMethod Version 2.35. 
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Table 4 

Initial Extraction for the Evaluation Context 

  

Participant 

 Unrotated Centroid Factor   

 1 2 3 4 5 6  h2 

 1  .33 -.24 .19 -.27 .39 -.27  .50 
 2  -.07 -.16 .05 .62 .14 -.26  .50 
 3  .10 -.04 .22 -.07 -.15 .16  .11 
 4  .01 .30 .09 -.12 .06 .47  .34 
 5  .43 .25 -.09 .25 -.27 .13  .41 
 6  .63 .08 .44 .12 .02 -.24  .67 
 7  .03 -.30 .34 .09 -.23 .34  .38 
 8  .23 -.25 -.12 .08 -.25 .09  .21 
 9  -.41 .37 .31 .03 -.49 -.21  .69 
 10  .16 -.10 .05 .61 -.22 -.16  .48 
 11  .27 .37 .22 .14 .49 -.17  .55 
 12  .13 .23 .76 .06 -.04 -.36  .78 
 13  -.13 -.11 .14 .27 .05 .66  .56 
 14  .11 .10 -.10 .03 .39 .15  .21 
 15  .18 .64 -.48 .40 .05 -.25  .90 
 16  .37 -.19 .28 -.33 -.13 -.16  .40 
 17  .48 .22 .31 -.29 .06 .26  .53 
 18  .18 -.03 .57 .07 .31 -.25  .52 
 19  -.41 .49 .29 .08 -.28 .04  .58 
 20  -.12 .52 .30 .02 .19 .10  .42 
 21  -.23 .33 .05 .20 -.55 .08  .51 
 22  .41 -.42 -.03 .38 .10 .38  .64 
 23  -.78 .14 .09 .30 .27 .14  .82 
 24  .66 -.05 .20 -.17 -.12 -.18  .55 
 25  .60 -.17 -.27 .12 -.33 -.12  .60 
 26  -.14 -.32 .14 .36 .54 .05  .57 
 27  .46 .25 -.22 .07 -.08 .37  .47 
 28  -.38 -.36 -.02 -.41 .22 -.28  .57 
 29  .34 .37 -.47 .01 .23 -.31  .62 
 30  -.46 -.22 .19 -.36 -.02 .17  .46 
 31  -.05 .15 .52 -.31 -.05 -.08  .40 
 32  -.52 .19 -.05 .07 .21 .00  .36 
 

Eigenvalue 4.29 2.62 2.81 2.24 2.27 2.06   

Notes.  p ≤ .05 for bolded loadings.  h2 = communality. 
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Table 5 

Initial Extraction for the Emergency Medicine Context 

  

Participant 

 Unrotated Centroid Factor   

 1 2 3 4 5 6  h2 

 1  .44 -.58 .18 -.08 -.08 -.23  .63 
 2  .23 .35 -.14 -.41 .02 -.38  .51 
 3  .25 -.29 -.05 -.23 .14 .12  .24 
 4  .52 -.19 .24 .19 .22 .33  .56 
 5  .01 .14 -.58 .34 -.14 .26  .56 
 6  .44 .22 .15 -.42 -.21 .38  .63 
 7  -.10 -.21 .36 -.04 -.28 -.11  .28 
 8  .73 .14 -.33 .04 .25 -.21  .77 
 9  .68 .25 .05 .08 .00 -.28  .61 
 10  .73 .31 .03 -.07 .02 .04  .64 
 11  -.20 .22 .50 .34 .00 .13  .47 
 12  .60 .13 .16 -.30 .10 .06  .51 
 13  .23 .04 .57 .05 -.04 .11  .40 
 14  .35 -.36 -.14 .19 .16 -.22  .38 
 15  .40 -.44 -.42 .23 -.22 .09  .64 
 16  -.18 -.16 -.19 -.18 .27 -.07  .20 
 17  .08 -.64 .21 .23 .51 .19  .81 
 18  .53 .25 .26 .33 .39 -.10  .68 
 19  .35 .19 -.22 -.34 .11 .00  .33 
 20  .34 -.41 .53 -.17 -.32 .07  .70 
 21  .33 .48 .14 -.26 .29 -.07  .52 
 22  .31 .43 -.07 -.06 -.49 -.18  .56 
 23  .51 -.36 .00 .04 -.26 .10  .47 
 24  .54 -.09 .26 .27 -.36 -.32  .67 
 25  .50 -.12 .28 -.45 .07 .23  .60 
 26§  .36 .57 -.21 .31 -.06 .30  .69 
 27§  .43 .22 -.27 .22 -.20 .30  .48 
 28§  .43 .24 .30 .23 -.16 -.36  .54 
 29§  .49 -.43 -.37 .13 -.22 -.24  .68 
 30§  .17 -.33 -.21 -.05 .24 .32  .34 
 31§  .91 .07 .32 .20 .07 .11  .99 
 

Eigenvalue 6.25 3.28 2.64 1.82 1.67 1.50   

Notes.  §adjacent sample participant.  p ≤ .05 for bolded loadings.  

h2 = communality. 
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Table 6 

Factor Pattern Matrix After Manual Rotation for the Evaluation Context 

Participant 

 
Rotated Centroid Factor 

  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6  h2 

 5  .42 .24 -.16 .25 -.27 .11  .40 
 6  .66 .11 .42 .12 .02 -.18  .66 
 16  .39 -.17 .29 -.33 -.13 -.11  .40 
 17  .51 .24 .22 -.29 .06 .29  .54 
 22  .41 -.43 -.09 .38 .10 .37  .65 
 24  .67 -.03 .19 -.17 -.12 -.15  .55 
 25  .58 -.20 -.28 .12 -.33 -.16  .59 
 27  .45 .23 -.32 .07 -.08 .32  .47 
 9  -.39 .39 .35 .03 -.49 -.16  .70 
 15  .15 .60 -.49 .40 .05 -.33  .89 
 19  -.39 .51 .27 .08 -.28 .09  .57 
 20  -.10 .54 .25 .02 .19 .14  .42 
 12  .19 .28 .78 .06 -.04 -.24  .78 
 18  .22 .01 .59 .07 .31 -.16  .52 
 31  -.02 .18 .52 -.31 -.05 .00  .40 
 2  -.06 -.15 .11 .62 .14 -.25  .51 
 10  .17 -.10 .07 .61 -.22 -.15  .49 
 1  .35 -.23 .22 -.27 .39 -.24  .51 
 11  .29 .39 .20 .14 .49 -.14  .55 
 14  .10 .10 -.13 .03 .39 .13  .21 
 26  -.13 -.31 .16 .36 .54 .08  .57 
 4  .01 .31 .00 -.12 .06 .47  .33 
 7  .05 -.27 .30 .09 -.23 .39  .38 
 13  -.12 -.10 .05 .27 .05 .68  .56 
 3  .11 -.03 .19 -.07 -.15 .19  .11 
 8  .22 -.26 -.13 .08 -.25 .07  .21 
 21  -.22 .33 .03 .20 -.55 .08  .51 
 23  -.77 .15 .11 .30 .27 .16  .82 
 28  -.38 -.35 .08 -.41 .22 -.27  .56 
 29  .31 .33 -.46 .01 .23 -.39  .62 
 30  -.45 -.21 .20 -.36 -.02 .21  .45 
 32  -.52 .19 -.03 .07 .21 .00  .36 
 

Eigenvalue 4.27 2.64 2.84 2.24 2.27 2.04   

Notes.  p ≤ .05 for bolded loadings.  h2 = communality. 
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Table 7 

Factor Pattern Matrix After Manual Rotation for the Emergency Medicine Context 

 

Participant 

 Rotated Centroid Factor    

  1 2 3  h2  

  1  .51 -.52 .18  .56  
  4  .54 -.13 .24  .37  
  6  .41 .28 .15  .27  
  8  .71 .22 -.33  .66  

  9  .65 .32 .05  .53  

  10  .69 .40 .03  .64  
  12  .58 .21 .16  .41  
  14  .39 -.32 -.14  .27  
  15  .45 -.40 -.42  .54  
  18  .50 .30 .26  .41  
  23  .56 -.30 .00  .40  
  24  .55 -.03 .26  .37  
  25  .51 -.04 .28  .34  
  27§  .40 .27 -.27  .31  
  28§  .40 .28 .30  .33  
  29§  .54 -.37 -.37  .57  

  31§  .89 .18 .32  .93  
  2  .19 .39 -.14  .21  
  21  .27 .53 .14  .37  
  22  .25 .46 -.07  .28  
  26§  .28 .60 -.21  .48  

  11  -.22 .18 .50  .33  
  13  .23 .07 .57  .38  

  20  .39 -.36 .53  .56  

  3  .29 -.25 -.05  .15  

  5  -.01 .13 -.58  .35  

  7  -.08 -.22 .36  .18  

  16  -.16 -.18 -.19  .09  

  17  .15 -.63 .21  .46  

  19  .32 .25 -.22  .21  
  30§  .21 -.31 -.21  .18  

  Eigenvalue 6.14 3.39 2.63    

Notes.  §adjacent sample participant.  p ≤ .05 for bolded loadings.  h2 = communality. 
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Evaluative Thinking Styles in the Evaluation Context 

Six centroid factors were found in the evaluation context, each reflecting a distinctive 

style of evaluative thinking amid disaster.  Table 8 presents the general manifestations of each 

style, which are described in the paragraphs that follow.  Table 9 shows the Q-sort rankings of 

eight individuals with relatively unique styles of evaluative thinking.   

Evaluation Context Style 1   

There were 8 individuals (25% of the evaluation context sample) who loaded onto the 

first centroid factor.  This factor represents an evaluative thinking style that is distinguished by 

the deliberateness of challenging personal beliefs and opinions (S10: -4), and by the automaticity 

of using reasoning to render judgments (S2: +3) and making critical observations (S5: +3).  Of 

note, the most automatic process in this style involves transparency (S12: +4).  

Evaluation Context Style 2   

There were 4 individuals (12.5% of the evaluation context sample) who loaded onto the 

second centroid factor.  This factor represents an evaluative thinking style that is distinguished 

by the deliberateness of attending to equity issues (S24: -4), and by the automaticity of 

considering inconsistencies and contradictions (S8: +4) and questioning own assumptions and 

preconceptions (S23: +3). 

Evaluation Context Style 3   

There were 3 individuals (9% of the evaluation context sample) who loaded onto the third 

centroid factor.  This factor represents an evaluative thinking style that is distinguished by the 

deliberateness of attending to equity issues (S24: -3), and by the automaticity of taking on a 

results-oriented approach (S4: +4), taking on a problem-solving approach (S3: +3), and devising 
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action plans (S15: +2).  Of note, the most deliberate process in this style involves broad 

reflection (S20: -4).  

Evaluation Context Style 4   

There were 2 individuals (6% of the evaluation context sample) who loaded onto the 

fourth centroid factor.  This factor represents an evaluative thinking style that is distinguished by 

the deliberateness of considering inconsistencies and contradictions (S8: +3), and by the 

automaticity of considering alternative explanations for claims (S7: +2) and questioning own 

assumptions and preconceptions (S23: +1).  The most automatic process in this style involves 

using intuition to render judgments (S1: +4), while the most deliberate process involves stepping 

back to examine accuracy of accumulated information (S22: -4). 

Evaluation Context Style 5   

There were 4 individuals (12.5% of the evaluation context sample) who loaded onto the 

fifth centroid factor.  This factor represents an evaluative thinking style that is distinguished by 

the deliberateness of broad reflection (S20: -4), and by the automaticity of generating knowledge 

to support decision-making (S25: +4).   

Evaluation Context Style 6   

There were 3 individuals (9% of the evaluation context sample) who loaded onto the 

sixth centroid factor.  This factor represents an evaluative thinking style that is distinguished by 

the deliberateness of considering the availability of resources (S6: -4), and by the automaticity of 

broad reflection (S20: +3).  Of note, the most automatic process in this style involves reflecting 

specifically on closing the gap between current and desired states (S21: +4).   
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Table 8 

Evaluative Thinking Factor Arrays in the Evaluation Context 

Q-set Items 
 Q-sort Rankings 

 Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 

S1 I use intuition to render judgments in my work.  -1 -1 2 4 0 3 
S2 I use reasoning to render judgments in my work.  3 1 -1 0 -2 1 
S3 I take a problem-solving approach to the way I do my work.  2 2 3 -1 -2 2 
S4 I take a results-oriented approach to the way I do my work.  2 -1 4 1 2 -2 
S5 I make critical observations and apply them to render judgments in my work.  3 -2 -1 -2 1 0 
S6 I consider the availability of resources when setting out to conduct a project.  -3 1 0 -1 1 -4 
S7 I consider alternative explanations for claims that others make.  -1 0 -1 2 0 0 
S8 I consider inconsistencies and contradictions in explanations.  -1 4 1 -3 -1 2 
S9 I consider the credibility of different kinds of information.  0 0 0 2 2 2 
S10 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging personal beliefs and opinions.  -4 0 0 -1 0 -1 
S11 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging unquestioned assumptions.  0 -3 -1 -2 2 1 
S12 I conduct my work with the intention of transparency.  4 -1 1 0 3 -1 
S13 I balance “getting it right” and “getting it now.”  -2 -2 1 -2 -2 1 
S14 I define concepts and goals before examining them systematically.  1 0 1 0 -3 -3 
S15 I devise action plans that guide how I subsequently examine concepts and goals.  -2 -1 2 -1 -1 -3 
S16 I question claims and assumptions that others make.  0 3 0 1 1 0 
S17 I seek evidence for claims and hypotheses that others make.  -3 2 -2 2 0 0 
S18 I offer evidence for claims that I make.  1 1 2 0 1 -2 
S19 I make decisions after examining systematically collected information.  0 0 0 -3 -1 -2 

S20 I reflect broadly on the way I do my work.  1 -3 -4 0 -4 3 

S21 
I reflect specifically on how my work can close the gap between current 
circumstances and desired goals. 

 -2 -2 -2 -1 3 4 

S22 I step back from my work to examine the accuracy of accumulated information.  0 1 -3 -4 -3 -1 

S23 I question my own assumptions and preconceptions.  -1 3 -2 1 -1 -1 

S24 
I attend to equity issues by ensuring that voices of the “less powerful” are 
legitimately and accurately represented. 

 1 -4 -3 3 0 0 

S25 
I conduct my work with the intention of generating knowledge that will be used to 
support decision-making. 

 2 2 3 3 4 0 

Note.  The ranking scale ranged from -4 (“most deliberate”) to 0 (“depends”) to +4 (“most automatic”). 
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Table 9 

Factor Arrays of “Standalone” Evaluative Thinking Styles in the Evaluation Context 

Q-set Items 
 Q-sort Rankings 

 P3 P8 P21 P23 P28 P29 P30 P32 

S1 I use intuition to render judgments in my work.  1 0 1 2 -4 -4 0 1 
S2 I use reasoning to render judgments in my work.  -1 0 -1 -2 -4 3 -4 -2 
S3 I take a problem-solving approach to the way I do my work.  3 2 3 -2 -4 3 -1 -1 
S4 I take a results-oriented approach to the way I do my work.  -1 -2 0 -1 -4 3 -3 -1 
S5 I make critical observations and apply them to render judgments in my work.  -2 3 1 -2 -4 3 -3 0 
S6 I consider the availability of resources when setting out to conduct a project.  -1 -1 -4 -1 0 3 -3 2 
S7 I consider alternative explanations for claims that others make.  0 -1 2 0 0 3 -3 2 
S8 I consider inconsistencies and contradictions in explanations.  2 -2 3 2 -4 3 -2 1 
S9 I consider the credibility of different kinds of information.  -3 2 -2 3 -4 3 -3 3 
S10 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging personal beliefs and opinions.  -4 0 4 0 -4 3 0 -2 
S11 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging unquestioned assumptions.  0 -1 -1 1 -4 3 3 0 
S12 I conduct my work with the intention of transparency.  3 3 -3 -4 -4 3 -3 -3 
S13 I balance “getting it right” and “getting it now.”  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S14 I define concepts and goals before examining them systematically.  0 1 0 1 0 3 -3 2 
S15 I devise action plans that guide how I subsequently examine concepts and goals.  0 1 -1 1 0 3 3 -1 
S16 I question claims and assumptions that others make.  -3 2 1 2 -4 3 -2 3 
S17 I seek evidence for claims and hypotheses that others make.  -1 -1 0 4 0 3 -1 4 
S18 I offer evidence for claims that I make.  -2 -2 -1 -3 -4 4 -3 -1 
S19 I make decisions after examining systematically collected information.  2 -3 2 0 0 3 -1 1 
S20 I reflect broadly on the way I do my work.  4 1 2 -1 -4 3 -3 1 

S21 
I reflect specifically on how my work can close the gap between current circumstances and desired 
goals. 

 1 -3 -3 3 0 3 -2 0 

S22 I step back from my work to examine the accuracy of accumulated information.  -2 1 -2 -1 -4 3 -1 0 
S23 I question my own assumptions and preconceptions.  1 0 1 1 -4 3 -3 -3 

S24 
I attend to equity issues by ensuring that voices of the “less powerful” are legitimately and 
accurately represented. 

 1 4 -2 -3 0 3 4 -4 

S25 
I conduct my work with the intention of generating knowledge that will be used to support decision-
making. 

 2 -4 0 0 -4 3 -3 -2 

Notes. P denotes a formal participant.  The ranking scale ranged from -4 (“most deliberate”) to 0 (“depends”) to +4 (“most automatic”). 
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Evaluative Thinking Styles in the Emergency Medicine Context 

Three centroid factors were found in the emergency medicine context, each reflecting a 

distinctive style of evaluative thinking amid disaster.  Table 10 presents the general 

manifestations of each style, which are described in the paragraphs that follow.  Table 11 shows 

the Q-sort rankings of seven individuals with relatively unique styles of evaluative thinking.   

Emergency Medicine Context Style 1 

There were 17 individuals (55% of everyone in the emergency medicine context 

including the adjacent sample) who loaded onto the first centroid factor.  This factor represents 

an evaluative thinking style that is distinguished by the deliberateness of reflecting specifically 

on closing the gap between current and desired states (S21: -4), devising action plans (S15: -3), 

considering the availability of resources (S6: -1), considering alternative explanations for claims 

(S7: -1), and challenging personal beliefs and opinions (S10: -1).  It is also distinguished by the 

automaticity of making critical observations (S5: +3), considering inconsistencies and 

contradictions (S8: +2), questioning own assumptions and preconceptions (S23: +2), taking on a 

problem-solving approach (S3: +1), and transparency (S12: +1).  The most automatic process in 

this style involves using intuition to render judgments (S1: +4), but it is not distinguishing 

process because it also manifested as most automatic in the third centroid factor.     

Emergency Medicine Context Style 2   

There were 4 individuals (13% of the emergency medicine context including the adjacent 

sample) who loaded onto the second centroid factor.  This factor represents an evaluative 

thinking style that is distinguished by the deliberateness of challenging personal beliefs and 

opinions (S10: -4), broad reflection (S20: -2), considering alternative explanations for claims 
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(S7: -2), and considering the availability of resources (S6: -1).  It is also distinguished by the 

automaticity of taking on a problem-solving approach (S3: +4), taking on a results-oriented 

approach (S4: +3), making critical observations (S5: +2), balancing “getting it right” and 

“getting it now” (S13: +2), and considering inconsistencies and contradictions (S8: +1).  It is 

further distinguished by the circumstantiality of using intuition to render judgments (S1: 0), 

devising action plans (S15: 0), and stepping back to examine accuracy of accumulated 

information (S22: 0). 

Emergency Medicine Context Style 3   

There were 3 individuals (10% of the emergency medicine context including the adjacent 

sample) who loaded onto the third centroid factor.  This factor represents an evaluative thinking 

style that is distinguished by the deliberateness of considering the availability of resources (S6: -

4), taking on a problem-solving approach (S3: -3), using reasoning to render judgments (S2: -1), 

making critical observations (S5: -1), and transparency (S25: -1).  It is also distinguished by the 

automaticity of considering inconsistencies and contradictions (S8: +3), devising action plans 

(S15: +3), considering alternative explanations for claims (S7: +2), challenging personal beliefs 

and opinions (S10: +1), challenging unquestioned assumptions (S11: +1), and defining concepts 

and goals (S14: +1).  The most automatic process in this style involves using intuition to render 

judgments (S1: +4), but it is not distinguishing process because it also manifested as most 

automatic in the first centroid factor.     
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Table 10 

Evaluative Thinking Factor Arrays in the Emergency Medicine Context 

Q-set Items 
 Q-sort Rankings 

 Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 

S1 I use intuition to render judgments in my work.  4 0 4 
S2 I use reasoning to render judgments in my work.  3 3 -1 
S3 I take a problem-solving approach to the way I do my work.  1 4 -3 
S4 I take a results-oriented approach to the way I do my work.  0 3 0 
S5 I make critical observations and apply them to render judgments in my work.  3 2 -1 
S6 I consider the availability of resources when setting out to conduct a project.  -1 -1 -4 
S7 I consider alternative explanations for claims that others make.  -1 -2 2 
S8 I consider inconsistencies and contradictions in explanations.  2 1 3 
S9 I consider the credibility of different kinds of information.  2 1 2 
S10 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging personal beliefs and opinions.  -1 -4 1 
S11 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging unquestioned assumptions.  -2 -1 1 
S12 I conduct my work with the intention of transparency.  1 -1 -1 
S13 I balance “getting it right” and “getting it now.”  1 2 0 
S14 I define concepts and goals before examining them systematically.  -2 -1 1 

S15 I devise action plans that guide how I subsequently examine concepts and goals.  -3 0 3 
S16 I question claims and assumptions that others make.  1 0 0 
S17 I seek evidence for claims and hypotheses that others make.  0 2 1 
S18 I offer evidence for claims that I make.  0 0 2 

S19 I make decisions after examining systematically collected information.  -1 1 0 

S20 I reflect broadly on the way I do my work.  0 -2 0 
S21 I reflect specifically on how my work can close the gap between current circumstances and desired goals.  -4 -2 -2 
S22 I step back from my work to examine the accuracy of accumulated information.  -3 0 -3 

S23 I question my own assumptions and preconceptions.  2 -3 -2 

S24 I attend to equity issues by ensuring that voices of the “less powerful” are legitimately and accurately represented.  -2 -3 -2 
S25 I conduct my work with the intention of generating knowledge that will be used to support decision-making.  0 1 -1 

Note.  The ranking scale ranged from -4 (“most deliberate”) to 0 (“depends”) to +4 (“most automatic”). 
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Table 11 

Factor Arrays of “Standalone” Evaluative Thinking Styles in the Emergency Medicine Context 

Q-set Items 
 Q-sort Rankings 

 P3 P5 P7 P16 P17 P19 P30§ 

S1 I use intuition to render judgments in my work.  4 0 0 0 4 0 4 
S2 I use reasoning to render judgments in my work.  -2 3 -2 -2 -2 -1 -3 
S3 I take a problem-solving approach to the way I do my work.  2 4 -4 1 -4 4 2 
S4 I take a results-oriented approach to the way I do my work.  -2 -4 2 -1 -3 3 -4 
S5 I make critical observations and apply them to render judgments in my work.  -2 -2 -2 -1 3 2 0 
S6 I consider the availability of resources when setting out to conduct a project.  -3 3 1 -3 0 -3 1 
S7 I consider alternative explanations for claims that others make.  2 -1 -1 -2 1 -2 0 
S8 I consider inconsistencies and contradictions in explanations.  -3 -3 0 -2 -2 -2 -1 
S9 I consider the credibility of different kinds of information.  -1 1 3 1 -1 -1 3 
S10 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging personal beliefs and opinions.  1 0 0 2 -1 -4 -1 
S11 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging unquestioned assumptions.  0 0 -1 2 -1 -2 -2 
S12 I conduct my work with the intention of transparency.  1 0 -3 -1 0 1 3 
S13 I balance “getting it right” and “getting it now.”  3 0 0 0 -3 2 0 
S14 I define concepts and goals before examining them systematically.  0 2 1 -4 -2 0 -1 
S15 I devise action plans that guide how I subsequently examine concepts and goals.  -4 -1 -1 1 2 1 1 
S16 I question claims and assumptions that others make.  0 -3 0 0 1 -1 0 
S17 I seek evidence for claims and hypotheses that others make.  2 -2 3 -3 0 -1 -1 
S18 I offer evidence for claims that I make.  0 2 -1 -1 0 2 -3 
S19 I make decisions after examining systematically collected information.  1 2 1 0 1 0 -2 
S20 I reflect broadly on the way I do my work.  0 1 4 2 2 1 2 
S21 I reflect specifically on how my work can close the gap between current circumstances and desired goals.  -1 -2 -3 3 0 1 1 
S22 I step back from my work to examine the accuracy of accumulated information.  -1 1 1 3 -1 -3 -2 
S23 I question my own assumptions and preconceptions.  3 -1 2 0 3 0 0 

S24 
I attend to equity issues by ensuring that voices of the “less powerful” are legitimately and accurately 
represented. 

 
-1 -1 2 1 1 0 2 

S25 
I conduct my work with the intention of generating knowledge that will be used to support decision-
making. 

 
1 1 -2 4 2 3 1 

Notes.  P denotes a formal participant.  §adjacent sample participant.  The ranking scale ranged from -4 (“most deliberate”) to 0 (“depends”) to +4 (“most 

automatic”). 
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Function Word Analysis Results 

 The formal participants together (N = 63) generated a grand corpus size of 113,980 words 

(87,062 spoken and 26,918 written)—approximately 180 single-spaced pages of Times New 

Roman font size 12.  Table 12 shows the natural language summary statistics for both samples.  

Overall, the evaluation context generated a total of 59,670 words and the emergency medicine 

context generated a total of 54,310 words.   

 

Table 12  

Natural Language Summary Statistics by Context 

Summary Statistic  Evaluation Context Emergency Medicine Context 

Spoken Corpus   

   Participant M (SD) 1493 (870) 1315 (398) 
   Participant Mdn (Range) 1212 (588–4845) 1287 (715–2672) 
   Sum of Words 46,294 40,768 

Written Corpus   

   Participant M (SD) 418 (160) 451 (149) 
   Participant Mdn (Range) 385 (172–896) 445 (196–773) 
   Sum of Words 13,376 13,542 

Notes.  M = mean.  Mdn = median.  SD = standard deviation.  The 6 adjacent sample participants 

(who comprised 19% of the emergency medicine context) generated 9431 spoken words and 

2229 written words; their total of 11,660 words accounted for 21.5% of the entire emergency 

medicine corpus.   

 

It should be noted that some natural language data were missed from three formal 

participants.  One person from the evaluation context needed to end their participation early, 

which resulted in an almost complete spoken corpus (6 of 7 single-word prompts answered, 
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generating 890 words) and an unfinished written corpus (3 of 7 prompts answered, generating 

172 words).  Another person from the evaluation context needed to end their participation after 

the Q-methodology portion, which resulted in no spoken corpus, but they did generate a written 

corpus (6 of 7 prompts answered, totaling 579 words).  Lastly, one adjacent participant’s written 

corpus was missed due to closing their web browser before Qualtrics could save their responses; 

their spoken corpus was unaffected (7 of 7 prompts answered, totaling 1671 words).   

Although this dissertation focused on function words over content words (i.e., nouns, 

adjectives, verbs, and most adverbs; Pennebaker, 2017), the substance of thoughts about the 

COVID-19 pandemic was examined, albeit cursorily, through n-grams (i.e., contiguous 

sequences of words; Campion & Campion, 2019) displayed in word clouds (Figures 9–15).  

These data visualizations offer a “big picture” view of what the prompts evoked from 

participants.  Using qualitative data analysis, such as conventional content analysis (Hsieh & 

Shannon, 2005), would enable a detailed exploration into the substance of thoughts about the 

pandemic and offer a view that is much more nuanced compared to that of the word clouds.  

Figures 9–15 show content words (n-gram ≥ 1) that were mentioned by a minimum of 4 

formal participants (more than 10% of evaluation context sample or emergency medicine 

sample) at least once.  The larger the font size of a term, the more participants who spoke or 

wrote that term at least once, and the darker the color, the more frequently it was mentioned.  

Spatial arrangement is entirely random.  Substantively notable terms include following: mental 

health for the health prompt; family, friends, and isolation for the social prompt; vaccines for the 

technological prompt; supply chain for the economic prompt; public health, vaccination, 

masking, and science for the political prompt; children for the educational prompt; climate 

change, pollution, and travel for the environmental prompt.  
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Figure 9 

COVID-19 Pandemic and Health Content  

 

Note.  Content words extracted using LIWC-22; word cloud created in Tableau Version 2022.2.   

 

 

 

Figure 10 

COVID-19 Pandemic and Social Content 

 

Note.  Content words extracted using LIWC-22; word cloud created in Tableau Version 2022.2. 
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Figure 11 

COVID-19 Pandemic and Technological Content 

 

Note.  Content words extracted using LIWC-22; word cloud created in Tableau Version 2022.2.   

 

 

 

Figure 12 

COVID-19 Pandemic and Economic Content 

 

Note.  Content words extracted using LIWC-22; word cloud created in Tableau Version 2022.2.   
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Figure 13 

COVID-19 Pandemic and Political Content 

 

Note.  Content words extracted using LIWC-22; word cloud created in Tableau Version 2022.2.   

 

 

 

Figure 14 

COVID-19 Pandemic and Educational Content 

 
Note.  Content words extracted using LIWC-22; word cloud created in Tableau Version 2022.2.   
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Figure 15 

COVID-19 Pandemic and Environmental Content 

 
Note.  Content words extracted using LIWC-22; word cloud created in Tableau Version 2022.2.   
 

 

 

Function Words 

It should be noted—and as previously stated in Chapter 3—that LIWC-22 (Pennebaker et 

al., 2022) calculates each function word category as a proportion of total words, multiplied by 

100.  Therefore, every numerical value outputted is read as a percentage, despite lacking the % 

symbol.  This output format is reflected in all tables and figures presented within this subsection.   

In each of the function word category models described subsequently, the total number of 

cases analyzed was 95 because there were altogether 48 individuals who loaded onto an 

evaluative thinking style, of whom 47 generated both spoken and written corpora and one 

generated only a spoken corpus (i.e., 48 cases of spoken data + 47 cases of written data = 95 

cases for linear mixed effects modeling).  The group sizes of the evaluative thinking styles are 

consistent with the Q-methodology results (e.g., n = 8 for evaluation context style 1).       
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Personal Pronouns 

As shown in Table 13, the effect of evaluative thinking style on personal pronouns (e.g., 

I, we, your, their) was nonsignificant, but the effect of communication mode was significant.  On 

average, the percentage of personal pronouns was significantly lower during writing than 

speaking: estimated marginal mean (Mest. marginal) for writing was 4.68 (95% CI: 3.83–5.54) and 

for speaking was 7.26 (95% CI: 6.36–8.17).  This effect is apparent in Figure 16, which shows 

the percentage of personal pronouns being less in writing compared to speaking for every style.    

Although the mode x style interaction was nonsignificant, the difference between writing 

and speaking was pronounced in evaluation context style 1 and emergency medicine context style 

1 (Figure 16).  As a rule of thumb when eyeballing a pair of 95% CIs that do not overlap 

whatsoever—as observed in emergency medicine context style 1—the difference between the 

point estimates may be significant at p < .001; another rule of thumb is that when one arm of an 

interval overlaps less than half of an arm of the other interval—as observed in evaluation context 

style 1—the difference between the point estimates may be significant at p < .05 (Cumming, 

2009).         

Since LIWC-22 includes a feature that branches the personal pronouns category into 

subcategories, I made use of that feature and analyzed those subcategories as separate outcomes.   

First Person Singular Pronouns.  As seen in Table 14, the effect of evaluative thinking 

style on first person singular pronouns (e.g., I, me, my) was nonsignificant, but the effect of 

communication mode was significant.  On average, the percentage of first person singular 

pronouns was significantly lower during writing (Mest. marginal = 1.62; 95% CI: 1.09–2.16) than 

speaking (Mest. marginal = 2.79; 95% CI: 2.31–3.27).  The mode x style interaction was 

nonsignificant. 
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First Person Plural Pronouns.  The effects of evaluative thinking style, communication 

mode, and mode x style interaction were all nonsignificant for first person plural pronouns (e.g., 

we, us, our) (Table 15).     

Second Person Pronouns.  As seen in Table 16, the effect of evaluative thinking style on 

second person pronouns (e.g., you, your, yourselves) was nonsignificant, but the effect of 

communication mode was significant.  On average, the percentage of second person pronouns 

was significantly lower—nearly zero—during writing (Mest. marginal = .06; 95% CI: .01–.11) than 

speaking (Mest. marginal = .98; 95% CI: .69–1.27).  This effect makes sense since most individuals 

(39 of 47 with a written corpus) did not use any second person pronouns in their writing.  The 

mode x style interaction was nonsignificant. 

Third Person Singular Pronouns.  The effects of evaluative thinking style, 

communication mode, and mode x style interaction were all nonsignificant for third person 

singular pronouns (e.g., she, her, him) (Table 17).  

Third Person Plural Pronouns.  The effects of evaluative thinking style, 

communication mode, and mode x style interaction were all nonsignificant for third person plural 

pronouns (e.g., they, their, themselves) (Table 18). 
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Table 13 

Personal Pronouns by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  7.12 .91 5.28 8.96 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -3.21 .48 -4.17 -2.24 < .001 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  -.57 1.58 -3.76 2.61 .72 
      EV Style 3  1.51 1.74 -2.01 5.04 .39 
      EV Style 4  .35 2.03 -3.76 4.46 .86 
      EV Style 5  -1.02 1.58 -4.20 2.17 .52 
      EV Style 6  -2.37 1.74 -5.89 1.15 .18 
      EM Style 1  .66 1.10 -1.57 2.89 .56 
      EM Style 2  1.64 1.58 -1.55 4.83 .30 
      EM Style 3  1.09 1.74 -2.43 4.61 .54 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   .97 .83 -.70 2.65 .25 
      Write x EV Style 3  .75 .91 -1.10 2.61 .42 
      Write x EV Style 4  -.10 1.07 -2.26 2.06 .93 
      Write x EV Style 5  .42 .83 -1.25 2.09 .62 
      Write x EV Style 6  .84 .91 -1.01 2.69 .36 
      Write x EM Style 1  -.07 .58 -1.26 1.11 .90 
      Write x EM Style 2  1.33 .83 -.35 3.00 .12 
      Write x EM Style 3  1.50 .91 -.35 3.35 .11 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  5.38 1.33 3.31 8.72 < .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  .58 .54 .09 3.62 .28 
      Mode: Speak  1.25 60 .49 3.19 .04 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  341.95     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  348.98     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .43, AIC = 466.36, BIC = 471.45.   
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Figure 16 

Estimated Marginal Means and 95% CIs of Personal Pronouns By Modes and Styles 

 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.” 
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Table 14 

First Person Singular Pronouns by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  2.7 .49 1.48 3.45 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -1.18 .39 -1.98 -.39 .005 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  -.06 .84 -1.76 1.65 .95 
      EV Style 3  .49 .93 -1.40 2.37 .60 
      EV Style 4  1.51 1.09 -.69 3.71 .17 
      EV Style 5  -.11 .84 -1.82 1.59 .90 
      EV Style 6  -1.41 .93 -3.29 .48 .14 
      EM Style 1  1.04 .59 -.16 2.23 .09 
      EM Style 2  1.05 .84 -.66 2.75 .22 
      EM Style 3  .39 .93 -1.49 2.28 .68 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   -.13 .68 -1.50 1.25 .86 
      Write x EV Style 3  -.48 .75 -2.01 1.04 .52 
      Write x EV Style 4  -.13 .88 -1.91 1.65 .89 
      Write x EV Style 5  -.02 .68 -1.40 1.36 .97 
      Write x EV Style 6  .21 .75 -1.31 1.74 .78 
      Write x EM Style 1  -.48 .48 -1.45 .49 .32 
      Write x EM Style 2  -.04 .68 -1.41 1.34 .96 
      Write x EM Style 3  1.24 .75 -.29 2.76 .11 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.50 .42 .87 2.58 < .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  .84 .31 .41 1.72 .006 
      Mode: Speak  .40 .26 .11 1.40 .12 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  280.87     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  287.91     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .46, AIC = 356.06, BIC = 361.15.     
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Table 15 

First Person Plural Pronouns by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  1.80 .36 1.07 2.53 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.51 .59 -1.69 .67 .39 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  -.14 .63 -1.41 1.12 .82 
      EV Style 3  .16 .69 -1.24 1.56 .82 
      EV Style 4  -.97 .81 -2.60 .67 .24 
      EV Style 5  -.40 .63 -1.67 .86 .53 
      EV Style 6  .20 .69 -1.20 1.60 .77 
      EM Style 1  -.01 .44 -.90 .88 .98 
      EM Style 2  .32 .63 -.94 1.59 .61 
      EM Style 3  .79 .69 -.61 2.18 .26 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   .53 1.02 -1.51 2.57 .61 
      Write x EV Style 3  1.40 1.13 -.86 3.66 .22 
      Write x EV Style 4  .02 1.32 -2.61 2.66 .99 
      Write x EV Style 5  .09 1.02 -1.95 2.14 .93 
      Write x EV Style 6  -.11 1.13 -2.37 2.15 .92 
      Write x EM Style 1  .31 .72 -1.13 1.75 .67 
      Write x EM Style 2  .84 1.02 -1.21 2.88 .42 
      Write x EM Style 3  .59 1.13 -1.66 2.85 .60 
Random Effects       
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.76 .40 1.12 2.75 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  1.04 .24 .67 1.63 < .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  271.63     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  276.32     
Parameters Estimated   20     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .19, AIC = 256.03, BIC = 261.12.     
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Table 16 

Second Person Pronouns by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  1.15 .29 .57 1.74 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -1.08 .29 -1.67 -.49 .001 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  -.14 .50 -1.15 .88 .79 
      EV Style 3  .36 .56 -.77 1.48 .52 
      EV Style 4  -.65 .65 -1.96 .66 .32 
      EV Style 5  .01 .50 -1.00 1.03 .98 
      EV Style 6  -.54 .56 -1.66 .59 .34 
      EM Style 1  -.43 .35 -1.15 .28 .22 
      EM Style 2  .16 .50 -.86 1.17 .76 
      EM Style 3  -.33 .56 -1.46 .79 .55 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   .07 .51 -.96 1.09 .90 
      Write x EV Style 3  -.37 .56 -1.51 .77 .52 
      Write x EV Style 4  .58 .66 -.75 1.91 .38 
      Write x EV Style 5  .01 .51 -1.02 1.04 .99 
      Write x EV Style 6  .46 .56 -.67 1.60 .42 
      Write x EM Style 1  .39 .36 -.33 1.11 .28 
      Write x EM Style 2  .07 .51 -.96 1.09 .90 
      Write x EM Style 3  .26 .56 -.88 1.40 .65 
Random Effects       
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  .02 .005 .01 .03 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .67 .15 .43 1.05 < .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  86.01     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  9070     
Parameters Estimated   20     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC could not be computed due to low variance in the 

writing mode, but convergence was reached during conditional modeling.    
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Table 17 

Third Person Singular Pronouns by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  .13 .08 -.02 .28 .09 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.08 .09 -.25 .09 .34 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  -.13 .13 -.39 .13 .33 
      EV Style 3  .07 .14 -.22 .37 .61 
      EV Style 4  .05 .17 -.29 .39 .77 
      EV Style 5  -.09 .13 -.35 .17 .50 
      EV Style 6  -.13 .14 -.42 .16 .37 
      EM Style 1  -.05 .09 -.24 .13 .58 
      EM Style 2  .06 .13 -.20 .32 .65 
      EM Style 3  -.13 .14 -.42 .16 .37 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   .08 .15 -.21 .38 .58 
      Write x EV Style 3  -.12 .16 -.45 .21 .46 
      Write x EV Style 4  .01 .19 -.38 .39 .97 
      Write x EV Style 5  .04 .15 -.25 .34 .78 
      Write x EV Style 6  .08 .16 -.25 .41 .62 
      Write x EM Style 1  .04 .10 -.17 .25 .69 
      Write x EM Style 2  .11 .15 -.18 .41 .45 
      Write x EM Style 3  .08 .16 -.25 .41 .62 
Random Effects       
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  .01 .003 .01 .02 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .05 .01 .03 .07 < .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  -36.11     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  -31.42     
Parameters Estimated   20     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .67, AIC = -73.45, BIC = -68.36.     
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Table 18 

Third Person Plural Pronouns by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  1.13 .25 .63 1.62 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.32 .31 -.96 .32 .32 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  .05 .43 -.81 .91 .91 
      EV Style 3  .65 .47 -.30 1.60 .18 
      EV Style 4  .17 .55 -.95 1.28 .77 
      EV Style 5  -.08 .43 -.94 .79 .86 
      EV Style 6  -.21 .47 -1.16 .75 .67 
      EM Style 1  .33 .30 -.27 .93 .27 
      EM Style 2  .07 .43 -.79 .93 .88 
      EM Style 3  .45 .47 -.50 1.40 .34 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   .26 .54 -.84 1.37 .63 
      Write x EV Style 3  .53 .60 -.69 1.74 .39 
      Write x EV Style 4  -.41 .70 -1.83 1.01 .56 
      Write x EV Style 5  .18 .54 -.92 1.29 .74 
      Write x EV Style 6  .02 .60 -1.20 1.23 .98 
      Write x EM Style 1  -.39 .38 -1.17 .39 .32 
      Write x EM Style 2  .30 .54 -.80 1.40 .59 
      Write x EM Style 3  -.45 .60 -1.67 .77 .46 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  .19 .10 .07 .52 .05 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  .50 .14 .28 .88 .001 
      Mode: Speak  .30 .11 .14 .61 .007 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  203.83     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  210.53     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .25, AIC = 223.73, BIC = 228.81.     
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Impersonal Pronouns 

As seen in Table 19, the effect of communication mode on impersonal pronouns (e.g., it, 

those, others) was significant.  On average, the percentage of impersonal pronouns was 

significantly lower during writing (Mest. marginal = 3.92; 95% CI: 3.29–4.56) than speaking (Mest. 

marginal = 6.86; 95% CI: 6.34–7.37).  Furthermore, emergency medicine context styles 1 and 3 

arose as significant, and Figure 17 reveals both had relatively smaller point estimate differences 

between modes compared to all other styles.  In emergency medicine context style 1, Mest. marginal 

for writing was 4.42 (95% CI: 3.52–5.32) and for speaking was 6.49 (95% CI: 5.76–7.21), which 

produced an absolute difference of 2.06 and no overlapping CIs.  In emergency medicine context 

style 3, Mest. marginal for writing was 3.37 (95% CI: 1.27–5.47) and for speaking was 5.75 (95% CI: 

4.03–7.48), which produced an absolute difference of 2.38 with overlapping CIs.   

Although the mode x style interaction was nonsignificant, the difference between modes 

was pronounced in evaluation context styles 1 and 2, which had no overlapping CIs (Figure 17).  

Additionally, the upper-bound arm of the writing interval overlaps less than half of the lower-

bound arm of the speaking interval in evaluation context styles 3, 5, and 6, which suggests 

considerable point estimate differences in these styles (Figure 17).  

Articles 

As seen in Table 20, the effects of evaluative thinking style and communication mode 

were nonsignificant for articles (i.e., a, an, the), but the mode x style interaction was significant.  

Specifically, evaluation context style 4 had the largest point estimate difference between modes: 

Mest. marginal for writing was 4.55 (95% CI: 1.18–7.91) and for speaking was 7.65 (95% CI: 5.84–

9.47), which produced an absolute difference of 3.11.  However, this effect is attenuated by the 

overlapping CIs seen in Figure 18, which also shows overlap for all other styles.  
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Prepositions 

As seen in Table 21, the effects of evaluative thinking style and communication mode 

were nonsignificant for prepositions (e.g., to, for, with), but the mode x style interaction was 

significant.  Specifically, two styles had the largest point estimate differences between modes.  In 

evaluation context style 3, Mest. marginal for writing was 16.39 (95% CI: 14.23–18.54) and for 

speaking was 13.11 (95% CI: 11.13–15.08), which produced an absolute difference of 3.28.  In 

evaluation context style 4, Mest. marginal for writing was 16.60 (95% CI: 13.96–19.24) and for 

speaking was 13.61 (95% CI: 11.19–16.03), which produced an absolute difference of 2.99.  

However, Figure 19 shows overlapping CIs for both these styles and all others. 

Conjunctions 

As seen in Table 22, the effect of evaluative thinking style was nonsignificant for 

conjunctions (e.g., and, or, but), but communication mode was significant.  On average, the 

percentage of conjunctions was significantly lower during writing (Mest. marginal = 7.68; 95% CI: 

7.19–8.17) than speaking (Mest. marginal = 9.12; 95% CI: 8.59–9.66).  The mode x style interaction 

was also significant.  Specifically, evaluation context style 6 had the smallest point estimate 

difference between modes: Mest. marginal for writing was 8.95 (95% CI: 7.31–10.60) and for 

speaking was 8.76 (95% CI: 6.98–10.54), which produced an absolute difference of .19.  For all 

other styles, the percentage of conjunctions was higher during speaking than writing (Figure 20).  

Negations 

As seen in Table 23, the effects of communication mode, evaluative thinking style, and 

mode x style interaction were all nonsignificant for negations (e.g., no, not, never).  The 

percentages of negations were low across styles and modes (Figure 21).  
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Auxiliary Verbs 

As seen in Table 24, the effects of communication mode, evaluative thinking style, and 

mode x style interaction were all significant for auxiliary verbs (e.g., am, is, have).  On average, 

the percentage of auxiliary verbs was significantly lower during writing (Mest. marginal = 8.77; 95% 

CI: 8.04–9.49) than speaking (Mest. marginal = 9.51; 95% CI: 8.99–10.03).  Both evaluation context 

style 5 and emergency medicine context style 3 arose as significant, and Figure 22 reveals that 

both had relatively small point estimate differences between modes.  However, from the 

significant mode x style interaction, emergency medicine context style 1 had the smallest 

difference between modes: Mest. marginal for writing was 9.83 (95% CI: 8.79–10.88) and for 

speaking was 9.75 (95% CI: 9.01–10.48), which produced an absolute difference of .08.   

Non-referential Adverbs 

As seen in Table 25, the effect of evaluative thinking style was nonsignificant for non-

referential adverbs (e.g., just, very, instead), but communication mode was significant.  On 

average, the percentage of non-referential adverbs was significantly lower during writing (Mest. 

marginal = 8.77; 95% CI: 8.04–9.49) than speaking (Mest. marginal = 9.51; 95% CI: 8.99–10.03).   

Although the mode x style interaction was nonsignificant, Figure 23 shows that the 

difference between modes was pronounced in evaluation context style 1 and emergency medicine 

context style 1, both of which had no overlapping CIs.  Additionally, the upper-bound arm of the 

writing interval overlaps less than half of the lower-bound arm of the speaking interval in 

evaluation context styles 2 and 6, which suggests considerable point estimate differences in these 

styles. 
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Table 19 

Impersonal Pronouns by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  7.83 .52 6.78 8.89 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -3.40 .57 -4.55 -2.24 < .001 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  -.57 .90 -2.40 1.26 .53 
      EV Style 3  -.66 1.00 -2.68 1.36 .51 
      EV Style 4  -1.75 1.17 -4.11 .61 .14 
      EV Style 5  -.91 .90 -2.74 .92 .32 
      EV Style 6  -.49 1.00 -2.51 1.54 .63 
      EM Style 1  -1.35 .63 -2.63 -.07 .04 
      EM Style 2  -.99 .90 -2.82 .84 .28 
      EM Style 3  -2.08 1.00 -4.10 -.06 .04 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   -.21 .99 -2.21 1.79 .83 
      Write x EV Style 3  .15 1.09 -2.06 2.36 .89 
      Write x EV Style 4  .38 1.28 -2.21 2.96 .77 
      Write x EV Style 5  .32 .99 -1.68 2.32 .75 
      Write x EV Style 6  .25 1.09 -1.96 2.46 .82 
      Write x EM Style 1  1.34 .70 -.08 2.75 .06 
      Write x EM Style 2  .97 .99 -1.03 2.98 .33 
      Write x EM Style 3  1.02 1.09 -1.19 3.23 .36 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.40 .48 .72 2.75 .004 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.83 .56 1.01 3.32 .001 
      Mode: Speak  .78 .40 .28 2.14 .05 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  313.14     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  320.17     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC could not be computed due to low between-

subjects intercept variance, but convergence was reached during conditional modeling. 
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Figure 17 

Estimated Marginal Means and 95% CIs of Impersonal Pronouns By Modes and Styles 

 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  
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Table 20 

Articles by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  7.38 .45 6.47 8.29 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   .71 .72 -.75 2.16 .33 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  -1.37 .78 -2.94 .20 .09 
      EV Style 3  -.70 .86 -2.43 1.04 .42 
      EV Style 4  .27 1.00 -1.76 2.30 .79 
      EV Style 5  .99 .78 -.58 2.56 .21 
      EV Style 6  -.38 .86 -2.12 1.36 .66 
      EM Style 1  -.80 .54 -1.90 .30 .15 
      EM Style 2  -.88 .78 -2.45 .69 .27 
      EM Style 3  -.69 .86 -2.43 1.05 .43 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   1.08 1.24 -1.44 3.60 .39 
      Write x EV Style 3  -1.43 1.37 -4.22 1.35 .30 
      Write x EV Style 4  -3.81 1.61 -7.06 -.56 .02 
      Write x EV Style 5  -.30 1.24 -2.82 2.22 .81 
      Write x EV Style 6  -.63 1.37 -3.41 2.16 .65 
      Write x EM Style 1  .17 .88 -1.60 1.95 .84 
      Write x EM Style 2  -.68 1.24 -3.19 1.84 .59 
      Write x EM Style 3  -.34 1.37 -3.13 2.44 .80 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.51 .54 .75 3.03 .005 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  4.02 1.01 2.46 6.58 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .10 .41 .00 303.86 .81 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  322.94     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  329.97     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .39, AIC = 387.28, BIC = 392.37.     
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Figure 18 

Estimated Marginal Means and 95% CIs of Articles By Modes and Styles 

 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  
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Table 21 

Prepositions by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  14.35 .60 13.14 15.56 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   .05 .56 -1.09 1.18 .94 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  .79 1.04 -1.30 2.89 .45 
      EV Style 3  -1.24 1.15 -3.56 1.08 .29 
      EV Style 4  -.74 1.34 -3.44 1.97 .59 
      EV Style 5  1.76 1.04 -.34 3.85 .10 
      EV Style 6  1.09 1.15 -1.23 3.40 .35 
      EM Style 1  -.55 .73 -2.02 .92 .45 
      EM Style 2  .01 1.04 -2.09 2.10 1.00 
      EM Style 3  2.03 1.15 -.29 4.35 .08 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   -.32 .97 -2.30 1.65 .74 
      Write x EV Style 3  3.23 1.08 1.05 5.41 .005 
      Write x EV Style 4  2.94 1.26 .40 5.49 .03 
      Write x EV Style 5  -.66 .97 -2.63 1.31 .50 
      Write x EV Style 6  -.06 1.08 -2.24 2.12 .95 
      Write x EM Style 1  .46 .69 -.93 1.86 .50 
      Write x EM Style 2  1.77 .97 -.20 3.74 .08 
      Write x EM Style 3  -1.12 1.08 -3.30 1.06 .31 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.86 .59 1.00 3.46 .002 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.53 .54 .77 3.04 .004 
      Mode: Speak  1.00 .47 .40 2.50 .03 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  321.24     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  328.27     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .47, AIC = 378.08, BIC = 383.26.     
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Figure 19 

Estimated Marginal Means and 95% CIs of Prepositions By Modes and Styles 

 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  
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Table 22 

Conjunctions by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  8.84 .54 7.75 9.93 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -2.46 .60 -3.67 -1.26 < .001 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  .34 .93 -1.55 2.23 .72 
      EV Style 3  .59 1.03 -1.50 2.68 .57 
      EV Style 4  .74 1.20 -1.70 3.17 .54 
      EV Style 5  .57 .93 -1.32 2.46 .55 
      EV Style 6  -.07 1.03 -2.16 2.01 .94 
      EM Style 1  -.02 .65 -1.34 1.30 .97 
      EM Style 2  .60 .93 -1.29 2.49 .53 
      EM Style 3  -.18 1.03 -2.26 1.91 .86 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   1.50 1.03 -.59 3.59 .16 
      Write x EV Style 3  1.28 1.14 -1.03 3.59 .27 
      Write x EV Style 4  .38 1.33 -2.32 3.07 .78 
      Write x EV Style 5  1.59 1.03 -.50 3.68 .13 
      Write x EV Style 6  2.65 1.14 .34 4.96 .03 
      Write x EM Style 1  .54 .73 -.93 2.01 .46 
      Write x EM Style 2  -.02 1.03 -2.11 2.07 .99 
      Write x EM Style 3  1.26 1.14 -1.05 3.57 .28 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  .73 .36 .28 1.93 .04 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.25 .43 .63 2.47 .004 
      Mode: Speak  1.59 .48 .88 2.89 .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  304.70     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  311.73     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .01, AIC = 373.29, BIC = 378.38.     
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Figure 20 

Estimated Marginal Means and 95% CIs of Conjunctions By Modes and Styles 

 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  
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Table 23 

Negations by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  1.49 .23 1.04 1.95 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.49 .27 -1.03 .05 .08 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  .07 .39 -.72 .86 .86 
      EV Style 3  .18 .43 -.69 1.05 .68 
      EV Style 4  -.21 .50 -1.23 .80 .67 
      EV Style 5  -.51 .39 -1.29 .28 .20 
      EV Style 6  -.41 .43 -1.28 .46 .35 
      EM Style 1  -.04 .27 -.59 .51 .88 
      EM Style 2  -.05 .39 -.84 .74 .90 
      EM Style 3  -.61 .43 -1.48 .26 .17 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   -.08 .46 -1.01 .86 .87 
      Write x EV Style 3  .48 .51 -.55 1.52 .35 
      Write x EV Style 4  .04 .60 -1.17 1.25 .94 
      Write x EV Style 5  .33 .46 -.61 1.26 .49 
      Write x EV Style 6  .35 .51 -.68 1.39 .49 
      Write x EM Style 1  .43 .33 -.23 1.09 .20 
      Write x EM Style 2  .30 .46 -.64 1.23 .53 
      Write x EM Style 3  .39 .51 -.64 1.43 .45 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  .22 .09 .10 .47 .01 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  .38 .11 .22 .69 .001 
      Mode: Speak  .19 .08 .08 .44 .02 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  187.84     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  194.87     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .44, AIC = 196.71, BIC = 201.80.     
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Figure 21 

Estimated Marginal Means and 95% CIs of Negations By Modes and Styles 

 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  
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Table 24 

Auxiliary Verbs by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  10.81 .53 9.74 11.87 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -1.61 .66 -2.94 -.28 .02 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  -.71 .91 -2.55 1.14 .44 
      EV Style 3  -.69 1.01 -2.72 1.35 .50 
      EV Style 4  -1.03 1.18 -3.41 1.35 .39 
      EV Style 5  -2.93 .91 -4.77 -1.08 .003 
      EV Style 6  -1.30 1.01 -3.33 .74 .21 
      EM Style 1  -1.06 .64 -2.36 .23 .10 
      EM Style 2  -1.11 .91 -2.95 .74 .23 
      EM Style 3  -2.89 1.01 -4.92 -.85 .007 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   1.05 1.14 -1.25 3.36 .36 
      Write x EV Style 3  -.61 1.26 -3.16 1.94 .63 
      Write x EV Style 4  .52 1.47 -2.46 3.50 .73 
      Write x EV Style 5  1.38 1.14 -.92 3.69 .23 
      Write x EV Style 6  1.31 1.26 -1.24 3.86 .31 
      Write x EM Style 1  1.70 .81 .07 3.33 .04 
      Write x EM Style 2  1.22 1.14 -1.09 3.52 .29 
      Write x EM Style 3  1.24 1.26 -1.31 3.79 .33 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.54 .55 .76 3.12 .005 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  2.78 .77 1.62 4.79 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .68 .46 .18 2.55 .14 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  326.46     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  333.49     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .47, AIC = 379.52, BIC = 384.60.     
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Figure 22 

Estimated Marginal Means and 95% CIs of Auxiliary Verbs By Modes and Styles 

 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  
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Table 25 

Non-referential Adverbs by Communication Modes and Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  7.64 .52 6.59 8.69 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -2.83 .48 -3.79 -1.86 < .001 
   Style (Ref: EV Style 1)       
      EV Style 2  1.40 .90 -.41 3.22 .13 
      EV Style 3  1.21 .99 -.80 3.22 .23 
      EV Style 4  .88 1.16 -1.47 3.22 .45 
      EV Style 5  -.89 .90 -2.71 .93 .33 
      EV Style 6  1.06 .99 -.95 3.07 .29 
      EM Style 1  .14 .63 -1.13 1.41 .82 
      EM Style 2  .73 .90 -1.09 2.55 .42 
      EM Style 3  -.66 .99 -2.67 1.35 .51 
   Mode x Style (Ref: Write x EV Style 1)       
      Write x EV Style 2   -.35 .82 -2.01 1.32 .68 
      Write x EV Style 3  .26 .91 -1.58 2.10 .78 
      Write x EV Style 4  -.71 1.06 -2.86 1.44 .51 
      Write x EV Style 5  1.02 .82 -.65 2.68 .23 
      Write x EV Style 6  -.71 .91 -2.55 1.13 .44 
      Write x EM Style 1  .55 .58 -.62 1.73 .35 
      Write x EM Style 2  .69 .82 -.98 2.35 .41 
      Write x EM Style 3  1.26 .91 -.59 3.10 .18 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.70 .50 .96 3.03 .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.36 .44 .72 2.57 .002 
      Mode: Speak  .45 .34 .10 1.94 .18 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  300.93     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  307.96     
Parameters Estimated   21     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 95.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum 

likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI = confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation 

context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is shorthand for 

“evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC could not be computed due to low between-

subjects variance, but convergence was reached during conditional modeling. 
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Figure 23 

Estimated Marginal Means and 95% CIs of Non-referential Adverbs By Modes and Styles 

 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  
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Function Words Within and Between Evaluative Thinking Styles 

The radar charts in Figures 24, 25, and 26 that follow this page serve as visual summaries 

of the linear mixed effects models described above.  Altogether, the models and visualizations 

indicate that—on average across evaluative thinking styles—the percentages of personal 

pronouns (particularly first person singular and second person pronouns), impersonal pronouns, 

conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, and non-referential adverbs were higher during speaking than 

writing for all evaluative thinking styles, while the percentages of articles, prepositions, and 

negations were similar between modes.  

There were significant mode x style interaction effects for prepositions and articles, 

though the mean percentages of these function words were similar between modes for most 

styles.  The interaction effects revealed that evaluation context styles 3 and 4 respectively had the 

largest and second largest point estimate differences in prepositions between modes, and 

evaluation context style 4 had the largest point estimate difference in articles between modes.  

More specifically, evaluation context styles 3 and 4 had the lowest mean percentages of spoken 

prepositions, yet the highest mean percentages of written prepositions compared to the rest of the 

styles.  These effects are attenuated, however, by the overlaps between CIs.  Furthermore, 

evaluation context style 4 had the lowest mean percentage of written articles compared to the 

rest of the styles, but the overlapping CIs should be noted.  

There were also significant mode x style interaction effects for conjunctions and auxiliary 

verbs, though the mean percentages of these function words were higher during speaking than 

writing for most styles.  The interaction effects revealed that evaluation context style 6 had 

smallest point estimate difference in conjunctions between modes, while emergency medicine 

context style 1 had the smallest point estimate differences in auxiliary verbs between modes.  
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Lastly, mean percentages of negations during speaking and writing were consistently low across 

styles.  

Appendix P presents all the function words and relevant contractions (e.g., let’s, haven’t, 

you’d) that LIWC-22 identified at least once in the natural language data.  This appendix is 

organized as a crosswalk to facilitate comparisons and contrasts of function words across 

evaluative thinking styles and communication modes.   
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Figure 24 

Estimated Marginal Means of Function Word Categories Across Evaluative Thinking Styles in the Evaluation Context (Part 1) 
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Figure 25 

Estimated Marginal Means of Function Word Categories Across Evaluative Thinking Styles in the Evaluation Context (Part 2) 
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Figure 26 

Estimated Marginal Means of Function Word Categories Across Evaluative Thinking Styles in the Emergency Medicine Context 
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Function Words by Mode, Context, Gender, and Age   

As detailed in Appendix Q, I conducted an ancillary analysis that incorporated the natural 

language data of the 15 formal participants (8 from the evaluation context and 7 from the 

emergency medicine context) who did not load onto an evaluative thinking style.  I ran linear 

mixed models wherein I used context as the grouping variable instead of style, retained mode, 

and changed the interaction term to mode x context.  I also added age and gender and a few more 

interaction terms: mode x gender; context x gender; mode x context x gender.  I included gender 

and age since both have received substantial attention in the psycholinguistics literature (Chung 

& Pennebaker, 2018), and since their inclusion in this ancillary analysis would not create too 

many parameters to estimate and incur the problem of model overfit (Garson, 2020).   

The total number of cases analyzed was 122 because 60 formal participants (of 63 total) 

generated both spoken and written corpora, 1 person generated only a spoken corpus, and 1 

person generated only a written corpus (i.e., 61 cases of spoken data + 61 cases of written data = 

122 cases for linear mixed effects modeling).  One person preferred not to answer the exit 

questionnaire item about gender and was therefore missing from the ancillary analysis.  

However, this person was a part of the main models (Tables 13–25; Figures 16–23).    

The mode x content x gender interaction was significant only for first person singular 

pronouns.  In the evaluation context, the point estimate difference between modes for female-

identifying individuals was nearly twice that of male-identifying individuals (with the mean 

speaking percentage being higher for female- compared to male-identifying individuals; similar 

mean writing percentages between the two groups).  However, in the emergency medicine 

context, the point estimate difference between modes for male-identifying individuals was more 

than twice that of female-identifying individuals (with the mean writing percentage being lower 
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for male- compared to female-identifying individuals; similar mean speaking percentages 

between the two groups). 

The mode x context interaction was significant for prepositions and auxiliary verbs.  On 

average in the evaluation context compared to the emergency medicine context, the percentages 

of prepositions in speaking and writing were both higher.  Also on average in the evaluation 

context compared to the emergency medicine context, the percentage of auxiliary verbs in 

speaking was higher, but in writing was lower.   

Both the mode x context and mode x gender interactions were significant for 

conjunctions.  On average in the evaluation context compared to the emergency medicine 

context, the percentage of conjunctions in speaking was lower, but in writing was higher.  The 

point estimate difference between modes was larger for female-identifying individuals, with their 

mean speaking percentage being higher. 

Furthermore, the mean percentage of third person plural pronouns was higher for female-

identifying individuals, while the mean percentage of articles was higher for male-identifying 

individuals.  Age was significant only for non-referential adverbs (lower usage with higher age).     

There were no significant effects for either first person plural pronouns or third person singular 

pronouns.  Lastly, irrespective of context, the mean percentages of second person pronouns, 

impersonal pronouns, negations, and non-referential adverbs were higher during speaking than 

writing.   

Appendix R presents radar charts that serve as visual summaries of the ancillary analysis 

and at the same time facilitate comparisons to general public corpora.   
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Language Style Matching  

Of the grand total of 69 participants (6 pilot and 63 formal), 67 generated both spoken 

and written corpora, one person generated only a spoken corpus, and one person generated only a 

written corpus.  The total number of LSM scores between unique dyads of people is 4556; 

borrowing from Stephenson’s (1935a) formula, the number of LSM scores per mode is 2278, 

calculated from (68 x (68 – 1)) / 2.  Figure 27 presents the histogram for each mode. 

In the speaking mode, the highest dyadic LSM score was .97 (between a person with 

evaluation context style 1 and a person with emergency medicine context style 1), whereas the 

lowest score was .66 (between a person with evaluation context style 5 and a person with 

evaluation context style 1, and a person with evaluation context style 2).  In the writing mode, the 

highest LSM score was .96 (between a person with evaluation context style 5 and a person with 

emergency medicine context style 1), whereas the lowest score was .56 (between a person from 

the evaluation context with a “standalone” style of evaluative thinking and a person from the 

emergency medicine context with a “standalone” style as well).  Table 26 demonstrates the 

linguistic synchrony among these individuals, using excerpts from their natural language data. 

Language Style Matching Within and Between Evaluative Thinking Styles 

Since there is room for customization in LSM (Pennebaker & Chung, 2012), group-level 

scores may be calculated in addition to the dyad-level scores.  Table 27 displays the within-group 

LSM scores by communication mode for each evaluative thinking style, and Table 28 

demonstrates the linguistic synchrony within each style based on its highest within-group LSM 

score.  Lastly, Figure 28 features a pair of heat maps mimicking intercorrelation matrices to 

show the between-groups LSM scores by mode for all combinations of styles, including the 

“standalone” styles. 
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Figure 27 

Histograms of Language Style Matching Scores By Communication Mode 

 

Notes.  Histograms created in IBM SPSS Version 26.  N = 2278 per histogram.   
 

Table 26 

Excerpts of Dyad-Level Language Style Matching 

Mode, LSM, 
and Example 

Prompt 
Participant Dyads and Excerpts with Function Words Color-Coded in Green 

Speak EV Style 1 Participant EM Style 1 Participant 
.97 

Political 
Public health should not be political. And the 
response to pandemic should not be political, 
but it is, and just speaking from my heart, I will 
have a hard time moving past what I see is the 
harms that were caused by inaction and 
deliberate misinformation to people, because 
when you look at the political split between 
who is unvaccinated and who is, there is a 
political split that's there. And these are people's 
lives….And it is an unspeakable tragedy to me 
that there are people who are convinced that 
this is still a hoax, that it's not real, that it's just 
a plot and that it’s fueled by political pundits 
and misinformation campaigns. Yeah, and it's, 
if I could undo anything from the pandemic, I 
would probably do that because there are a lot 
of people that have died for literally no reason 
other than just believing the wrong person. 

I am disappointed that the president…really 
created a lot of problems for our country and 
divided us more. I think I just, I do not respect 
him, and I think that's sad that we could have 
somebody in such a position that deserves a 
little respect from a great majority of the 
country and caused such problems for us. It 
would have been better to have somebody else 
in that position....I think people forget that we're 
in a pandemic and how hard that health care 
workers still have it. Politically they do things 
that they don't think about are going to cause 
downstream effects that cause increased 
burnout and decreased satisfaction of 
physicians and providers and all providers 
alike. And even if with good intentions, they're 
not thinking about us because the pandemic has 
been going on so long that they don't realize 
how badly we have it still. 

  (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page)  

Speak EV Style 1 Participant EV Style 5 Participant 
.66 

Health 
As an emergency manager, I've dealt with a few 
public health incidents before, and I could 
honestly say that we never considered things 
like social distancing and closing businesses 
and closing schools and all these things that we 
took, the strategies to flatten the curve or a 
Swiss cheese approach, just wasn't discussed. 
So I remember when we were working on 
COVID-19 early on, we were seeing the 
standards by which the schools should close, 
and it was several cases, numerous cases. It was 
kind of tiered out as to what protective 
measures that they should take. Then all of a 
sudden, school systems were closing across the 
board...and the fact that they were able to jump 
to such strong protective measures, I guess, in 
the absence of good information, showed how 
scared people were at the time.  

Health care is my primary area of employment 
and was certainly a concern, not only in my 
place of business, but regarding family and 
community. And it was an overwhelming early 
concern, literally overwhelming from the 
standpoint of a conservative approach to 
isolation and quarantine and dealing with the 
large degree of uncertainties about COVID-19 
and its impact on health. And secondarily, the 
sociological impacts of the disease in schools 
and communities and in other populations, 
subpopulations, I guess, or groupings of health. 
So there was a “all hands on deck” approach to 
looking at ways to safely manage health and 
illness in the hospital setting. 
 

Speak EV Style 2 Participant EV Style 5 Participant 
.66 

Educational 
Prevention and mitigation strategies, the 
material. How it could be all about that, right? 
Public health communications. Or it could be 
about what happened with the schools and in 
the schools and all of the outcomes and impacts 
that we are seeing from the research around 
what it meant for children to work, to do school 
remotely. We had so much guidance around all 
of this stuff. But, and then, OMG, as a fishbowl 
microcosm of how it was affecting the whole. 
And I know that this was more than just our 
country. This was the world. 

Educationally, the pandemic was devastating, at 
least in the early stages, in the manner in which 
it was disruptive. Many schools had to quickly 
change gears and shut down international 
programs and travel for both faculty and 
students and staff and students were sent home 
and everybody had to quickly transition to some 
form of hybrid or home only schooling, which 
continued for a significant portion of the 
pandemic. In the long range, this may promote 
some versatility and diversity in educational 
strategies. 

Write EV Style 5 Participant EM Style 1 Participant 
.96 

Health 
Health is such an important topic when we 
consider a global pandemic, especially its 
evolution from a virus to something with such 
widespread impacts. Everyone seemingly had 
their own health affected differently depending 
on location, age, predisposition to other 
disorders or diseases, among other factors. As a 
result of the pandemic I've taken a more 
proactive role in implementing measures to 
keep myself healthy. 

Health is at the center of the COVID-19 
pandemic. It is the ultimate outcome that we are 
trying to protect. Individual health is the focus 
of my work but the health of our society as a 
whole is at stake as well. We have seen the 
ways in which poor health outcomes can affect 
things like supply chains and employment, etc. 
Day to day, however, health care is the central 
focus of this pandemic. 

Write EV Standalone Style Participant EM Standalone Style Participant 
.56      

Environmental 
There has been a positive impact on the 
environment, at least in the short run. In the 
longer run it is to be hoped for that we 
understand that we do not need to travel as 
much and working from home is okay. 

From a climate change and pollution standpoint 
the pandemic has really opened our eyes. I hope 
we can use this as a lesson moving forward. 

 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is 

shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Fillers were cleaned according to LIWC preprocessing guidelines. 
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Table 27 

Within-Group Language Style Matching By Communication Mode 

Context Evaluative Thinking Style 
 Speak  Write 
 M SD Range  M SD Range 

Evaluation Style 1 (nperson = 8; npair = 28)  .88  .03 .80–.92  .76 .05 .63–.89 
 Style 2 (nperson = 4; npair = 6)  .88 .03 .82–.90  .86 .03 .82–.91 
 Style 3 (nperson = 3; npair = 3)  .83 .04 .80–.87  .78 .07 .73–.86  
 Style 4 (nperson = 2; npair = 1)  .80 N/A N/A  .79 N/A N/A 
 Style 5 (nperson = 4; npair = 6)  .85 .08 .74–.94  .80 .10 .70–.95 
 Style 6 (nperson = 3; npair = 3)  .86 .02 .84–.88  .79 .04 .76–.83 

Emergency Medicine Style 1 (nperson = 17; npair = 136)  .88 .04 .77–.94  .80 .06 .64–.92 
 Style 2 (nperson = 4; npair = 6)  .87 .04 .82–.92  .81 .04 .77–.88 
 Style 3 (nperson = 3; npair = 3)  .82 .06 .77–.89  .77 .04 .73–.77 

Notes.  M = mean = within-group LSM score.  SD = standard deviation.  N/A = not applicable. 
  

Table 28 

Excerpts of Within-Group Language Style Matching 

Style 
Highest 

LSM 
and Mode 

Pairs of Participants’ Prompt Excerpts with Function Words Color-Coded in Green 

EV Style 1 .92  Educational Prompt 
 Speak I think the pandemic has been educational 

and that it has been a wakeup call to 
society to start thinking more globally, 
and about the consequences of how we 
interact with the ecosystem and ourselves. 
So I think it has been good in that way. It's 
almost as if Mother Nature has said, 
“Okay, you've been misbehaving for so 
long, everyone needs to go in a room and 
take a time out and think about it.” But of 
course, not everyone has done that. And as 
I've already mentioned, a lot of people 
have capitalized on it to increase 
disinformation, division, strife and stuff. 
But I do think it's an educational moment 
for society and that dovetails with climate 
change as well. 

From an educational standpoint, I would, I 
guess there's several pieces, that we've 
learned a lot about pandemics. A lot of 
this reaffirmed simple public health 
measures we've known and used for 110 
years. We learned a great deal about how 
to treat an evolving disease...and we also 
learn both what was effective and what 
was ineffective. There are greater aspects 
of impact on society that I think we 
continue to learn out of this, that we from 
an educational standpoint, the science has 
been very valuable in terms of lessons that 
we can learn from this. But it has also 
taught us a lot about society that maybe 
we didn't expect to see and maybe didn't 
want to hear.  

EV Style 2 .91 Economic Prompt 
 Write The economic impacts of the pandemic 

varied widely depending upon the 
economic, social and class circumstances 
of the persons impacted. For example, 
lower middle class professionals with 
salaried work that could be done remotely, 
in many cases saw little to no impact. 

The economic burden of COVID-19 was 
greater than almost any global disaster 
because of the scale, the duration and 
number affected. Health services were 
affected, as were private businesses and 
various government departments which 
were overwhelmed by the cost.  

   (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page)  
  

There were some impacts from changing 
childcare duties, that were primarily borne 
by women who in many cases exited the 
workforce, but overall the impacts were 
negligible. Individuals who were part of 
the gig economy, working hourly work in 
retail or fast food, instead saw a decline in 
work hours and income. In many cases 
they were forced to turn to more 
precarious work and endanger their health 
further. 

Individuals who could not afford to be 
sick attended work when they should not 
have. There are longer-term consequences 
to this, and the impact on health broadly 
(due to economics) will be vast. 
 

EV Style 3 .87 Political Prompt 
 Speak These are the covid numbers, here is how 

many. And they wanted to know, “Can 
you break it down?” Into what? “Break it 
down into areas and all that.” For what? 
What are you going to do with this 
information? What will, are you just 
generating? And this is, you ever 
heard…where's the wisdom we've lost in 
information? Why are you collecting this 
information? To what? What will it help 
you do? What decisions will it help make 
you make? There are no decisions to 
make. The data that we're getting from 
the, our health department is the latest and 
greatest....When science can't fill in all the 
answers, politicians will, unfortunately. 
And that's, and what, that's not the fault of 
science. Look, it's science. We can't, 
there's no such thing as 100%. 

You can see just right off how politics 
played a part into how we responded, what 
we said, what we couldn't say, and 
thinking that when the presidency changed 
during the pandemic, that that would 
change things. But I really don't feel like it 
did. I think politics still played a part, and 
to this day, of, what type of mandates the 
agency puts out, what their recommenda-
tions are, because I know the previous 
administration, they were really being 
pushed, but I think they're still being 
pushed. So, yeah, it has been so relevant, 
especially in my work, seeing it trickle 
down and what's possible and what's not 
possible because of the politics, wanting 
to look a certain way and allow a certain 
thing… 

EV Style 4 .80 Health Prompt 
 Speak You can understand COVID-19 through a 

health lens by looking at the disparities 
and outcomes for people exposed to 
COVID-19, people who develop COVID-
19 infections, which play out along lines 
of race and social class in particular, but 
also…even those health outcomes have a 
gender dimension and that women tend to 
be expected to be caregivers within their 
household. 

What I personally experienced is the 
disparity of the vaccination and when the 
vaccine was developed, but before a 
vaccine was developed, when the cases 
were increasing, there was also a huge 
disparity in terms of their accessibility to 
the quality of health services. So who 
were most affected was again those 
marginalized populations and excluded 
groups. 

EV Style 5 .95 Technological Prompt 
 Write Technological advancements provided us 

with the ability to work from home. While 
this has always been there, more emphasis 
was placed on leveraging technology to 
achieve and complete tasks. Technological 
advancements also helped in providing a 
vaccine using mRNA technology in record 
time to save lives. 

There has been many technological 
advancements since the onset of the 
pandemic, though this is highly dependent 
upon your employment location or region 
you live, for example those in retail cannot 
do virtual meetings. Seeing companies 
leverage these technology enhancements 
though has come at a cost which could 
mean scaling back on other programs… 

   (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page)  

EV Style 6 .88 Social Prompt 
 Speak So there are a number of social issues 

around COVID-19, perhaps most 
obviously relate to the health disparities 
associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection 
and COVID-19 disease burden…related to 
how it disproportionately affects certain 
populations, often those that are 
disadvantaged. For example, those who 
identify as Black or American Indian, 
Alaska Native have experienced very 
profound, profoundly disproportionate 
extreme outcomes, especially, actually 
over the course of the entire response, 
really. There’s other social impacts that 
are not just about health, but also about 
things like how society has been organized 
for this response and how people have 
been asked to comply with public health 
recommendations. And there are a lot of 
issues around that, around how that has 
impacted people’s families and their 
communities and their work. 

So COVID-19 has also created huge 
challenges for social isolation and 
psychological aftereffects, particularly for 
people with preexisting mental health 
challenges as well as the elderly. It has 
increased the incidence of loneliness and 
reduced in fewer social networks. And 
people have had a lot of their social 
networks erode, which has not been as 
good for, has not been as good for 
reducing social isolation and 
connectedness between individuals and 
society. And we hope that with the 
loosening of pandemic restrictions, people 
will be able to gather in person once again 
and restore their social connections, which 
are so important to their mental health.  
 

EM Style 1 .94 Health Prompt 
 Speak So yeah, health is such a huge aspect, 

obviously, with COVID-19, and I think 
obviously, how it affects our patients’ 
health, but also how it affects our own, 
and I felt like that was constantly changing 
from the very beginning. We initially 
knew so little about COVID-19 that we 
were terrified of everything and about 
getting sick and not being able to take care 
of our patients. I guess as we learn more 
and more about it, it seemed to get more 
complicated and instead of less 
complicated....We thought it was a success 
story illness, but then there were reports of 
blood clots, sudden death, heart attacks, all 
sorts of things that we had no idea that it 
could do. And then also I think 
psychological and neurological effects 
from COVID-19....And then just me 
personally, I had COVID-19…and I felt 
rrlike I got more of a firsthand view of 
how it could affect my own health. And 
even though I was vaccinated,…that was 
probably the sickest I’ve ever been in my 
entire life. 

So as um someone who is a health 
worker…I get really frustrated when 
people are just, let it go, let’s “I don’t care, 
I’ll just get a little cold.” They just want to 
get back to normal....Not everybody’s seen 
the consequences of the pandemic the way 
we have. They haven’t actually seen 
someone die or they haven’t seen a mom 
die and never get to hold her baby because 
she was, got COVID-19 when she was 
pregnant....So I really was hopeful that 
this pandemic would bring out a more 
compassionate side of people where they 
wanted to wear a mask to protect people 
that were at high risk. And I feel it’s 
gotten to the point where people are just 
sick of it and they’re rrlike, “I don’t care if 
I infect other people because I’ll be fine or 
I believe I’ll be fine.” And that makes me 
kind of sad for the state of, a, I’d like to 
say the state of America, but it seems like 
it’s uh definitely elsewhere too, it’s not 
just America. 

   (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 

EM Style 2 .92 Political Prompt 
 Speak I think there are a lot of issues in 

American politics that are divisive, right? 
Gun control, abortion, but whether or not 
a virus is real, whether or not there's a 
political conspiracy behind how the virus 
came to its origin to vaccines....I learned 
recently…that there are maps…based on 
the political population or the party 
support in that area, you can predict 
vaccine rates, right, that we're still 
completely struggling with, the, our 
beliefs about this virus and I guess how 
we should as a society tackle it....Being a 
health care provider, suddenly our 
experience, our daily life was, it was front, 
first page on the newspaper and I 
remember working shifts and then coming 
home and seeing all the COVID-19 
numbers and then working shifts and 
being worried about COVID-19 and not 
enough PPE and then coming home and 
seeing all the COVID-19 news. And I just 
couldn't escape from my work, which was 
a really new thing for me. 

I think for me, this is the politicization of 
science more than anything and just the 
way people ran on party lines pretty 
heavily on whether or not vaccines are 
good or bad or whether or not COVID-19 
is real or all of that....With politics, it's 
rrlike, rrwell this, it's very black and 
white, you're either this or that, or you're 
this or that. And with COVID-19 and the 
science of COVID-19, I think people 
struggled with recognizing that science 
evolves and our knowledge of this disease 
evolved. And whether it's the CDC on 
mask mandates or it's the infectiousness or 
it's the efficacy of vaccines over time, it 
just became very much, it was exhausting 
for me,…putting me in the middle of 
things,…the talking points that came from 
the political corners of the internet. And so 
I would see those pop up over and over 
again, and it just got really exhausting to 
try to answer those questions. 
 

EM Style 3 .89 Technological Prompt 
 Speak The technology that will stem from our 

current advances in the way that we are 
handling this pandemic will completely 
reshape the way that we provide health 
care from now on in all aspects, especially 
in the hospital setting, from the way that 
we room patients, and the way that we 
take care of them, the way that we form 
our differential diagnoses because it has 
become such a prevalent disease and the 
different equipment now that surgeons as 
well as other clinical providers now have 
to use in the face of the current pandemic.  

The word technological related to the 
pandemic makes me think of some of the 
many technological advances that have 
taken place during the course of the 
pandemic, primarily the development and 
implementation of mRNA vaccines 
against COVID-19. But it also brings to 
mind, I think, in general, science and how 
much work has been done to better study 
and understand SARS-CoV-2 and cope 
with the COVID-19 disease process and 
kind of the steps that we've made forward 
in the direction of getting us through this 
pandemic related to some of these 
technological advances. 

Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  “Style” is 

shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Fillers were cleaned according to LIWC preprocessing guidelines. 
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Figure 28 

Heat Maps of Between-Groups Language Style Matching By Communication Mode 

 

Notes.  Heat maps created in Microsoft Excel Version 16.64.  EV P32 generated only a written corpus.  Higher LSM scores are in shades of green and yellow, 

while lower LSM scores are in shades of orange and red.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  EM P30 is 

an adjacent sample participant.  “Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”   
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 

 

Summaries, Comparisons, and Interpretations 

This dissertation proposed to answer two research questions in tandem.  First, what are 

the manifestations of evaluative thinking within and between evaluation and emergency 

medicine amid disaster?  Second, what linguistic patterns emerge from evaluative thinking amid 

disaster?  This section is organized as follows: I summarize and compare the Q-methodology 

results in the first three subsections and revisit hypotheses for the first research question in the 

fourth subsection; then I summarize and interpret the results of the function word analysis in the 

fifth subsection and revisit hypotheses for the second research question in the sixth subsection.   

Evaluative Thinking Within the Evaluation Context 

Six styles of evaluative thinking were found in the evaluation context amid the COVID-

19 pandemic as a disaster.  One style is characterized by the deliberateness of challenging 

personal beliefs and opinions, and by the automaticity of transparency, using reasoning to 

render judgments, and making critical observations.  This first style is represented by the Latin 

word clarere, which means “to be clear” or “to make clear.”  A second style is distinguished by 

the deliberateness of attending to equity issues, and by the automaticity of considering 

inconsistencies and contradictions and questioning own assumptions and preconceptions.  This 

second style is represented by the Latin word justificare, which means “to act justly” or “to 

make just.”  A third style is characterized by the deliberateness of broad reflection and attending 

to equity issues, and by the automaticity of taking on a results-oriented approach, taking on a 

problem-solving approach, and devising action plans.  This third style is represented by the Latin 
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word movere, which means “to move” or “to set in motion.”  The reason for selecting this word 

is to convey the sense of actionability that this style exudes.     

Furthermore, a fourth style of evaluative thinking is characterized by the deliberateness 

of stepping back to examine accuracy of accumulated information and considering 

inconsistencies and contradictions, and by the automaticity of using intuition to render 

judgments, considering alternative explanations for claims, and questioning own assumptions 

and preconceptions.  This fourth style is represented by the Latin word verificare, which means 

“to verify” or “to confirm.”  A fifth style, which is distinguished by the deliberateness of broad 

reflection and by the automaticity of generating knowledge to support decision-making, is 

represented by the Latin word informare, meaning “to inform” or “to shape.”  Lastly, the sixth 

style is characterized by the deliberateness of considering the availability of resources, and by 

the automaticity of reflecting specifically on closing the gap between current and desired states 

and broad reflection.  This last style is represented by the Latin word ponderare, which means 

“to ponder,” “to consider,” or “to reflect.”  

Based on the summaries above and also the factor arrays from Table 8 (on p. 76), the six 

evaluative thinking styles within the evaluation context are hereby compared.  Attending to 

equity issues is deliberate in the justificare and movere styles.  Broad reflection is deliberate in 

the justificare, movere, and informare styles, yet automatic in the ponderare style.  Questioning 

own assumptions and preconceptions is automatic in the justificare and verificare styles.  

However, whereas considering inconsistencies and contradictions is (most) automatic in 

justificare, it manifests as a deliberate process in verificare.  Finally, generating knowledge to 

support decision-making is most automatic in the informare style, while transparency is most 

automatic in the clarere style.  
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Evaluative Thinking Within the Emergency Medicine Context 

Three styles of evaluative thinking were found in the emergency medicine context amid 

the COVID-19 pandemic.  One style is characterized by the deliberateness of reflecting 

specifically on closing the gap between current and desired states, devising action plans, 

considering the availability of resources, considering alternative explanations for claims, and 

challenging personal beliefs and opinions.  It is also distinguished by the automaticity of using 

intuition to render judgments, making critical observations, considering inconsistencies and 

contradictions, questioning own assumptions and preconceptions, taking on a problem-solving 

approach, and transparency.  Overall, this style is represented by the Latin word cernere, which 

means “to sift” or “to resolve.”    

Another style of evaluative thinking is distinguished by the deliberateness of challenging 

personal beliefs and opinions, considering alternative explanations for claims, considering the 

availability of resources, and broad reflection.  It is also distinguished by the automaticity of 

taking on a problem-solving approach, taking on a results-oriented approach, making critical 

observations, balancing “getting it right” and “getting it now”, and considering inconsistencies 

and contradictions.  It is further distinguished by the circumstantiality of using intuition to 

render judgments, devising action plans, and stepping back to examine accuracy of accumulated 

information.  This second style is represented by the Latin word librare, which means “to 

balance.”  This word is selected to capture this style’s sense of oscillation for equilibrium. 

 Lastly, the third style is characterized by the deliberateness of considering the availability 

of resources, taking on a problem-solving approach, using reasoning to render judgments, 

making critical observations, and transparency.  It is also distinguished by the automaticity of 

using intuition to render judgments, considering inconsistencies and contradictions, devising 
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action plans, considering alternative explanations for claims, challenging personal beliefs and 

opinions, challenging unquestioned assumptions, and defining concepts and goals.  This last 

style is represented by the Latin word delineare, which means “to delineate.” 

Based on the summaries above and also the factor arrays from Table 9 (on p. 77), the 

three evaluative thinking styles within the emergency medicine context are hereby compared.  In 

all three styles, the processes of considering the availability of resources and reflecting 

specifically on closing the gap between current and desired states are deliberate, while the 

process of considering inconsistencies and contradictions is automatic.  Using intuition to render 

judgments is most automatic in both the cernere and delineare styles, yet circumstantial in the 

librare style.  Making critical observations, taking on a problem-solving approach, and using 

reasoning to render judgments are deliberate in the delineare style, but automatic in the cernere 

and librare styles.  Additionally, considering alternative explanations for claims and challenging 

personal beliefs and opinions are automatic in delineare, but deliberate in cernere and librare.  

Finally, devising action plans is automatic in delineare style, deliberate in the cernere style, and 

circumstantial in the librare style.   

Evaluative Thinking Between Contexts    

A comparison of evaluative thinking styles between the contexts of evaluation and 

emergency medicine is described as follows.  In the verificare, cernere, and delineare styles, 

using intuition to render judgments is the most automatic process.  Considering the availability 

of resources is the most deliberate process in the ponderare and delineare styles, while 

challenging personal beliefs and opinions is the most deliberate process in the clarere and 

librare styles.  Furthermore, whereas reflecting specifically on closing the gap between current 

and desired states is most deliberate in the cernere style, it is most automatic in the ponderare 
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style.  Lastly, broad reflection is most deliberate in the movere and informare styles, deliberate 

in the justificare and librare styles, automatic in the clarere and ponderare styles, and 

circumstantial in the remaining styles.   

Revisiting the Hypotheses for First Research Question 

From the outset based on relevant literatures and my own thesis, I hypothesized that 

evaluative thinking amid disaster within the evaluation context is manifested as styles that 

feature the processes involving assumptions and evidence as predominantly deliberate, and 

problem-solving as predominantly automatic.  Indeed, Q-methodology revealed that taking on a 

problem-solving approach is automatic in four styles (and deliberate in the rest).  Q-

methodology also revealed that questioning own assumptions and preconceptions is deliberate in 

four of six evaluative thinking styles within this context (and distinguishingly automatic in the 

two remaining styles).  Q-methodology further revealed that challenging unquestioned 

assumptions is deliberate in half the styles (and automatic in two others and circumstantial in the 

last), whereas questioning claims and assumptions that others make is automatic in half the 

styles (and circumstantial in the rest).  Perhaps questioning what others believe to be true tends 

to be a part of the intuitive expertise of evaluators and similar professionals working in disaster, 

emergency, or crisis settings, but challenging others or themselves is typically a deliberate 

process.      

Seeking evidence for claims and hypotheses that others make is deliberate in two styles 

(and automatic in two others and circumstantial in the rest), whereas offering evidence for own 

claims is automatic in four styles (and deliberate in one other style and circumstantial in the last).  

In addition, considering the credibility of different kinds of information is automatic in half the 

styles (and circumstantial in the rest).  These results altogether are potentially representative of 
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the infodemic associated with the COVID-19 pandemic.  Coined by Rothkopf (2003) during the 

SARS epidemic, an infodemic is a deluge of information online and offline, including 

misinformation (falsities by mistake) and disinformation (falsities by dishonesty) as well as 

accurate information (Wiles & Morris, 2020).  Infodemics may arise from disasters, 

emergencies, or crises, and may interfere with the work of first responders, emergency managers, 

and other professionals in these settings (US Department of Homeland Security, 2018).  

I also hypothesized from the outset that evaluative thinking amid disaster within the 

emergency medicine context is manifested as styles that feature intuition as a predominantly 

automatic process and reasoning as a predominantly deliberate process.  Indeed, using intuition 

to render judgments is automatic in two of three evaluative thinking styles within this context.  

However, using reasoning to render judgments is deliberate in only one style (and automatic in 

the other two).  These results together are potentially representative of the uncertainties 

associated with the COVID-19 pandemic.  Little was initially known about SARS-CoV-2, aside 

from its genome (Ghebreyesus & Swaminathan, 2020).  During the early days of the pandemic 

as the number of infectious cases rapidly rose and epidemiological data emerged, clinicians and 

nonclinicians working in emergency medicine and adjacent fields constantly updated protocols 

for time-critical patient care and staff safety (Blutinger et al., 2021).  Although much is now 

known about COVID-19, many uncertainties persist, such post-acute sequelae of SARS-CoV-2 

infection (“long covid”) and its health and economic ramifications (Cutler, 2022).  

As for evaluative thinking between contexts, I found in this dissertation—as I found in 

my thesis—that some processes have opposite manifestations.  For example, broad reflection is 

deliberate in the justificare, movere, and informare styles of the evaluation context, but it is 

simultaneously automatic in the librare style of the emergency medicine context.  Paradoxical 
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manifestations are possible by way of intuitive expertise—as described in Chapter 2, skills honed 

in System 2 may become part of System 1 after numerous repetitions within an environment of 

predictable cues and regular feedback (Kahneman, 2011; Kahneman & Klein, 2009).  

Linguistic Patterns Within and Between Evaluative Thinking Styles 

As described in Chapter 3, function words in the English language may be divided into:  

• personal pronouns, which include: 

• first person singular (e.g., I, me, my) 

• first person plural (e.g., we, us, our) 

• second person (e.g., you, your, yourselves) 

• third person singular (e.g., she, her, him) 

• third person plural (e.g., they, their, themselves) 

• impersonal pronouns (e.g., it, those, others) 

• articles (i.e., a, an, the) 

• prepositions (e.g., to, for, with) 

• conjunctions (e.g., and, or, but) 

• negations (e.g., no, not, never) 

• auxiliary verbs (e.g., am, is, have) 

• non-referential adverbs (e.g., just, very, instead). 

Studies comparing people’s written data to their own spoken data (or vice versa) for 

function word analysis (e.g., Hartley et al., 2003; Newton, 2015) seem to be less common than 

studies examining natural language from just one communication mode (J. W. Pennebaker, 

personal email communication, November 26, 2021).  In this dissertation, I found that—on 
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average across evaluative thinking styles—the rates of personal pronouns (particularly first 

person singular and second person), impersonal pronouns, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, and 

non-referential adverbs were higher during speaking than writing, while the percentages of 

articles, prepositions, and negations were similar between modes. 

High rates of personal pronouns, impersonal pronouns, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, 

non-referential adverbs, and negations together signal a narrative way of communicating, 

whereas high rates of articles and prepositions together signal an expository way of 

communicating (Pennebaker et al., 2014).  Both ways may be encompassed in any text corpus, 

but usually one is dominant over the other (Boyd et al., 2020; Jordan et al., 2019).  Extrapolating 

from these existing research findings, I interpret the relatively higher rates of spoken (compared 

to written) pronouns, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, and non-referential adverbs with the 

relatively similar rates of spoken and written articles, prepositions, and negations among 

professionals working in disaster, emergency, or crisis settings to mean that they gravitate—

regardless of evaluative thinking style—toward talking with others in an accessible manner, 

while maintaining a sense of authority that is inherent in their written work as well.  This 

interpretation is based on the presumed ethos that these professionals earnestly wish to share 

their knowledge and skills with others and to provide help without alienating anyone. 

As already mentioned, articles and prepositions signal a way of communicating that is 

expository (Pennebaker et al., 2014).  The English language has only three articles (a, an, the), 

yet these function words can be telling of how conscientious a person is about something 

(Pennebaker, 2011).  For example: “‘Some girl asked about restrooms’ versus ‘The girl asked 

where the restroom is.’  Although both sentences share the same basic meaning, the first 

sentence includes no articles and conveys a sense of dismissiveness…whereas the 
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second…seems more polite” (Fast & Funder, 2008, p. 343).  Similarly, communicating about 

“an evaluand or a patient” versus “the evaluand or the patient” versus “evaluands and patients” 

implies close attention to subtle nuances.  As for prepositions, Pennebaker (2011) has referred to 

them as “glorious language markers” (p. 296) because they help situate and connect content 

words and other function words in time and space.  For example: “The keys are in the box by the 

lamp under the painting” (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010, p. 35, italics in original) is a message 

containing three prepositions (italicized) that guide the listener or reader to where (space) they 

can currently (time) find the keys (content). 

There were significant interaction effects for articles and prepositions, though the rates of 

these function words were similar between modes for most of the evaluative thinking styles.  The 

largest point estimate difference in articles between modes was found in the verificare style, 

which specifically had the lowest rate of written articles compared to all other styles.  Also, the 

movere and verificare styles respectively had the largest and second largest point estimate 

differences in prepositions between modes; compared to the rest, these two styles had the lowest 

rates of spoken prepositions, yet highest rates of written prepositions.  It should be noted, 

however, that the interaction effects for articles and prepositions are attenuated by the overlaps 

between CIs.  Nonetheless, these effects enable a deeper understanding of both styles. 

The quest for epistemic verification and confirmation emanates from the verificare style, 

as its most deliberate process is stepping back to examine accuracy of accumulated information 

and its most automatic process is using intuition to render judgments.  In this style, the linguistic 

patterns include lower usage of articles with higher usage of prepositions in writing, and 

conversely higher usage of articles with lower usage of prepositions in speaking.  I interpret 

these results together to mean that professionals of the verificare style gravitate toward capturing 
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the “big picture” issues in their written work and being ready to elaborate on the details when 

talking with others.  Illustrative words by a person who was a research fellow at the time of their 

participation (articles in orange, prepositions in blue): 

• (Written) “I noticed that COVID-19 really showed the realities of government capacity and 

political leaders’ willingness to support…vaccination or compensation for being 

economically affected.”   

• (Spoken) “I also found irresponsible political leaders who were organizing the political rallies 

in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic and that [sic] increased the surge, that [sic] 

increased the cases.” 

As already described, the sense of actionability emanates from the movere style, which is 

characterized by the deliberateness of broad reflection and attending to equity issues, and by the 

automaticity of taking on a results-oriented approach, taking on a problem-solving approach, 

and devising action plans.  In this style, the usage of prepositions is lower in speaking, but higher 

in writing.   Prepositions serve the function of structuring and organizing information (Boyd et 

al., 2020), and therefore in spoken communication, prepositions would “signal that a speaker is 

providing more complex and, often, concrete information about a topic” (Tausczik & 

Pennebaker, 2010, p. 35).  Perhaps for professionals of the movere style, they dive into the heart 

of matters in their conversations with others and elaborate on the necessary details in their 

documentations.  Illustrative words by an emergency manager of this style (prepositions in blue): 

• (Spoken) “You try to put as many people into one room to help fix a disaster or an incident or 

an event.  Now because of COVID-19, you can’t do that.  So now we have a greater reliance 

on technology communications…and we had to relearn…  Do we just have a skeleton crew 

there and then bring in the people as they’re needed?”  
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• (Written) “We can’t shoehorn everyone in the EOC [emergency operations center] anymore 

in case we need them.  So this means we either have to let them work from their remote 

offices or their homes...  Through the use of Zoom, virtual meetings are now the norm as 

well as internet stability in order for our staff to be able to do their jobs remotely.”  

There were also significant interaction effects for conjunctions and auxiliary verbs, 

though the rates of these function words were higher during speaking than writing for most of the 

evaluative thinking styles.  The interaction effects revealed that the ponderare style had the 

smallest point estimate difference in conjunctions between modes, while the cernere style had 

the smallest point estimate differences in auxiliary verbs between modes.  Conjunctions are used 

to connect ideas, make distinctions, signal caveats, and express causal claims (Konopasky et al., 

2019; Pennebaker, 2011).  Auxiliary verbs are used to convey possibilities or obligations 

(Konopasky et al., 2019), temporalities (Bayram & Ta, 2018), imperatives or directives 

(Markowitz & Slovic, 2020), and even deception versus honesty (Pennebaker, 2011).   

The sense of pragmatic pensiveness emanates from the ponderare style, while the quest 

for pragmatic closure radiates from the cernere style.  Moreover, I interpret the similar rates of 

spoken and written conjunctions by ponderare professionals to mean that their inquisitiveness 

permeates their communications, and I interpret the close rates of spoken and written auxiliary 

verbs by cernere professionals to mean that their communications reflect their desire for 

coherence.  Illustrative words by a health scientist (ponderare; conjunctions in purple) and by an 

emergency physician (cernere; auxiliary verbs in red):  

• (Spoken) “The politics in this response were more than many of us have ever seen or 

expected in any large scale public health response, and is really going to inform…how we 

think about what our assumptions are for future public health responses, whether people will  
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get vaccinated, whether they will wear masks, whether they will report if they test positive.” 

• (Written) “Hard questions about whether to shut down schools and how this would impact 

kids’ development.  Also questions about whether to keep schools open but require certain 

public health measures, like masking. This also poses serious questions. This was the 

toughest part of the response, and saw the most vitriol from constituents and stakeholders 

with different perspectives.” 

• (Spoken) “Obviously COVID-19 had a huge impact on everything we do socially and the 

way we interact with each other.  Especially for me, being in the emergency department 

almost every day, I completely avoided my family, my friends, mainly because we're all 

scared that we could potentially be spreading it without knowing.  So I didn't see my family 

for a long time in the beginning of COVID-19.” 

• (Written) “Everyday it seemed like there was something new.  As an ER doctor I felt like it 

was my responsibility to learn as much as I could and educate my patients and my 

family/friends.  One frustrating thing is that the things we learned about COVID-19 always 

seemed to change.  We would think we knew something, but two weeks later we found out 

that we were completely wrong…we are still learning a lot and changing the way we used to 

think about the virus.” 

Linguistic Patterns by Mode, Context, Gender, and Age  

 I conducted an ancillary analysis to include data from participants who were not grouped 

into an evaluative thinking style.  This analysis enabled me to examine whether linguistic 

patterns exist at the level of context and to incorporate age and gender as intrapersonal variables 

alongside mode.  I found that age was significant only for non-referential adverbs, suggesting 

that older professionals use these function words less.  The mean rate of articles was higher for 
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male-identifying individuals, while the mean rate of third person plural pronouns was higher for 

female-identifying individuals.  Additionally, mean rates of written conjunctions were similar 

between the two gender groups, but female-identifying individuals had a higher mean rate of 

spoken conjunctions.  These results are aligned with the literature on gender differences in 

function word usage (Pennebaker, 2011).   

The mode x content x gender interaction was significant only for first person singular 

pronouns.  The mean rate of these function words in speaking was higher for female-identifying 

individuals compared to male-identifying individuals within the evaluation context; mean rates 

in writing were similar.  Oppositely within the emergency medicine context, the mean rate in 

writing was higher for female-identifying individuals, while mean rates in speaking were similar.  

Comparing between contexts, the evaluation context had lower mean rates in both modes.  

According to Pennebaker (2011), people use first person singular pronouns at high rates when 

they are self-focused, insecure, or relatively lower in social status, and conversely use these 

function words at low rates when they are not focused on themselves, confident, or in a position 

of leadership or relatively higher social status.  My results evoke the question of how gender and 

power dynamics bear out in spoken and written communications for professionals who work in 

disaster, emergency, or crisis settings (Black et al., 2017; Mueller et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, the evaluation context had higher mean rates of spoken and written 

prepositions, spoken auxiliary verbs, and written conjunctions, while the emergency medicine 

context had higher mean rates of written auxiliary verbs and spoken conjunctions.  Additionally, 

within the evaluation context, there were higher mean rates of auxiliary verbs and conjunctions 

in speaking along with a higher mean rate of prepositions in writing.  These results reflect the 

need to be precise and conscientious when discussing and operationalizing an evaluand and 
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when documenting that evaluand and its context (Dahler-Larsen et al., 2017; Hopson, 2000; 

Patton, 2000).  Within the emergency medicine context, the mean rate of spoken conjunctions 

was higher, but there were similar mean rates of spoken and written prepositions along with 

similar mean rates of spoken and written auxiliary verbs.  These results seem to reflect the 

expectation of concordance between clinical practice and clinical documentation (Berdahl et al., 

2019), and invoke a motto of “did what I said and said what I did.”   

No significant effects were found for either first person plural pronouns or third person 

singular pronouns in the ancillary analysis.  Of note is that the literature indicates there is no 

significant gender difference in the usage of first person plural pronouns, including the warm we 

(i.e., “you and I”), the distant we (i.e., “I say we, but really mean you”), and the ambiguous we 

(i.e., sometimes this means ‘you and I’, other times you, and still other times it means me with a 

specific person or group of people) (Pennebaker, 2011).  However, the literature does indicate 

that people in positions of higher social status, authority, or power (e.g., political leaders) more 

often use first person plural pronouns, and they also less often use first person singular 

pronouns (Jordan et al., 2019).  The literature additionally indicates that third person singular 

pronouns usually signal a person’s other-focused attention (Chung & Pennebaker, 2007), though 

these function words do signal self-focused attention when used in self-talk to cope with public 

health concerns (Kross et al., 2017).    

Lastly, irrespective of context, mean rates of second person pronouns, impersonal 

pronouns, negations, and non-referential adverbs were higher during speaking than writing.  

These results are similar to the ones from the main analysis and likewise support the notion that 

professionals working in disaster, emergency, or crisis settings gravitate toward an accessible yet 

authoritative manner of communication.  
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Language Style Matching and Evaluative Thinking 

 According to Pennebaker’s (2011) official book website, LSM from transcribed everyday 

conversations is known to range between .75 and .95 with the mean at around .84, and LSM 

from writing samples by the general public is known to range between .60 and .90 with the mean 

at around .78 (www.secretlifeofpronouns.com).  In this dissertation, the highest dyadic LSM 

score in the speaking mode was between an epidemiologist (clarere style) and a physician board 

certified in both general emergency medicine and pediatric emergency medicine (cernere style).  

Their score was .97, which indicates relatively high linguistic synchrony and suggests the 

possibilities of strong social cohesion (Gonzales et al., 2010) and professional cooperation 

(Bayram & Ta, 2018).  Face-to-face interactions between the epidemiologist and the physician 

might be complementary since their evaluative thinking styles both involve transparency and 

making critical observations as automatic processes and challenging personal beliefs and 

opinions as a deliberate process.    

The lowest LSM score in the speaking mode was .66, which was found in two dyads that 

involved the same person—a hospital emergency management coordinator who also works as a 

paramedic (informare style).  The dyad members included a behavioral scientist (justificare 

style) and a private sector senior manager (clarere style) who addresses supply chain issues and 

emergency management.  Low linguistic synchrony on the part of the paramedic/coordinator 

suggests that collaboration with the behavioral scientist is possibly functional, if not optimal, 

since broad reflection is a deliberate process in both the informare and justificare styles.  

Collaboration with the senior manager is possibly also functional in a counterbalancing way, 

since broad reflection is automatic in the clarere style.   

 In the writing mode, the highest LSM score was .96, which was between an environmen- 
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tal health and safety coordinator (informare style) and a pediatric emergency physician (cernere 

style).  This high score indicates high linguistic synchrony and suggests possible cohesion and 

cooperation in a collaboration that would involve plenty of writing and reflection.  The lowest 

score in the writing mode was .56, which was between an evaluation unit head situated within a 

global humanitarian network and a pediatric emergency physician with a regional leadership role 

in a national research network—both individuals had their own “standalone” style of evaluative 

thinking.  This low score may be interpreted as a warning of potential misunderstanding between 

them if they correspond through email or other medium of written communication.   

 I also calculated within-group LSM scores, since LSM can apply beyond the dyadic level 

to the group level (Boyd et al., 2022; Gonzales et al., 2010).  Akin to using Cronbach’s 

coefficient alpha as a strategy to assess the internal consistency of a psychometric scale 

(Cronbach & Shavelson, 2004), I used within-group LSM to gauge the “voice” of each 

evaluative thinking style.  I found that the scores ranged from .80 to .88 in the speaking mode, 

and from .76 to .86 in the writing mode.  These ranges suggest that people who share a style of 

evaluative thinking communicate in relatively similar fashion and would probably get along and 

synergize with one another if they work together.  

Lastly, I calculated between-groups LSM scores to gauge the “ensemble” of evaluative 

thinking styles amid the COVID-19 pandemic as a disaster.  The scores ranged from .88 to .97 in 

the speaking mode, and from .86 to .98 in the writing mode.  These ranges support the notion 

that various professionals of various evaluative thinking styles working in disaster, emergency, 

or crisis settings are relatively in sync in how they think about the pandemic, even as they vary 

by substance of thoughts that reflect diverse societal games.    
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Revisiting the Hypotheses for the Second Research Question 

Although the second research question was inherently exploratory, I still put forward the 

hypothesis that amid disaster, each evaluative thinking style has its own signature linguistic 

patterns.  The results partially support this hypothesis.  Patterns were discerned for only several 

styles, with the most unique combination of function word categories found in the verificare 

style, which involved lower usage of articles with higher usage of prepositions in writing and 

conversely higher usage of articles with lower usage of prepositions in speaking.  Perhaps 

beyond lexical category-by-category patterns per style, there are syntactic cross-category 

clusters—such as preposition-article clusters (e.g., for a, in an, of the) and pronoun-auxiliary 

verb clusters (e.g., I have, they should, we will)—that are tenable as signature key phrases.    

Lastly, I hypothesized that amid disaster, linguistic synchrony at relatively high levels 

can be found within and between evaluative thinking styles to strongly signal the potential for 

cohesion and cooperation.  Indeed, the LSM results within styles suggest that people 

communicate in relatively similar fashion to those who share their style, and the LSM results 

between styles indicate that people of different styles are relatively in sync in how they think 

about the COVID-19 pandemic.  These LSM results moreover suggest that if professionals of 

various evaluative thinking styles in contexts of disaster, emergency, and/or crisis work together, 

their collaborations might be cooperative rather than conflictive—even if there are multiple 

societal games at play.   

Limitations and Future Research Directions 

This dissertation has several methodological and data limitations.  First, despite my best 

efforts in using purposive sampling to obtain two samples representing the evaluation and 

emergency medicine contexts, the true representativeness of these samples is arguable, especially 
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given the non-probabilistic nature of purposive sampling.  I acknowledge that most of the formal 

participants in the evaluation context sample were professionally based in the US, though many 

described their work as both domestic and international; all formal participants in the emergency 

medicine context sample were located in the US.  I also acknowledge that evaluation as a field of 

practice is vast and flexible enough to encompass professionals who do not necessarily call 

themselves evaluators, even if they are involved in evaluation practice or work that counts as 

evaluative, such as applied research wherein value/s/ing must be systematically handled.  

Emergency medicine is also vast, but this field of practice makes clear that the practitioners are 

specifically physicians who are board certified in the specialty of emergency medicine (or in one 

or more of its subspecialties), while all other professionals who work in an ED, EMS vehicle, or 

other emergency patient locale would be considered adjacent or allied to the field.  Moreover, 

there was greater heterogeneity in the evaluation context sample than the emergency medicine 

context sample in terms of occupation and professional work.   

Second, approximately a quarter of all formal participants (15 of 63 total; 8 of 32 in the 

evaluation context and 7 of 31 in the emergency medicine context) did not load onto an 

evaluative thinking style.  The Q-methodology literature does not indicate whether this 

proportion of unloaded participants should be considered normal or abnormal.  Nonetheless, I 

interpret this proportion as a reflection of the heterogeneity of the samples.   

Third, I generated word clouds to obtain a gestalt view of the content words from 

participants’ thoughts about the COVID-19 pandemic.  I did not embark on qualitative content 

analysis because the focus of this dissertation was on function words over content words, and 

because I felt that such an analysis should be part of a separate study.  One of my future research 

directions is to inductively code the substance of thoughts about the pandemic through 
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conventional content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) and compare—for triangulation as well 

as increased methodological rigor—those themes to the ones derived from a topic modeling 

method, such as latent Dirichlet allocation (Cintron & Montrosse-Moorhead, 2022), 

crowdsourced thematic analysis (Azzam et al., 2018), and the meaning extraction method 

(Chung & Pennebaker, 2008).   

Fourth, I was unable to include the prompt level alongside the mode and style levels in 

the mixed effects models.  Pooling all words across prompts ensured that every participant had a 

spoken corpus and a written corpus each exceeding the minimum of 100 words that is necessary 

for function word analysis to yield informative results.  However, when I checked the prompts as 

individual corpora, I found that approximately half contained less than 100 words.  Another of 

my future research directions, related to the first one described above, is to analyze each prompt 

as a societal game—using conventional content analysis, which would not necessarily be 

constrained by word count.  The findings would offer insights into major societal games (e.g., 

economic game, political game) that have permeated the COVID-19 pandemic, as perceived by 

evaluators and other professionals working in disaster, emergency, or crisis settings.   

There are a few more future research directions that I am planning to pursue.  Since there 

has been less attention on dynamics within evaluation teams than on dynamics between 

evaluators and their partners (e.g., program staff) (Urias, 2009), one direction is to unobtrusively 

use LSM as an early warning detector of miscommunication during initial team-building efforts 

and as a social monitoring tool during the course of a collaboration to assess team cohesion and 

mitigate conflict.  Another direction is to compare, in greater detail, people’s writing to their own 

speech.  As previously mentioned, LSM allows for customization and therefore it can be used to 

gauge the consistency with which people use categories of function words in their spoken and 
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written communications.  The psycholinguistics literature seems to infrequently include studies 

that have used LSM at the intrapersonal level.  My future research would address this gap and 

offer implications for evaluators and other professionals to optimize how they communicate.  A 

possible implication is to be mindful, for example, of prepositions if there is a discrepancy 

between the usage rates of these function words in writing and speaking.  Hypothetically, if an 

evaluator’s technical report or an emergency physician’s clinical note is difficult to comprehend 

compared to an oral summary of the same information, the reason may be that the writing lacks 

the necessary prepositions to make the content coherent.        

Finally, my most proximal future research direction is a secondary analysis of the natural 

language data to investigate cross-category clusters of function words (e.g., preposition-article, 

pronoun-auxiliary verb) within each evaluative thinking style.  By moving from the lexical level 

(i.e., individual words) to the syntactic level (i.e., putting words together) (Kates, 2021; Kitto & 

Barnett, 2007), I might find that each style has signature key phrases that reflect its 

distinguishing automatic and deliberate processes.  I might also find phrases that reveal where 

evaluators and other professionals stand with various societal games and their assumptions about 

these games, even if they themselves are not fully aware.  I could rely on computational 

linguistics and natural language processing tools in R (R Core Team, 2022) and perhaps my 

future work will extend into other languages.   

Implications 

The results of this dissertation constitute a modest knowledge base that offers some 

implications for theory, research, and practice in relation to evaluative thinking and to the fields 

of evaluation and emergency medicine at large.  
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Theoretical Implications 

There have been four socio-political waves related to evaluation since the 1950s, and the 

fourth (current) one since the 1990s is the evidence wave (Vedung, 2010).  However, this wave 

may be losing strength as the infodemic associated with the COVID-19 pandemic persists (Wiles 

& Morris, 2020) and as anti-science aggression increases around the world (Hotez, 2021).  

Evaluative thinking is warranted in the support of truth-in-context and in the rejection of 

obfuscation, manipulation, falsification, and uncritical consumption of data (Patton, 2018; Vo et 

al., 2018).  Schwandt and colleagues (2016) have asserted that “the capacity for evaluative 

thinking…is not just for experts.  It should be an ability cultivated in all citizens” (p. 2).  

Complementary to this assertion is Archibald’s (2021a) argument that “evaluative thinking 

democratizes and decentralizes evaluative inquiry” (para. 13).  I agree with both parties, and 

based on this dissertation, I perceive natural language as one way through which to empower 

people to think evaluatively.  By being mindful of function words, evaluative conclusions can be 

drawn that inform decisions about what works for whom, why, how, when, and under which 

conditions (function words in italics).   

Archibald (2020b, 2021a) has argued that evaluative thinking is a fundamental 

philosophical foundation of evaluation as well as an applied way to unleash the power of inquiry.  

This argument indicates that evaluative thinking can theoretically develop independent of an 

evaluation and that an evaluation can practically take place even in the absence of evaluative 

thinking (Archibald, 2020b), though the second scenario is unlikely to be worthwhile (Hannum, 

2018).  To meet the dual goals of theoretical merit and practical worth, I believe a repertoire of 

evaluative thinking theories is needed.  Descriptive theories and metatheories could articulate the 

ontologically diverse nature of evaluative thinking within and beyond formal evaluation practice 
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and enable scholars, practitioners, and others to recognize how it manifests in various contexts.  

Meanwhile, prescriptive theories could provide guidance on how to develop evaluative thinking 

for oneself and to promote it in others.    

Research Implications 

Although imperfect as cognitive tools, heuristics are nonetheless useful as mental 

shortcuts in making sense of the world (Kahneman, 2011; Kahneman & Klein, 2009).  If future 

research can better discern the signature linguistic markers of different evaluative thinking styles, 

then heuristics may be articulated and organized into a working taxonomy that offers 

intrapersonal insights about automatic and deliberate processes of evaluative thinking, especially 

during times of disaster.  These heuristics would connect the tacit (i.e., modes of valuing within 

styles of evaluative thinking) to the manifest (i.e., natural language).  Imagine a professional 

whose evaluative thinking style leads with equity and prefers the conjoint mode of valuing 

(Alkin et al., 2012; Julnes, 1996, 2012).  Though typically fast to notice power differentials, this 

person is not attentive as they can be to their function words.  This person should pay closer 

attention to the “language of authority” versus the “language of the critical friend” (Rallis & 

Rossman, 2000, p. 86).  For example, the use of we and other personal pronouns can evoke 

authoritarian distance and control (e.g., we meaning you, not me) or egalitarian warmth and 

inclusivity (e.g., we meaning you and me) (Pennebaker, 2011).      

Practical Implications 

During times of disaster, fast thinking in the face of high uncertainty may be essential to 

deal with threats to life or limb.  This dissertation legitimizes intuition as a valid process of 

evaluative thinking amid disaster; for many of my research participants from the emergency 

medicine context and some from the evaluation context, using intuition to render judgments 
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happens automatically.  As long as those judgments are followed up with supportive evidence 

(Hurteau et al., 2020), it should be acceptable for professionals who work in disaster, emergency, 

or crisis settings to lead with intuition as part of their evaluative thinking style.  After all, 

evaluative thinking welcomes a plurality of ways of knowing and taps into practical wisdom 

(2021a, 2021b).  

Beyond the systematic inquiry of evaluative thinking, Q-methodology and function word 

analysis may be used for other purposes.  For example, Q-methodology may be used to inform 

the customization of a training program in evaluation or emergency medicine by identifying 

multiple and even opposite perspectives on merit, worth, or significance for that program.  

Regarding function word analysis, it may be used to investigate, for example, whether different 

evaluation approaches (e.g., empowerment evaluation, theory-driven evaluation) or emergency 

medicine subspecialties (e.g., pediatric emergency medicine, EMS) each encompass their own 

signature linguistic markers, which could have implications for the socialization of trainees.        

 Finally, this dissertation has implications for everyday operations in evaluation and 

emergency medicine.  Pennebaker (2011) has shared that by paying attention to his own words, 

especially function words, he enables for himself three ways to react: “change the way I view 

myself, change my behaviors, or change my language” (p. 102).  When evaluators, emergency 

physicians, and other professionals who work in disaster, emergency, or crisis settings are 

attentive to their own function words, they may, like Pennebaker, realize opportunities for self 

and situational improvement.  For example, if an evaluation team is having trouble getting buy-in 

during the inception stage or an emergency response team is struggling to pass a drill, then they 

should adjust the way they speak and/or write by being more precise with non-referential 

adverbs (e.g., now, afterwards, briefly, partly, only, initially), especially if time is a critical issue.  
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Linguistic responsiveness may go a long way towards optimizing everyday practice operations 

by making expectations clearer and reducing confusion.  

Conclusions 

In conclusion, this dissertation contributes to the empirical evaluative thinking literature 

by providing insights into the diverse nature of evaluative thinking amid disaster with societal 

games.  The results comprise an initial foundation upon which to further probe linguistic signals 

that help evaluators and other professionals recognize and express different styles of evaluative 

thinking.  
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A: Logic Model 

According to the CDC (2018), a logic model is a communication tool often used by 

evaluators to encapsulate the logic of something (e.g., public health intervention).  Since valuing 

and various other terms were unpacked in Chapter 2, this appendix shows my attempt to 

repackage the contents into a logic model in narrative form.   

Assumptions: Evaluative Thinking 

Evaluative thinking is ubiquitous, permeating other fields of practice as well as 

evaluation, at times tacitly (Rickards et al., 2021; Vo & Archibald, 2018; Vo et al., 2018).  It is 

recognized as a phenomenon that is both intrapersonal and interpersonal (Fierro et al., 2018; 

Schwandt, 2018; Wyatt, 2017).  Critical thinking is a prominent part of evaluative thinking, but 

valuing and other dynamic processes are also key (Patton, 2018; Vo et al., 2018).  

Process Inputs: Values 

Values may be regarded as sensemaking abstractions that can change over time.  Values 

should be dealt with proactively, not reactively, because “to answer the questions society needs 

answered requires not only identifying the relevant values, and not only just rejecting the 

illegitimate values…but also justifying the choice of the legitimate ones” (Scriven, 2016, pp. 30–

31, italics in original).     

Process Activity: Valuing 

The logic of evaluation legitimizes valuing as a rational process (Julnes, 2012; Shadish et  
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al., 1991; Scriven, 2012), which may transpire within and between people (Alkin et al., 2012; 

Julnes, 1996, 2012). 

Process Output: Value.   

Value is the ascription per se of merit, worth, or significance to something.  Although 

value and worth are sometimes written inter-changeably, for clearer communication, worth 

should refer either to monetary or nonmonetary costs versus benefits (Scriven, 1998). 

Outcomes: Evaluative Conclusions.   

Evaluative conclusions are not the same as decisions.  Any decision may be understood 

as a commitment to action based on one or more choices selected among alternatives (Kundin, 

2010; Tang, 2006).  As such, evaluative conclusions may inform decisions about what works for 

whom, why, how, when, and under which conditions.   

Contexts: Societal Games.   

Many societal games exist, ranging from formal (e.g., medicine) to diffuse (e.g., social 

justice), and each one has its own hierarchy of values (Smith, 1995).  Societal games may clash 

with one another, particularly during times of disaster (e.g., economic game at odds with public 

health game amid the COVID-19 pandemic).   
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Appendix B: Institutional Review Board Letter 
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Appendix C: Informed Consent 

 I used Qualtrics to obtain informed consent from each person who agreed to participate in 

my dissertation research.  
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Appendix D: Q-set 

This appendix is adapted from Pham (2018).  The 25 first person singular statements that 

comprise the Q-set items are presented in the table below.  These statements illustrate the 

dynamic processes that have been articulated in the literature (e.g., Vo et al., 2018) as key or 

notable features of evaluative thinking.   

Any Q-set should be labeled in a way that facilitates the tracking of item ranking and 

location within and between Q-sorts, as well as the data entry in PQMethod (Schmolck, 2014, 

2015).  I am using the same labeling system from my thesis (S1, S2, S3, and so on; Pham, 2018). 

 
Q-set Items Key References  

S1 I use intuition to render judgments in my work.       House (2015, 2016); 
Kahneman (2011) 

S2* I use reasoning to render judgments in my work.   House (2015, 2016); 
Kahneman (2011); 
Scriven (1991) 

S3 I take a problem-solving approach to the way I do my work.   Vo (2013) 

S4 I take a results-oriented approach to the way I do my work.   Carden & Earl (2007); 
Patton (2014, 2017) 

S5 I make critical observations and apply them to render judgments in my work.   Schweigert (2011); 
Scriven & Paul (1987); 
Volkov (2011) 

S6 I consider the availability of resources when setting out to conduct a project.  Vo (2013) 

S7 I consider alternative explanations for claims that others make.  Buckley et al. (2015);  
Vo (2013) 

S8 I consider inconsistencies and contradictions in explanations.  Vo (2013) 

S9 I consider the credibility of different kinds of information. Vo (2013) 

S10 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging personal beliefs and opinions.  Vo (2013) 

S11 I conduct my work with the intention of challenging unquestioned assumptions.  Buckley et al. (2015);  
Vo (2013) 

S12 I conduct my work with the intention of transparency.  Vo (2013) 

S13 I balance “getting it right” and “getting it now.”  Vo (2013) 

S14 I define concepts and goals before examining them systematically.  Vo (2013) 

S15 I devise action plans that guide how I subsequently examine concepts and goals.  Vo (2013) 

S16 I question claims and assumptions that others make.  Buckley et al. (2015);   
Vo (2013) 

S17 I seek evidence for claims and hypotheses that others make.  Vo (2013) 

  (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page)  

S18 I offer evidence for claims that I make.  Vo (2013) 

S19 I make decisions after examining systematically collected information.  Patton (2014, 2017);  
Vo (2013) 

S20 I reflect broadly on the way I do my work.   Vo (2013) 

S21 I reflect specifically on how my work can close the gap between current 
circumstances and desired goals.   

Bennett & Jessani (2011);  
Davidson et al. (2004) 

S22 I step back from my work to examine the accuracy of accumulated information. Schweigert (2011) 

S23 I question my own assumptions and preconceptions.   Buckley et al. (2015);  
Vo (2013) 

S24 I attend to equity issues by ensuring that voices of the “less powerful” are 
legitimately and accurately represented.  

Vo (2013) 

S25 I conduct my work with the intention of generating knowledge that will be used to 
support decision-making.  

Baker (2011);  
Buckley et al. (2015);  
Vo (2013) 

* The original wording from my thesis was: I use deliberation to render judgments in my work.  Given the anchors of 
“most deliberate” and “most automatic,” some research participants commented on the awkwardness of sorting this 
item.  Therefore, I have changed the term from deliberation to reasoning, which retains alignment with the literature.      
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Appendix E: Q-sort Configuration 

This appendix is adapted from Pham (2018).  The configuration of the Q-sort is intended 

to reflect Kahneman’s (2011) dual systems theory by encompassing both the automaticity of 

System 1 and the deliberateness of System 2.  The automatic side is represented by the numerical 

values of +4, +3, +2, and +1, while the deliberate side is represented by -4, -3, -2, and -1.  The 

middle of the Q-sort is represented by 0.  As noted in Chapter 3, the Q-sort usually resembles an 

upside-down standard normal distribution, which is meant to symbolize the individual and their 

idiosyncrasies.  R technique prioritizes averages over outliers to examine and understand a 

population or sample of people (Gorsuch, 1983), whereas Q technique draws attention directly to 

the individual (Stephenson, 1952).  As such, the processes ranked as most automatic and most 

deliberate may be viewed as “personal outliers” and arguably more telling than the processes in 

the middle zone about the way a person thinks.   

In assembling the Q-sort, the Q-set item ranked as first most automatic is placed in the 

corner box on the rightmost side of the grid, the second ranked item is placed in the top box of 

the column next to the corner box, the third ranked item is placed in the box directly beneath in 

the same column, and so on.  Additionally, the item ranked as first most deliberate is placed in 

the corner box on the leftmost side of the Q-sort, the second ranked item is placed in the bottom 

box of the column next to the corner box, the third ranked item is placed in the box directly 

above in the same column, and so on.  Furthermore, the item ranked first within the “depends” 

pile is placed in the topmost box of the middle column of the Q-sort (leaning more toward 

automaticity) and the item ranked last within this pile is placed in the bottommost box of this 

same column (leaning more toward deliberateness). 
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Appendix F: Q-methodology Online 

 The screen captures below showcase what all participants (pilot and formal) experienced 

during the Q-methodology portion of my research.  In Google Drawings, each participant first saw 

a relatively blank screen to focus their attention on the condition of instruction (prompt).  

 

   Then the spaces (in gray) for free sorting were revealed.  Participants dragged and dropped 

the Q-set items as they saw fit. 
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More spaces were revealed for the ranking that followed the free sorting, and lastly, each 

participant was shown their completed Q-sort after I assembled their ranked Q-set items onto the 

grid.   
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Appendix G: Example of a Completed Q-sort 

Most Deliberate  Most Automatic 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 

2) I use 
reasoning to 

render judgments 
in my work. 

14) I define 
concepts and 
goals before 

examining them 
systematically. 

6) I consider the 
availability of 

resources when 
setting out to 

conduct a 
project. 

23) I question my 
own assumptions 

and 
preconceptions. 

16) I question 
claims and 

assumptions that 
others make. 

22) I step back 
from my work to 

examine the 
accuracy of 
accumulated 
information. 

3) I take a 
problem-solving 
approach to the 

way I do my 
work. 

20) I reflect 
broadly on the 
way I do my 

work. 

5) I make critical 
observations and 

apply them to 
render judgments 

in my work. 

 
 

15) I devise 
action plans that 

guide how I 
subsequently 

examine 
concepts and 

goals. 

24) I attend to 
equity issues by 

ensuring that 
voices of the 

“less powerful” 
are legitimately 
and accurately 
represented. 

18) I offer 
evidence for 
claims that I 

make. 

17) I seek 
evidence for 
claims and 

hypotheses that 
others make. 

19) I make 
decisions after 

examining 
systematically 

collected 
information. 

25) I conduct my 
work with the 
intention of 
generating 

knowledge that 
will be used to 

support decision 
making. 

1) I use intuition 
to render 

judgments in my 
work. 

 

 
 

 

4) I take a 
results-oriented 
approach to the 

way I do my 
work. 

8) I consider 
inconsistencies 

and 
contradictions in 

explanations. 

12) I conduct my 
work with the 
intention of 

transparency. 

21) I reflect 
specifically on 
how my work 

can close the gap 
between current 
circumstances 

and desired 
goals. 

9) I consider the 
credibility of 

different kinds of 
information. 

  

 
 

  

7) I consider 
alternative 

explanations for 
claims that others 

make. 

11) I conduct my 
work with the 
intention of 
challenging 

unquestioned 
assumptions. 

13) I balance 
“getting it right” 
and “getting it 

now.” 

   

 
 

   

10) I conduct my 
work with the 
intention of 
challenging 

personal beliefs 
and opinions. 
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Appendix H: Correlation Between Q-sorts 

This appendix is adapted from Pham (2018).  Since Q-methodology correlates and factor 

analyzes people rather than items (Cronbach, 1953; Stephenson, 1935a, 1935b), the correlation 

matrix that gives rise to centroid factor analysis is comprised of correlations between individuals 

based on their Q-sort data (Brown, 1980; Stephenson, 1935a, 1952).  Two individuals will be 

correlated if their Q-sorts contain similar item rankings (Brown, 1980, 1993).  A correlation is 

statistically significant at p < .05 if it exceeds ±1.96(SE), and at p < .01 if it exceeds ±2.58(SE), 

where SE is calculated from 1/√N and N is the number of Q-set items (Brown, 1980).  Below is 

an example of two individuals—from the same context—whose Q-sorts were correlated at .56.  

Statistical significance was calculated as follows: SE = 1/√25 = .20 � 2.58(.20) = .52 � 

correlation of .56 > .52, which means p < .01. 

 

Q-set Item 
Q-sort Rankings* 

Participant A Participant B 
S1 3 1 
S2 -4 -3 
S3 3 4 
S4 2 3 
S5 2 3 
S6 0 1 
S7 0 -2 
S8 -1 -2 
S9 -3 -1 

S10 -1 0 
S11 0 0 
S12 -2 1 
S13 1 -4 
S14 -2 -1 
S15 -1 0 
S16 -1 -1 
S17 -2 -3 
S18 0 -2 
S19 1 2 
S20 4 0 
S21 -3 -1 
S22 0 2 
S23 2 1 
S24 1 0 
S25 1 2 

* The ranking scale ranged from -4 (“most deliberate”) 

to 0 (“depends”) to +4 (“most automatic”). 
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Appendix I: R Syntax 

Below is the qmethod (Zabala et al., 2021) R syntax that I used to extract initial centroid 

factors from a matrix of Spearman’s correlations between the Q-sorts of the evaluation context 

sample.  Three participants preferred not to adhere to the Q-sort grid because they felt that it 

constrained their responses.  Therefore, to analyze their data with the rest of the evaluation 

context, I used Spearman’s correlation to generate the intercorrelation matrix. 

 
# RStudio Version 1.2.5001 
 

# import evaluation context sample’s Q-sort data as ev 
 

# Spearman’s correlation 

ev_spearman <- cor(ev, method=c("spearman") 
ev_spearman 

 
# Centroid extraction 

library(qmethod) 
ev_spearman_centroid <- centroid(ev_spearman, nfactors=7) 

ev_spearman_centroid 
# 7th centroid factor dropped from manual rotation in PQMethod due to Eigenvalue < 1.50 

 
# export centroid data 

library(haven) # package by Hadley Wickham,  Evan Miller, and Danny Smith 
write.csv(ev_spearman_centroid, "ev_spearman_centroid.csv") 

 

Note: I transferred the exported qmethod output into the file format required for manual 

rotation in PQMethod Version 2.35 (Schmolck, 2014), as shown in the screen capture below.   
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Appendix J: Demonstrations of Function Words 

 Function words usually account for more than half of natural language, despite being far 

outnumbered by content words (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010).  My first demonstration of this 

point is based on a published interview transcript: function words accounted for 60% of 7,950 

words spoken by Scriven, 59% of 334 words spoken by the primary interviewer, and 59% of 83 

words spoken by the secondary interviewer.  Whether verbose or brief, all three individuals 

spoke proportionately more function words than content words.  Using a book review as another 

demonstration, function words accounted for 54% of 2,119 words that Scriven wrote.  Both of 

these cases demonstrate that function words are used frequently, whether in immediate speech 

that happens spontaneously or in writing that can be edited.  The table below shows the outputs 

for Scriven’s text corpora, along with the averages from general public corpora as reported in the 

LIWC2015 development manual, which I used during my dissertation proposal stage.   

 

Function Words Category 
Michael J. Scriven, PhD LIWC2015 

% of Interview Corpus % of Book Review Corpus % from General Public Corpora 
Personal Pronouns 7.33% 3.35% 9.95% 
     First Person Singular 4.40% .94% 4.99% 
     First Person Plural .62% .90% .72% 
     Second Person .63% .33% 1.70% 
     Third Person Singular .84% .71% 1.88% 
     Third Person Plural .84% .47% .66% 
Impersonal Pronouns 8.15% 8.59% 5.26% 
Articles 8.08% 6.94% 6.51% 
Prepositions 15.26% 14.58% 12.93% 
Conjunctions 7.86% 6.37% 8.53% 
Negations 1.16% 2.22% 5.27% 
Auxiliary Verbs 9.75% 9.91% 5.90% 
Non-referential Adverbs 6.59% 5.24% 1.66% 
All Function Words* 59.70% 53.80% 51.87% 

* The percentage of all function words in a corpus is not necessarily the sum of percentages from the subcategories because 

some words belong to more than one subcategory (e.g., “about” is both a preposition and a non-referential adverb).    
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Appendix K: Natural Language Data Collection Protocol 

A warm-up exercise featuring a neutral topic was administered to orient research 

participants to my procedures for natural language data collection.  I chose food as a relatively 

neutral topic for warming up participants.  The following are the steps of the warm-up exercise: 

1. Display and say: Think about a food you like.  Pause to let the participant decide on a food. 

2. Display and say: Your prompt is one word, and that word is “taste.”  What are your thoughts 

about the food you like and “taste”?     

3. Display and say: You will communicate your thoughts about the food you like, through a 

writing activity and a speaking activity.  Which do you choose to do first and second? 

4. Display and say the instructions corresponding to the first chosen communication activity.  

Stay on the same Qualtrics webpage for the second activity and say the corresponding 

instructions. 

• Writing instructions: Write your thoughts as they come to your mind.  Form complete 

sentences, but don’t worry about spelling or grammar.  Try to write continuously for at 

least a minute.  There are no “right” or “wrong” thoughts.  I will proctor this activity, 

but refrain from communicating with you.   

• Speaking instructions: Say your thoughts as they come to your mind.  Form complete 

sentences, but don’t worry about sounding informal or formal.  Try to speak continuously 

for at least a minute.  There are no “right” or “wrong” thoughts.  I will proctor this 

activity, but refrain from communicating with you.   

5. Address any questions from the participant before proceeding to the real data collection.  

Also let them know that if they choose to write first for a prompt, then they should not read 

out loud what they wrote when they speak second, but summarization is acceptable.  The 
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speaking activity can be a stream-of-consciousness monologue.  Some content overlap 

between prompts and/or communication activities is fine (as well as anticipated) and unique 

content is welcomed.   

 For the real (formal) data collection, display and say the following to the participant: 

You will communicate your thoughts about the COVID-19 pandemic, through writing and 

speaking.  You will see 7 single-word prompts and have at least a minute per writing and 

speaking to communicate about each word as you consider its relevance or irrelevance to the 

pandemic.  You may choose the order of the prompts, and you can choose the order of the 

communication activities (writing/speaking or speaking/writing) for each prompt.  The 

participant follows the same writing and speaking instructions under Step 4 of the warm-up 

exercise.  Real data collection is audio-recorded for transcription of the spoken parts.  

 Below is the Qualtrics layout that every pilot and formal participant saw and experienced.    
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Appendix L: IBM SPSS Syntax 

Below is the SPSS syntax that I used to model linear mixed effects for each of the eight 

function word categories as a continuous outcome. 

 
*** NULL MODEL. 
MIXED insert_outcome_variable_here  

    /CRITERIA = CIN(95) MXITER(100) MXSTEP(5) SCORING(1) SINGULAR(0.000000000001)  
                          HCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) LCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) PCONVERGE(0.000001, ABSOLUTE) 
    /FIXED = INTERCEPT 
    /METHOD = REML 
    /PRINT = CPS SOLUTION TESTCOV HISTORY G R 
    /RANDOM = INTERCEPT | SUBJECT(ID) COVTYPE(VC). 
* Use output to calculate intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). 
* ICC = intercept variance / (intercept variance + residual variance). 
 
 
*** CONDITIONAL MODEL. 
MIXED insert_outcome_variable_here BY mode style 

    /CRITERIA = CIN(95) MXITER(100) MXSTEP(5) SCORING(1) SINGULAR(0.000000000001)  
                          HCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) LCONVERGE(0, ABSOLUTE) PCONVERGE(0.000001, ABSOLUTE) 
    /FIXED = INTERCEPT mode style mode*style 
    /METHOD = REML 
    /PRINT = CPS SOLUTION TESTCOV HISTORY G R 
    /RANDOM = INTERCEPT | SUBJECT(ID) COVTYPE(VC) 
    /REPEATED = mode | SUBJECT(ID) COVTYPE(DIAG) 
    /EMMEANS = TABLES(mode*style). 
* If model fails to converge due to low intercept variance, remove RANDOM command line and run revised syntax.  
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Appendix M: Exit Questionnaire 

Below is the Qualtrics layout of the exit questionnaire that each pilot and formal 

participant saw and experienced at the end of their participation in my dissertation research.  
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Appendix N: Dissertation Timeline 

The Gantt chart below shows the durations of major dissertation activities (e.g., formal 

data collection took 5 months to complete). 

Activity 
2021 2022 

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov 
IRB 

Review 
                

Pilot Data 
Collection 

                

Pilot Data 
Screening 

                

AEA 2021 

Conference* 

                

Formal Data 
Collection 

                

Formal Data 
Analyses 

                

Writing  
and Editing 

                

* During the American Evaluation Association (AEA) 2021 Online Conference, I met several evaluation professionals 
who eventually became participants in my dissertation.  
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Appendix O: Manual Rotation Screen Captures 

Below are screen captures of the manual rotation performed in PQMethod Version 2.35 (Schmolck, 2014) as part of centroid 

factor analysis in Q-methodology (Brown, 1980; Stephenson, 1952).  Participants were dispersed throughout the factor space.  

Positive degrees were counterclockwise rotations, whereas negative degrees were clockwise rotations.    

 

 Evaluation Context  

Unrotated Centroid Factors 1 and 3 Rotated Centroid Factors 1 and 3 Loadings Updated Across Centroid Factors 
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 Evaluation Context  

Centroid Factors 3 and 2 Rotated Centroid Factors 3 and 2 Loadings Updated Across Centroid Factors 

   
   

 
 

 Evaluation Context  

Centroid Factors 3 and 6 Rotated Centroid Factors 3 and 6 Final Loadings Across Centroid Factors 
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Emergency Medicine Context Including Adjacent Sample 

Unrotated Centroid Factors 1 and 2 Rotated Centroid Factors 1 and 2 Loadings Updated Across Centroid Factors 

   
   

 

Emergency Medicine Context Including Adjacent Sample 

Centroid Factors 2 and 4 Rotated Centroid Factors 2 and 4 Final Loadings Across Centroid Factors 
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Appendix P: Function Words Across Styles and Modes 

All function words and related contractions (e.g., let’s, haven’t, you’d) that LIWC-22 

identified at least once in the natural language data are listed in the crosswalk below.  The 

shorthand labels (taken directly from LIWC-22) should be noted: ppron = personal pronouns; 

ipron = impersonal pronouns; article = articles; prep = prepositions; conj = conjunctions; negate 

= negations; auxverb = auxiliary verbs; adverb = non-referential adverbs.  Also, “EM” is 

shorthand for emergency medicine.  

 
   Speak  Write 
   Evaluative Thinking Styles  Evaluative Thinking Styles 
 Word or  

Contraction 
 Evaluation Context EM Context  Evaluation Context EM Context 

Function  1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3  1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 
ppron he  X  X X   X X   X      X X  
ppron he'll         X            
ppron he's  X       X          X  
ppron her  X  X  X  X X   X      X   
ppron him  X   X   X X      X      
ppron himself        X X          X  
ppron his    X X   X X          X  
ppron i  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
ppron i'd  X  X  X  X    X         
ppron i'll  X  X   X X X X           
ppron i'm  X X X  X X X X X  X X     X X X 
ppron i've  X X X  X  X X X  X    X  X X X 
ppron let's   X X X   X X            
ppron me  X X X X X X X X X  X   X   X X X 
ppron mine  X X  X          X   X   
ppron my  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X 
ppron myself   X X X  X X X X  X    X  X  X 
ppron our  X X X  X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
ppron ours    X                 
ppron ourselves  X X    X X X X       X X X X 
ppron she      X  X X         X X  
ppron she'd    X                 
ppron she's  X  X                 
ppron their  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
ppron theirs        X             
ppron them  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X  
ppron themselves  X X X X   X X   X X X    X X  
ppron they  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
ppron they'd  X  X                 
ppron they'll    X    X             
ppron they're  X X X X X X X X X           
ppron they've   X   X  X X X          X 
ppron us  X X X X X X X X X  X X X  X  X X X 
ppron we  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
ppron we'd  X X X        X         
ppron we'll   X X  X X X  X  X         
ppron we're  X X X X X X X X X  X X X  X  X   
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ppron we've  X X X X X X X X X        X  X 
ppron who  X X X X X X X X X  X X  X X X X X X 
ppron who's  X  X    X             
ppron whom  X          X         
ppron whose   X            X    X  
ppron you  X X X X X X X X X  X  X  X  X X  
ppron you'd    X  X  X X            
ppron you're  X X X  X X X X X           
ppron you've  X X      X            
ppron your  X X X  X X X X X  X    X   X  
ppron yourself    X    X X X           
ppron yourselves    X                 
ipron another  X X X    X X X  X X X X X X X   
ipron anybody  X  X  X  X             
ipron anybody's        X             
ipron anyone   X X    X      X    X   
ipron anything  X  X  X X X X X  X     X X X  
ipron everybody  X X X  X  X X X        X   
ipron everybody's   X     X             
ipron everyday  X X     X X         X X  
ipron everyone  X X X  X  X X   X X X  X X X   
ipron everyone's    X    X          X   
ipron everything  X X X  X X X  X   X X    X   
ipron it  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
ipron it'd  X  X                 
ipron it'll   X     X X       X     
ipron it's  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X 
ipron its  X    X X X X   X   X X  X  X 
ipron itself  X  X  X X X X X       X X  X 
ipron no one    X   X X      X  X     
ipron nobody  X  X  X X  X            
ipron nobody's    X    X             
ipron none        X             
ipron nowhere  X                   
ipron others   X X  X X X X X  X  X X X  X X X 
ipron somebody  X  X   X X             
ipron somebody's      X               
ipron someone   X     X X   X    X   X  
ipron someone's  X    X  X X            
ipron something  X X X X X X X X X    X  X  X   
ipron stuff  X X X  X  X X X           
ipron that  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
ipron that's  X X X X X X X X X      X    X 
ipron these  X X X   X X X X  X X   X X X  X 
ipron thing  X X X  X X X X   X    X X X X  
ipron things  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
ipron this  X X X  X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
ipron those  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X  
ipron what  X X X X X X X X X  X X X  X X X X X 
ipron what's  X  X  X X X             
ipron whatever  X X X  X  X X          X X 
ipron which  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
article a  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
article an  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
article the  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep about  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep above  X      X    X      X   
prep across  X X    X X X X  X      X  X 
prep after  X X X   X X X X  X    X  X  X 
prep against  X X   X  X  X  X X    X X   
prep ahead    X                 
prep along   X X X X  X    X  X X X  X   
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prep among    X   X X    X    X X X X  
prep amongst        X      X       
prep around  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X  
prep as  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep at  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep away  X X X   X X X X  X  X X X    X 
prep before  X X X X X X X X X   X     X X X 
prep behind  X X X    X X   X  X    X X  
prep below        X             
prep besides         X            
prep between  X X X X X X X X X  X X  X X X X X  
prep beyond   X     X  X          X 
prep by  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep concerning    X    X    X    X    X 
prep despite  X      X          X   
prep down  X X X X X X X X X  X X  X  X X  X 
prep during  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep except        X  X           
prep for  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep from  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep gonna  X      X             
prep in  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep including  X X   X X X X X  X X  X X X X  X 
prep inside  X X         X     X    
prep into  X X X  X X X X X  X X X  X X X   
prep like  X X X X X X X X X  X X  X X X X X X 
prep of  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep off  X X X X X X X X X    X X  X X  X 
prep on  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep onto  X                   
prep out  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X   X X X 
prep outside  X   X X X X X      X X X  X X 
prep over  X X X X X X X X X  X   X  X X X X 
prep per   X    X X        X     
prep plus    X     X X      X  X X  
prep since  X X X  X  X  X  X    X X  X X 
prep than  X X X X X X X X X  X X   X  X X X 
prep through  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep throughout  X    X X X X X  X   X  X X X  
prep till        X             
prep to  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep toward    X    X        X  X   
prep towards  X X X    X X   X  X       
prep under  X X X X  X X  X   X    X    
prep underneath    X                 
prep unlike   X                  
prep until  X X X  X X X X   X    X     
prep up  X X X X X X X X X  X  X  X  X X X 
prep upon  X X     X X    X   X  X   
prep versus  X X X X X X X X X  X    X X X X  
prep via       X  X X  X     X X   
prep wanna    X                 
prep with  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
prep within  X X X X X X X X X   X    X X   
prep without  X X X  X X X X X  X X X X   X X X 
conj after  X X X   X X X X  X    X  X  X 
conj also  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
conj although  X X  X   X X     X   X X   
conj and  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
conj as  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
conj because  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
conj before  X X X X X X X X X   X     X X X 
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conj but  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
conj either  X X X  X X X X X    X  X X X   
conj however  X     X X X X  X X X   X X X X 
conj if  X X X X X X X X X  X  X   X X X X 
conj nor  X      X     X        
conj or  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
conj otherwise   X     X X    X X    X   
conj plus    X     X X      X  X X  
conj since  X X X  X  X  X  X    X X  X X 
conj so  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
conj than  X X X  X X X X X  X X   X  X X X 
conj then  X X X X X X X X X    X   X X  X 
conj though  X X X X X X X X X      X  X X X 
conj till        X             
conj unless    X    X X         X   
conj until  X X X  X X X X   X    X     
conj when  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X 
conj whenever   X   X               
conj whereas   X X X X  X X X     X X  X   
conj wherever    X    X             
conj whether  X X X X  X X X X  X X  X  X X X X 
conj while  X X X  X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
negate aren't  X X X X X  X X X    X     X  
negate can't  X X X X X  X X X    X    X X X 
negate cannot     X X  X        X X X   
negate couldn't  X X X    X X X    X    X   
negate didn't  X X X X X X X X X  X  X    X X  
negate doesn't   X X   X X X X         X  
negate don't  X X X X X X X X X  X X X    X  X 
negate hadn't      X  X           X  
negate hasn't   X  X   X X   X      X   
negate haven't  X X     X X X         X  
negate isn't  X  X   X X X   X X      X  
negate negatively  X X     X      X      X 
negate neither        X             
negate never  X X X  X  X X   X      X X  
negate no  X X X X X X X X X  X X X  X X X  X 
negate no one    X   X X      X  X     
negate no way    X                 
negate nobody  X  X  X X  X            
negate nobody's    X    X             
negate none        X             
negate nor  X      X     X        
negate not  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
negate nothing  X X X   X X  X   X     X   
negate nowhere  X                   
negate shouldn't   X X    X          X   
negate wasn't  X  X  X  X X   X  X       
negate weren't  X X X  X  X X X  X    X  X  X 
negate won't  X    X  X X         X   
negate wouldn't  X X     X X X  X         
auxverb am  X  X X   X X X  X    X  X   
auxverb are  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
auxverb aren't  X X X X X  X X X    X     X  
auxverb be  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
auxverb been  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
auxverb being  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
auxverb can  X X X X X X X X X  X X X  X X X X X 
auxverb can't  X X X X X  X X X    X    X X X 
auxverb cannot     X X  X        X X X   
auxverb could  X X X X X X X X X  X X  X X  X X  
auxverb couldn't  X X X    X X X    X    X   
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auxverb did  X X X  X X X X   X X X X X  X X  
auxverb didn't  X X X X X X X X X  X  X    X X  
auxverb do  X X X X X X X X X  X X X  X X X X X 
auxverb does  X X   X X X X X     X  X    
auxverb doesn't   X X   X X X X         X  
auxverb doing  X X X X X X X X X      X  X X X 
auxverb don't  X X X X X X X X X  X X X    X  X 
auxverb done  X X X X X X X  X  X X X  X  X   
auxverb gonna  X      X             
auxverb had  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X 
auxverb hadn't      X  X           X  
auxverb has  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
auxverb hasn't   X  X   X X   X      X   
auxverb have  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
auxverb haven't  X X     X X X         X  
auxverb having  X X X  X X X X X  X X     X X  
auxverb he'll         X            
auxverb he's  X       X          X  
auxverb here's   X X                 
auxverb i'd  X  X  X      X         
auxverb i'll  X  X   X X X X           
auxverb i'm  X X X  X X X X X  X X     X X X 
auxverb i've  X X X  X  X X X  X    X  X X X 
auxverb is  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
auxverb isn't  X  X   X X X   X       X  
auxverb it'd  X  X                 
auxverb it'll   X     X X       X     
auxverb it's  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X 
auxverb let's   X X X   X X            
auxverb may  X X X X X X X X X  X X    X X   
auxverb might  X X X   X X X    X      X  
auxverb must        X  X      X  X   
auxverb ought  X                   
auxverb she'd    X                 
auxverb she's  X  X                 
auxverb should  X X X X X X X X X  X X    X X X X 
auxverb should've        X     X        
auxverb shouldn't   X X    X          X   
auxverb supposed to     X   X       X      
auxverb that's  X X X X X X X X X      X    X 
auxverb there's  X X X  X X X X X   X        
auxverb they'd  X  X                 
auxverb they'll    X    X             
auxverb they're  X X X X X X X X X           
auxverb they've   X   X  X X X          X 
auxverb was  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
auxverb wasn't  X  X  X  X X   X  X       
auxverb we'd  X X X        X         
auxverb we'll   X X  X X X  X  X         
auxverb we're  X X X X X X X X X  X X X  X  X   
auxverb we've  X X X X X X X X X        X  X 
auxverb were  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
auxverb weren't  X X X  X  X X X  X    X  X  X 
auxverb what's  X  X  X X X             
auxverb where's    X                 
auxverb who's  X  X    X             
auxverb will  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X   X X X 
auxverb won't  X    X  X X         X   
auxverb would  X X X X X X X X X  X  X  X X X X X 
auxverb would've        X             
auxverb wouldn't  X X     X X X  X         
auxverb you'd    X  X  X X            
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auxverb you're  X X X  X X X X X           
auxverb you've  X X      X            
adverb about  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
adverb absolutely   X    X X X    X     X   
adverb actually  X X X  X X X X X  X      X X X 
adverb additionally        X     X  X X  X X  
adverb afterwards      X               
adverb again  X X X X X X X X X  X X        
adverb ago  X    X  X X X        X X  
adverb alike        X             
adverb almost  X X   X X X X X  X X    X X  X 
adverb alone     X   X    X      X X  
adverb already  X X X X X  X X X   X  X  X X X  
adverb alright    X  X  X X            
adverb also  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
adverb always  X X X   X X X X   X X  X X X   
adverb anyhow        X             
adverb anymore   X X    X X X    X    X   
adverb anyway  X  X    X    X     X X   
adverb anyways        X          X   
adverb anywhere    X X    X            
adverb apparently      X               
adverb appropriately    X          X       
adverb around  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X  
adverb automatically              X       
adverb away        X          X   
adverb backwards        X             
adverb badly        X             
adverb barely      X               
adverb basically  X X X    X X            
adverb besides         X            
adverb beyond   X     X  X          X 
adverb briefly    X                 
adverb broadly     X   X     X    X    
adverb certainly  X X X X X  X X         X X  
adverb clearly  X X    X X  X           
adverb closely          X           
adverb collectively                 X    
adverb completely   X X    X X X  X      X   
adverb consistently  X X          X        
adverb constantly  X    X  X          X   
adverb critically       X              
adverb currently   X     X  X        X  X 
adverb definitely  X     X X X   X         
adverb differently  X    X X X X   X X  X X  X X X 
adverb else  X X X  X X X X   X X     X X X 
adverb elsewhere        X       X X   X  
adverb entirely  X      X          X   
adverb especially  X X X X X X X X X  X    X X X X  
adverb essentially  X X   X X X X X        X  X 
adverb even  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X 
adverb eventually        X  X           
adverb ever   X X  X X X X       X  X  X 
adverb everywhere        X X       X     
adverb extremely  X      X X X           
adverb fairly  X X     X             
adverb finally  X  X    X    X      X   
adverb firmly        X             
adverb formally         X            
adverb fortunately        X             
adverb frankly  X  X                 
adverb fully  X X  X  X X    X X     X X  
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adverb generally      X  X     X      X  
adverb hardly      X               
adverb heavily        X X    X     X  X 
adverb here  X X X  X X X X X  X      X X X 
adverb here's   X X                 
adverb historically  X      X             
adverb hopefully       X X X            
adverb how  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
adverb however  X     X X X X  X X X   X X X X 
adverb immediately  X    X  X        X     
adverb importantly       X X             
adverb incredibly   X X         X X    X X  
adverb indeed    X                 
adverb individually          X           
adverb inevitably          X          X 
adverb initially   X   X X X X X       X X X X 
adverb instantly        X          X   
adverb instead  X  X  X  X X   X X X   X X X  
adverb internationally         X          X  
adverb just  X X X X X X X X X  X X X  X X X X  
adverb largely        X    X   X X X X  X 
adverb lately   X                  
adverb locally                  X   
adverb luckily    X    X      X    X   
adverb mainly   X     X X        X X   
adverb maybe  X X X  X X X X X           
adverb mentally  X      X          X X  
adverb mostly  X   X   X X            
adverb nearly               X      
adverb necessarily  X X  X X X X X X   X        
adverb negatively  X X     X      X      X 
adverb never  X X X  X  X X   X      X X  
adverb normally  X X X    X  X           
adverb now  X X X X X X X X X  X  X  X X X X X 
adverb obviously  X X X X  X X X X  X      X   
adverb often  X X   X X X  X  X X  X   X X  
adverb once  X X X   X X X   X      X   
adverb only  X X X X X X X X        X X X  
adverb originally      X               
adverb particularly  X X  X X X X X X  X   X  X X X  
adverb partly      X               
adverb perhaps  X X X  X X X X X  X X   X  X X  
adverb permanently                    X 
adverb physically   X     X X X        X X  
adverb poorly       X X             
adverb possibly   X     X         X X   
adverb potentially  X X     X X X  X    X  X   
adverb pretty  X X X  X X X X   X      X   
adverb primarily   X X      X   X        
adverb probably  X X X X X  X X   X      X   
adverb promptly      X               
adverb purely                   X  
adverb quickly      X X X X   X    X  X   
adverb quite  X X X X X X X     X     X   
adverb rapidly        X          X   
adverb rather    X   X     X         
adverb readily  X X     X    X         
adverb really  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X 
adverb regularly          X           
adverb relatively       X X             
adverb remotely   X X X X  X    X X X    X X  
adverb sadly  X      X          X   
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adverb seriously  X    X X X          X   
adverb shortly        X             
adverb significantly     X X  X X   X   X X  X X  
adverb simply   X    X X     X        
adverb sincerely  X                   
adverb slowly     X X               
adverb so  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
adverb socially  X    X X X X         X X  
adverb somehow  X X  X  X X          X   
adverb somewhat  X X     X     X     X   
adverb somewhere    X  X               
adverb soon        X             
adverb specifically  X      X X         X X  
adverb still  X X X  X X X X X  X X    X X X X 
adverb subsequently      X  X            X 
adverb successfully        X     X        
adverb suddenly  X    X  X X       X     
adverb surely      X               
adverb surprisingly    X    X      X       
adverb terribly        X             
adverb thankfully         X     X       
adverb there  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
adverb there's  X X X  X X X X X   X        
adverb therefore  X      X          X   
adverb though  X X X X X X X X X      X  X X X 
adverb thus  X           X X    X   
adverb thusly          X           
adverb together        X          X   
adverb too  X X X  X  X X X       X X  X 
adverb totally        X X         X   
adverb truly  X  X   X X  X    X      X 
adverb typically  X  X  X X X             
adverb ultimately  X X     X  X  X X    X    
adverb unconsciously                 X    
adverb unexpectedly         X            
adverb unfortunately  X X X X   X  X        X X X 
adverb up      X  X             
adverb upward       X              
adverb usually  X X     X             
adverb utterly       X              
adverb vastly   X                  
adverb very  X X X X X X X X X  X X X  X X X X  
adverb virtually   X X    X  X  X    X  X   
adverb well  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 
adverb when  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X 
adverb whenever   X   X               
adverb where  X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X 
adverb wherever    X    X             
adverb wholly         X            
adverb why  X  X  X X X  X  X    X X X X  
adverb widely   X    X X     X        
adverb without  X X X  X X X X X  X X X X   X X X 
adverb yet  X X X  X X X X    X     X   
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Appendix Q: Ancillary Analysis 

 The table immediately below shows the percentage of function word categories across the 

15 formal participants who did not load onto an evaluative thinking style.   

Mode  
and 

Participant 

 
Personal  
Pronouns 

Impersonal  
Pronouns 

Articles Prepositions Conjunctions Negations 
Auxiliary  

Verbs 

Non-
referential  
Adverbs 

Speak          
   EV P3  7.15 6.83 6.51 17.68 8.23 1.15 11.49 7.28 
   EV P8  9.50 4.88 7.55 11.91 9.29 3.13 12.32 5.80 
   EV P21  10.91 5.91 6.39 13.62 9.10 1.39 9.45 9.38 
   EV P23  8.27 8.45 4.85 14.13 9.99 1.48 10.22 8.22 
   EV P28  6.21 7.43 8.55 12.73 6.82 1.02 12.42 8.86 
   EV P29  5.28 5.73 9.44 15.73 7.64 1.12 8.88 7.75 
   EV P30  6.29 5.44 11.22 15.48 6.46 .85 9.52 5.27 
   EM P3  8.53 6.19 6.07 12.62 9.56 1.98 10.16 12.62 
   EM P5  8.43 8.77 4.56 13.10 11.73 1.82 9.57 8.88 
   EM P7  7.37 8.83 7.02 13.56 10.01 1.39 13.00 9.46 
   EM P16  11.31 7.12 5.84 14.42 12.14 1.37 10.40 7.85 
   EM P17  4.69 4.34 9.03 16.46 9.37 .69 8.46 8.46 
   EM P19  10.97 7.41 8.02 14.15 7.72 2.27 9.76 6.13 
   EM P30§  14.69 8.43 3.77 12.36 9.79 1.28 10.11 8.59 
Write          
   EV P3  6.84 3.58 6.19 15.64 6.84 1.30 9.12 4.23 
   EV P8  6.13 4.14 6.85 14.23 6.67 3.06 12.43 3.96 
   EV P21  4.18 2.61 9.14 15.14 6.53 .78 9.40 5.74 
   EV P23  1.64 3.28 5.74 16.94 7.10 .82 7.10 8.47 
   EV P28  2.30 4.02 10.92 16.67 2.30 .57 11.49 2.87 
   EV P29  8.14 1.74 5.81 18.02 7.56 1.74 8.72 3.49 
   EV P30  5.30 4.64 11.26 17.55 6.95 1.32 5.30 4.97 
   EV P32  3.28 3.11 7.43 15.89 9.15 .86 9.84 7.43 
   EM P3  5.11 3.88 8.47 13.93 5.29 2.65 8.47 5.64 
   EM P5  6.12 7.14 8.67 14.29 8.16 1.53 9.69 5.10 
   EM P7  5.30 5.91 8.15 12.02 7.74 .81 12.02 6.31 
   EM P16  11.27 1.96 2.94 12.75 9.80 1.96 9.31 9.31 
   EM P17  4.84 2.26 10.32 12.90 5.81 1.29 8.39 6.13 
   EM P19  11.95 4.37 7.00 14.29 5.83 1.46 10.50 2.92 
   EM P30§  9.39 4.24 8.18 13.03 7.58 2.12 9.70 7.58 
Notes.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context.  P denotes a formal participant.  §adjacent 
sample participant.   

 

In an ancillary analysis incorporating the data above, I ran linear mixed models wherein I 

used context as the grouping variable instead of style and I included gender, age, and several 

interaction terms.  The tables and figures that follow show the results of these models.  
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Personal Pronouns by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  6.24 1.51 3.21 9.27 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -2.24 .43 -3.10 -1.38 < .001 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  1.47 .92 -.37 3.30 .12 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  1.77 .91 -.05 3.60 .06 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  -.49 .65 -1.80 .82 .46 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  -1.19 .64 -2.47 .10 .07 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  -.56 1.29 -3.15 2.03 .67 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  1.58 .92 -.27 3.43 .09 
   Age  -.002 .03 -.06 .06 .95 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  5.00 1.09 3.25 7.67 < .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.90 .67 .95 3.79 .005 
      Mode: Speak  1.27 .62 .49 3.29 .04 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  521.89     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  530.07     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .44, AIC = 605.56, BIC = 611.15.     
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First Person Singular Pronouns by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  1.92 .86 .20 3.65 .03 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.96 .26 -1.48 -.45 < .001 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  1.54 .50 .53 2.55 .003 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  1.04 .50 .04 2.05 .04 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  -.62 .39 -1.40 .16 .12 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  -.86 .38 -1.62 -.09 .03 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  -1.01 .71 -2.43 .42 .16 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  1.75 .55 .64 2.85 .002 
   Age  .002 .02 -.03 .04 .91 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.77 .38 1.16 2.71 < .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.01 .27 .60 1.71 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .12 .19 .004 3.09 < .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  400.25     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  408.43     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .55, AIC = 466.43, BIC = 472.02.     
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Mode x Context x Gender (Three-Way) Interaction in First Person Singular Pronouns 

 
Notes.  In the evaluation context, the point estimate difference between modes for female-identifying individuals was 1.82 (Mest. marginal 

for writing was 1.23 [95% CI: .33–2.13] and for speaking was 3.05 [95% CI: 2.31–3.80]), and for male-identifying individuals was .97 

(Mest. marginal for writing was 1.03 [95% CI: .25–1.84] and for speaking was 2.01 [95% CI: 1.35–2.67]).  In the emergency medicine 

context, the point estimate difference between modes for female-identifying individuals was .70 (Mest. marginal for writing was 2.89 [95% 

CI: 2.07–3.71] and for speaking was 3.59 [95% CI: 2.92–4.25]), and for male-identifying individuals was 1.59 (Mest. marginal for writing 

was 1.96 [95% CI: 1.04–2.89] and for speaking was 3.55 [95% CI: 2.78–4.31]).   
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First Person Plural Pronouns by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  1.28 .54 .20 2.36 .02 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.15 .43 -1.00 .70 .73 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  .22 .37 -.52 .96 .55 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  .11 .37 -.62 .84 .77 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  .10 .66 -1.20 1.41 .88 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  -.08 .65 -1.36 1.20 .90 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  -.12 .52 -1.15 .92 .82 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  .27 .93 -1.58 2.11 .78 
   Age  .01 .01 -.01 .03 .27 
Random Effects       
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  2.25 .42 1.56 3.26 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  1.00 .19 .69 1.44 < .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  401.84     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  407.29     
Parameters Estimated   11     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .80, AIC = 358.88, BIC = 364.47. 
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Second Person Pronouns by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  1.02 .25 .52 1.51 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.93 .22 -1.37 -.48 < .001 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  -.26 .33 -.93 .40 .43 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  .07 .33 -.59 .72 .84 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  .23 .34 -.45 .91 .51 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  -.04 .33 -.70 .63 .92 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  .34 .47 -.59 1.27 .47 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  -.30 .48 -1.25 .66 .54 
   Age  -.0004 .0002 -.005 .005 .87 
Random Effects       
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  .04 .01 .03 .06 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .82 .15 .56 1.18 < .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  165.00     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  170.46     
Parameters Estimated   11     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC could not be computed due to low between-subjects intercept 

variance, but convergence was reached during conditional modeling. 
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Third Person Singular Pronouns by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  .17 .08 .01 .33 .04 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.04 .04 -.12 .04 .30 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  -.03 .07 -.17 .11 .65 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  .03 .07 -.10 .17 .62 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  .06 .06 -.06 .17 .36 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  -.03 .06 -.15 .08 .58 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  .08 .10 -.12 .28 .43 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  -.03 .08 -.20 .13 .69 
   Age  -.002 .001 -.005 .0003 .08 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  .01 .003 .01 .02 < .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  .0009 .002 .000004 .19 .72 
      Mode: Speak  .03 .01 .02 .04 < .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  -96.36     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  -88.17     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .50, AIC = -108.30, BIC = -102.71.     
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Third Person Plural Pronouns by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  1.31 .33 .65 1.96 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.13 .19 -.52 .26 .51 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  .15 .21 -.27 .56 .49 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  .54 .21 .12 .95 .01 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  -.26 .30 -.86 .33 .38 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  -.30 .29 -.88 .29 .31 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  .02 .29 -.57 .61 .95 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  .005 .42 -.84 .85 .99 
   Age  -.01 .01 -.02 .005 .22 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  .12 .06 .05 .32 .04 
   Residual Variance  .46 .10 .30 .72 < .001 
      Mode: Write  .20 .07 .10 .38 .003 
      Mode: Speak       
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  258.77     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  266.95     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .23, AIC = 272.68, BIC = 278.27.     
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Gender Difference in Third Person Plural Pronouns  

 

Notes.  On average, the percentage of third person plural pronouns was higher for individuals who identified as female (Mest. marginal = 

1.30; 95% CI: 1.10–1.49) compared to individuals who identified as male (Mest. marginal = .90; 95% CI: .70–1.09).   
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Impersonal Pronouns by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  8.24 .85 6.54 9.94 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -3.10 .36 -3.82 -2.38 < .001 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  -1.01 .53 -2.08 .05 .06 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  -.19 .53 -1.25 .86 .71 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  1.04 .55 -.06 2.14 .06 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  -.30 .54 -1.38 .78 .58 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  1.02 .75 -.48 2.52 .18 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  -.30 .78 -1.86 1.25 .70 
   Age  -.02 .02 -.06 .01 .15 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.24 .35 .71 2.17 < .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.40 .37 .83 2.36 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .84 .31 .41 1.73 < .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  435.59     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  443.78     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC could not be computed due to low between-subjects intercept 

variance, but convergence was reached during conditional modeling. 
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Articles by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  6.60 .83 4.94 8.27 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.08 .49 -1.05 .90 .88 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  -.85 .50 -1.85 .16 .10 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  -1.19 .50 -2.19 -.19 .02 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  .85 .75 -.65 2.34 .26 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  .70 .73 -.76 2.17 .34 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  .31 .70 -1.10 1.73 .66 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  -.93 1.05 -3.04 1.18 .38 
   Age  .03 .02 -.004 .06 .09 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.11 .42 .53 2.32 .007 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  3.42 .74 2.24 5.23 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .74 .40 .26 2.11 .06 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  468.96     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  477.15     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .42, AIC = 495.72, BIC = 501.31.     
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Gender Difference in Articles 

 
Notes.  On average, the percentage of articles was lower for individuals who identified as female (Mest. marginal = 6.71; 95% CI: 6.17–

7.24) compared to individuals who identified as male (Mest. marginal = 7.62; 95% CI: 7.08–8.16).   
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Prepositions by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  14.83 .98 12.87 16.80 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   .97 .45 .07 1.86 .04 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  -.49 .66 -1.82 .83 .46 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  -.45 .65 -1.76 .86 .50 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  -1.36 .69 -2.73 .01 .05 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  -.31 .67 -1.66 1.03 .64 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  -.01 .93 -1.87 1.85 .99 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  1.70 .97 -.24 3.63 .08 
   Age  .0002 .02 -.04 .04 .99 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.44 .47 .76 2.71 .002 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.69 .50 .95 3.01 .001 
      Mode: Speak  1.79 .51 1.02 3.13 < .001 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  475.32     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  483.50     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .42, AIC = 486.69, BIC = 492.28.     
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Context Difference in Prepositions 

 

Notes.  In the evaluation context, Mest. marginal for writing was 15.43 (95% CI: 14.80–16.06) and for speaking was 14.62 (95% CI: 

13.97–15.27), which produced an absolute difference of .81.  In the emergency medicine context, Mest. marginal for writing was 14.42 

(95% CI: 13.76–15.08) and for speaking was 14.12 (95% CI: 13.46–14.78), which produced an absolute difference of .03.  
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Conjunctions by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  8.43 .82 6.79 10.07 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.78 .37 -1.53 -.04 .04 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  .43 .52 -.61 1.46 .41 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  1.15 .51 .12 2.17 .03 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  -1.26 .57 -2.39 -.13 .03 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  -1.61 .55 -2.72 -.50 .005 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  -.46 .73 -1.92 .99 .53 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  1.28 .80 -.31 2.88 .11 
   Age  -.0003 .02 -.03 .03 .99 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.08 .33 .59 1.98 .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.49 .38 .90 2.47 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .89 .31 .45 1.76 .004 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  434.50     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  442.68     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .03, AIC = 490.98, BIC = 496.57.     
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Mode x Context and Mode x Gender Interactions in Conjunctions 

 
Notes.  In the evaluation context, Mest. marginal for writing was 7.40 (95% CI: 6.83–7.97) and for speaking was 8.99 (95% CI: 8.48–

9.50), which produced an absolute difference of 1.59.  In the emergency medicine context, Mest. marginal for writing was 6.97 (95% CI: 

6.37–7.57) and for speaking was 9.18 (95% CI: 8.66–9.70), which produced an absolute difference of 2.21.  Among female-

identifying individuals, Mest. marginal for writing was 7.16 (95% CI: 6.57–7.75) and for speaking was 9.54 (95% CI: 9.03–10.05), which 

produced an absolute difference of 2.38.  Among male-identifying individuals, Mest. marginal for writing was 7.21 (95% CI: 6.63–7.80) 

and for speaking was 8.63 (95% CI: 8.11–9.15), which produced an absolute difference of 1.42. 
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Negations by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  1.21 .37 .47 1.95 .002 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -.35 .16 -.68 -.02 .04 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  -.11 .23 -.57 .35 .63 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  .16 .23 -.30 .62 .49 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  .20 .25 -.31 .70 .43 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  .15 .25 -.34 .64 .54 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  .22 .32 -.43 .87 .51 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  .01 .36 -.70 .72 .97 
   Age  .002 .007 -.01 .02 .74 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  .23 .07 .13 .41 .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  .30 .08 .19 .50 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .17 .06 .08 .34 .006 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  253.28     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  261.46     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .50, AIC = 246.83, BIC = 252.42.     
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Auxiliary Verbs by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  9.80 .98 7.84 11.76 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -1.65 .39 -2.44 -.87 < .001 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  -.36 .59 -1.55 .83 .55 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  .39 .59 -.79 1.57 .51 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  1.73 .60 .53 2.94 .006 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  1.11 .59 -.07 2.29 .06 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  -.13 .84 -1.81 1.54 .88 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  -1.38 .85 -3.08 .32 .11 
   Age  .002 .02 -.04 .04 .92 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.83 .48 1.09 3.06 < .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.91 .49 1.15 3.16 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .78 .37 .31 1.96 .03 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  462.64     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  470.82     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC = .49, AIC = 480.15, BIC = 485.74.     
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Context Difference in Auxiliary Verbs 

 

Notes.  In the evaluation context, Mest. marginal for writing was 8.98 (95% CI: 8.30–9.67) and for speaking was 10.08 (95% CI: 9.50–

10.66), which produced an absolute difference of 1.10.  In the emergency medicine context, Mest. marginal for writing was 9.60 (95% CI: 

8.88–10.32) and for speaking was 9.66 (95% CI: 9.06–10.25), which produced an absolute difference of .06. 
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Non-referential Adverbs by Communication Modes, Context, Gender, and Age 

Parameters 
 

Estimate SE 
95% CI 

p 
 Lower Upper 

Fixed Effects       
   Intercept  9.46 .88 7.70 11.23 < .001 
   Mode: Write (Ref: Speak)   -3.03 .38 -3.79 -2.26 < .001 
   Context: EM (Ref: EV)  -.46 .55 -1.57 .65 .41 
   Gender: Female (Ref: Male)  .20 .55 -.90 1.31 .71 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM (Ref: Speak x EV)  1.11 .58 -.06 2.28 .06 
   Mode: Write x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x Male)  .60 .57 -.54 1.75 .30 
   Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: EV x Male)  .77 .78 -.80 2.33 .33 
   Mode: Write x Context: EM x Gender: Female (Ref: Speak x EV x Male)  -1.20 .82 -2.85 .45 .15 
   Age  -.03 .02 -.07 -.0008 .05 
Random Effects       
   Intercept Variance  1.32 .39 .74 2.35 .001 
   Residual Variance       
      Mode: Write  1.58 .42 .94 2.66 < .001 
      Mode: Speak  .95 .35 .47 1.94 .006 
Model Fit Indices       
   Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)  446.78     
   Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)  454.96     
Parameters Estimated   12     

Notes.  Linear mixed effects model N = 122.  Estimation procedure used was restricted maximum likelihood.  SE = standard error.  CI 

= confidence interval.  Ref = reference.  EV = evaluation context.  EM = emergency medicine context, including adjacent sample.  

“Style” is shorthand for “evaluative thinking style.”  Null model’s ICC could not be computed due to low between-subjects intercept 

variance, but convergence was reached during conditional modeling. 
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Appendix R: Supplemental Radar Charts 

 The figures below are radar charts visualizing the estimated marginal means of function word categories from the ancillary 

analysis.  On average, both the evaluation and emergency medicine contexts were lowest in negations and highest in prepositions.  

The usage of articles and auxiliary verbs were comparable between contexts and modes.  However, the usage of personal pronouns, 

impersonal pronouns, conjunctions, and non-referential adverbs varied between contexts and/or modes.   

Also shown in the radar charts are averages calculated from LIWC-22’s “test kitchen,” which Boyd and colleagues (2022) 

curated to broadly represent the general public’s various methods of communication.  The public spoken corpus is composed of 

everyday conversations, while the public written corpus is composed of Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, Blogger, and Yelp posts.  
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